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Preface

This manuscript is essentially a reprinting of my doe-.

toral dissertation submitted to the University of Chicago (1968).

This version is abridged from the dissertation in two ways.

TN) appendix to the dissertation, on reduplication, has been

Ortnlinated and 1$ IX preparation for separate publication.

The long lists of examples of compound types which appeared

in the 0.spertation have been limited to ten examples of each
1.

type (for a few types there are fewer than ten examples).

The development of the theory of generative grammar is

notoriously rapid. Publications dsaling with the theory or

with its application to real languages are often outdated by

the time they are released. The discussion of the development

of generative theory in chapter 2 terminates at a particularly

transient point. The reader would be ill-advised to take

chapter 2 a an up-to-date treatment of the theory. On the

other hand, the stage in the development of the theory of deep

structure now espoused by ?1 Cawley, Lakoff, Langendoen, and

others, which is discussed in chapter 2, may be of interest

from a historical point of view.

This study of noun compounding may well raise doubts as

to the correctness of deriving all noun compounds in natural

languages from full sentences via relative clauses. In a num-

ber of instances, it is impossible to get informants to agree

on what the main verb or other elements of the underlying

sentence should be. Perhaps at least some compounds should
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be directly derived from semantic representations.

In particular, the plant-name compounds at the end of

chapter 4, and the learned compounds in chapter 5 are not very

satisfactorily treated. The learned compounds in chapter 5

are particularly interesting since a very similar problem

exists in English with regard to certain words of Greek and.

Latin origin. To my knowledge, no successful analysis of

these English words has been proposed.

In undertaking this study, I am indebted especially to

Professor Eric P. Hamp of the University of Chicago, who en-

couraged me to work in Thai syntax and who advised me through..

out the prepar, tion. of the dissertation. Special apprecia-

tion is also due to Professor James D. McCawley in whose

stimulating classes I gained an understanding of generative

transformational linguistics and who also made a number of

helpful comments on the dissertation. I also wish to thank

Professor William J. Gedney of the University of hichtgan for

graciously taking the time to discuss several matters in

connection with my work and also for making available to me

Miss Nisa Udomphol's master's thesis.

Without the help of several That nationals who willingly

served as informants, this study would have been totally

possible. Miss Suphis Thanissom was of immense help in the

early stages in familiarizing me with Thai structure. Mr.

Montri Chenwidthayakan spent many long hours with me dictating

anecdotes and other material on which much of the analysis



is based. Mr. Wiehit Sirisamphan and Mr. Kasian Chongsarit,

who are mentioned several times in chapter 4, gave invaluable

help in supplying judgments of grammatical aaeeptability and

in suggesting derivational sources for some of the compounds.

Special thanks is due to Miss Mira Udomphol, a linguist in

her own right, who nevertheless condescended to act as my

informant during her time as a student at Chicago. It will

be obvious in readily, chapter 4 that I am in her debt both

for her summaries of native Thai grammars and for some of her

own insights into the structure of Thai compounds, to be

found in her master's thesis.

I also wish to thank Mrs. Myrtle Tozar who typed the

final draft of the dissertation with sufficient speed and acw

curacy to enable me to meet a very rapidly approaching deadline.

Perhaps no one deserves more appreciation than my wife,

Gae. Her hard work, constant encouragement, and willingness

to do without made my whole graduate career possible. In spite

of the fact that she is unfamiliar with both Thai and the sym-
tify

bol conventions of linguistic description, she typed the entire

second draft of the dissertation from my all-but-unreadable

rough draft. The quality of her work was so excellent that

only minor editorial changes were necessary in the final draft

to satisfy the very demanding University of Chicago Dissertew

tion Office. As if this were not enough, she heroically typed

virtually the entire dissertation again, this time on mimeo..

graph stencils for the present version. It is to Cue that

dedicate this manuscript.

RWF
July 5. 1969
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.0 Introduction. This study is addressed to the prob-

lem of investigating compound formation in Thai. Various

types of noun compounds will be treated, including a subset

of noun compounds which we call °subcompounds" in which one

or more members are bound forms, and reduplication as a special

case of noun and verb compounding with phonological implica-

tions. In addition, we shall deal with learned compounds of

Indic origin. This rather substantial area of Thai grammar

will be described in terms of transformational grammar. It

soon becomes apparent that a view of language that goes sub-

stantially beyond simple description of observational phe-

nomena is necessary to give a. unified account of the various

features we shall call conooundtng. If the relationship be.

tween compounds and other constructions in the language is

acknowledged, it developes that less than a dozen rules will

account for all the kinds of compounding, and that all these

rules are rather low- level.1 Put in other words, Thai cm-

pounds are only a short step removed from other, full sen-

tence constructions.

2.0 Summary, of the_ Theory The investigation will be

in terms of trunsformational grammar as initiated by Noam

Chomsky. As preoentd in Assets of ths, Theory at Syntax..

1
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grammar is a tripartite structure, consisting of semantic,

syntactic, and phonological components. It will be the syn-

tactic component which will be of interest in this study, so

we will have little to say about the semantic and phonological

components.3

The syntactic component is itself divided into two sub-v

components. One has as its purpose the specification of tile

form sentences take at the 1.eepest level. This structure is

very different from that which the sentences will have on the

surface. In Chapter 2 we will discuss the development of this

part of the syntactic component in detail and present the deep

forms of the types of Thai sentences necessary for our analy-

sis of noun compounds. The other component has as its func-

tion the restructuring of these forms into structures which

immediately underlie spoken sentences.. In the conception of

generative grammar uscd here, we assume that the first sub.

component presents to the second a rather small set of struc-

tures which may conveniently be represented as inverted tree

diagrams. The points at which the branches connect to each

other are called nodes and each node bears a label which

designates the grammatical structure of that part of the tree

which brunches below it and is connected to it., The trans-

formations in the second subcomponent operate by adding, re.

moving, or deleting sections of these trees. More details

concerning the nature mid ()pit/ration 4pf transformations will

be given in Chapter 3.
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3.0 Thais A loamnie I2)202E9. To a European grammar-

ian, especially one of a traditionalist-prescriptivist bent,

Thai seems to be a very simple language. Gordon H. Allison,

author of a Thai grammar of this type, makes the observation;

"Thai grammar is easier in many respects than that of Euro-

pean languages".4 Another such grammarian, Peter A. Lanyon-

Orgill, goes so far as to say:

Thai, in common with the other languages of the Far
East, does not possess any grammar in the European
sense of the term... Consequently, the study of Thai
grammar largely resolves itself into a study of a
section of the vocabulary of the language, and much
of the grammatical terminology to which Western
scholars are accustomed may be forgotten as being
irrelevant to our study as so many of these ideas
are quite foreign to the Thai 'mind.)

Sometimes, these grommarims view this simplicity as a form

of imprecision or disorganization;

Formerly, Thai grammar was rather loose and disor-
ganized; however, in modern times Thai grammarians
have established Thai grammatical rules pattern9d
to some extent upon those of European language.0

Campbell and Shaweevongse, in discussing what they call the

"continuous tense", make the comment;

You will not find the continuous tense used very
much in conversation as generally the Thai people
are not very much concerned about the finer shades
of meaning and see very little difference between
"I buy a tomato" and "I am buying a tomato". As
long as their meaning gets across they are prepared
to take considerable liberties with formal grammar.?

A glance through those grammars shows in just what aspects

Thai grammar shows itself to be simple:



Thai verbs are never conjugotedi vcriations in person
or tense ore shown by other words or by inference.°

Articles (a, an, the) are not necessary in Thai...
Indefinite adjectives (some, any) 4 the same as
articles are often not necessary in Thai... Nouns
have only one forme Number, gender, and case are
all shown by helping words or by inference.9

Adjectives cannot follow a verb in Thai. There-
fore, there are no predicate adjective constructions
in Thai (such as: He is good."). A Thai sentence
is often complete without a verb, whereas a "be"
verb would probably be necessary in the English
translation. j_0

The general arrangement of a simple Thai sentence
is Subject-Verb-Object as in English... There is
no inflection of nouns, pronouns or verbs... Inani-
mate objects have no gender and where it is neces-
sary to indicate gender in relation to animate ob-
jects this is usually done by the adJition of extra
words.11

The "simplicity" of Thai, then, seems to consist of:

1) Lack of conjugated verb forms indicating person or tense

(number might also be added), 2) Lack of inflected noun.fOrms.

indicating number, gender, and case, 3) Lack of articles and

indefinite determiners, 4) Lack of case forms of pronouns,

5) Lack of copula in Thai translations of English predicate

adjective constructions, and 6) Simple (and what is more in-

teresting, stable) basic word order in sentences.

On the other hand, other pedagogical grammars of Thai,

written by grammarians who may be described as structuralists,

deny that Thai is any simpler than English or any other Euro-

pean language. In the first "Word Study" in her grammar

book, Mary Haaostate.ss
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The fact that a single word can correspond to so many
different things in English uay cause you to feel at
first that Thai is not as definite and precise as
English. But as you progress in your understanding
of the language, you will notice that whenever it
is necessary to be precise about number or tense,
Thai can be precise, but that when such precision
is unnecessary Thai is not bound, as English is, to
be precise about it.12

But it is pointed out to the student that Thai can make pre-

cise distinctions that English does not make:

In the preceding paragraph we noted that English
insists on making distinctions in number and tense
which are not compulsory in Thai.. In its turn we
find that Thai makes certain distinctions of other
types which arc not compulsory in English. One of
these distinctions is th!,t in Thai certain words
are used by men while othersi of corresponding

amening, arc used by womenelj

The argument seems to be that Thai has all the gramMatical

machinery necessary to cypress anything that English can, but

does not express some things in every sentence which must al-

ways be expressed in English. Furthermore, Thai has a regular

system for pronouns which designates the sex of the speaker

which must always be utilized where English lacks such a sys-

tem. The implication seems to be that on balance both lan-

guages are about equally complex. In his grammar book, Edward

Anthony states the same argument more succinctly;

From the lack of verbal endings and the identity of
singular and plural nouns, you may be led to believe
that Thai has no grammar, or a very rudimentary one.
Nothing could be further from the truth. Thai has
as many and as complicr,ted grammatical subtleties as
does English, but signals them ill a different way 14

From this point of view, Thai is not easy at all; it just has

different wAya of gxpressing things and. grammaticrl
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features of interesting and complex types which English and

European languages lack. It is our contention that both views

have merit. It appears that there are two factors at work in

this issue; 1) from the presumably universal inventory of

syntactic elements, Thai and English select partially over-

lapping and partially different subsets, and 2) there are a

number of places at which English underlying structures will

look strikingly like Thei surf o,co structures, but its surface

structures will be very different. It is this second factor

which will prove most interesting and will provide a deep

explanation for the "simple" impression Thai makes on the

speaker of a European language. We will attempt to show that

one way in which Thai is simpler than English is in that it

lacks certain transformotions which make English surface struc-

tures very different from their corresponding deeply under-

lying forms. The first factor is the one which stands be-

hind the structural grnmmarirm's statements.' First we shall

see in detail how it applies to Thai grammar.

3.1 Lack of Grammatical Elements.

3.1.1 Lack of Morphemes. Thai can be said to lack cer-

tain morphemes which are present in languages presumed to be

more complex. An obvious case is the one invloving articles.
15

Articles are "not necessary" in Thai simply because Thai has

no such elements in its inventory of morphemes. A somewhat

less obvious case involves tense. In transformational grammarp

it has been found that the most economical statements involve
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trevtirig tenses as tabstrct entities in their own right, al-

though tenses are often expressed phonologically as affixes

on verbs. In An Intermited Theory- of Linguistic Descriptions,

for example, Katz and Postal present a tree structure for the

English sentence "John sleeps." in which the terminal symbols

are John-Present-sleep, indicrting that at this level of

analysis, Present has the same sort of status as does John

and sleep .16 Since in Thai time of action cannot be indicated

except by the use of time adverbs Olthough it illay be implied

by the use of devices discussed below), it is evident that

Thai simply lacks elements like Present :11together.

It is true, as Haas and Anthony would nrgue, thnt Thai

has classes of morphemes comparable to articles and tense mor-

phemes which English lacks. One interesting class of this type,

which we shall not have occasion to discuss in dctil, is a

class of tntence ,Larticles. For instance, there is one type

which is added to a grezlt many sentences to indicate the

sporAkizr's sttus with relation to the hearer. These are ex-

tremely hart to define or truisInte, but we will give some of

Richard Noss' examples, along with his definitions and illus-

trative sentences;l7

=IR 'Male speaking to superior, elder, or non-intimate
equal persona

kha 'Female speaking to superior, elder, or non-inti-
nate equal person'

ca 'Person spe:.,kinp to inferior or younger person'

wa 'Person spenking rudely or to intimate equal°
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In the examples bclowe t have identified the particle by the

use of the abbrevintion kn... in the interlinear translation

(which I supply; Noss gives only the smooth trmslation) and

have not tried to trnnslnte them. Noss does not give any

examples of sentences with cA. Speakers are identified by

letters of the alphabet. I have trananted Noss' transcription

into the one I shall use throughout this study.

B. gz dichltn pay si kha
put-on blouse I go why-don't-you ptl.

"Wear my blouse, will you'?"

C. ph6m ham, mu mhol khrcip
I look not find ptl.

"I can't find it."

C. Ilmatharathtaykg*w alc wt
who make drinking-glass be-broken ptl.

"Who broke the glass?"

3.1.2 Lack of Syntctic Features. In the conception

of generative grammar with which we are dealing, items enter.-

ed in the lexicon have sets of syntnctic features associated

with them. Some of these futures serve to classify items

in certain ways. For example, the English verb 'know' will

bear the feature [4.activity] signifying that it is an activity

verb. The English temporary aspect marker must be marked in

its set of syntactic markers so as to keep it from being as-

sociated with activity verbs, since there is no sentence *"He

is knowing all the answers." Other features specify the con-

texts. in which the item may nppear in sentences. To express



the restriction about activity verbs, for example, the tempor-

ary aspect marker would require a feature something like

[-.. ] meaning that it cannot precede activity
L 4-activity.

verbs. In this conception, it would also be possible that two

languages could have different sets of such features available.

In Chomsky's discussion of matters of gender, case, and nunk

ber in Aspects, number would be an example of this type. Num-

ber would be introduced in the base component, which specifies

basic structures, by the rule which developes the category

Noun. Accordingly, the rule would bet

N [A,ANumber] (c= + or - for English...)18

In this notation, is a dummy symbol which is to be replaced

by a lexical item whose syntactic features are such that it

will be allowed to appear in the structure in which the 4

appears« As we have said, lexical entries involve sets of

features and the one which replaces noun dummy symbols will

automtically have either C+Numberj (i.e., 'plural) or [-Number]

(i.e., singular) added to its inherent set of syntactic features.

Transformations inter will read these features and insert the

associated phonological material; in English the reflex of

[+Nunber] will usually be [s], [z], or Cazi, and of [-Number]

go. If this is the correct analysis of number in languages like

English, then this is an instance in which Thai lacks a syn..

tanti.o.f.QAture which English has.

It is posalhle to argue that the abspnna of articles and
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tense morphemes are also cases of the lack of syntactic fea-

tures. If Thai lacks features present in English like

[ +Article] and [-I-Tense], it follows that it will lack lexical

entries which must be marked with such features.

3.2 Lack of Transformations. More far-reaching and

interesting than the comparison of inventories of grammatical

elements is a comparison of the transformations between Thai

and the well-known European languages. It will be noticed that

Thai was said to lack, among other things, tense, number, gen-

der, and case Gffixe. While all these may seem to be of the

same type, only tense and number were treated as an example

of a lack of a morpheme (or a feature) . The others are most

properly viewed as cases of absences of transformations of

certain kinds possessed by European languages. As Chomsky

points out, case is not relevant to deep structure at all, but

serves to mark certain relationships in surface structure.

For this reason, it is introduced by transformations.19 To

be sure, if the transformations do not exist, the features

which they would introduce will also fail to exist, but it

is apparent that the lack of the transformations is fundamen-

tal. Obviously, the grammatical relations Subject-of, Object-

of, etc. can be found in Thai; it is only the case system for

marking them with features like [ +Nominative], [ +Accusative]:

etc. which is missing. 20

Both case features and the transformations for intro..

dyeing them are absent In That grhmmnr. "but i he rose of
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gender and number, the features are present, but the transs»

formations which associate discrete phonological' affixes to

them are not. It is clear that Thai has prono'nns which must

be marked as Second Person, First Person, and Third Person.

Similarly, Thai has nouns which must be marked with gender

features, especially in the kinship system. The words °hay

and saw mean 'male human' and 'female human', respectively.

When paired in compound formation with phi, 'older sibling'

and ,n6n 'younger sibling', we get itgchay solder brother',

milkaly, 'older sister', DAIngliy 'younger brother', and

141119.44'w 'younger sisters. aully and slaglw function similarly

with other kinship terms as wells In at least one usage,

kin terms are used outside the kinship system, apparently

especially for their gender features. The compounds phbkhrua

(literally 'kitchen father') and mekhrua (literally, 'kitchen

mother') are the words for 'male head cook' and 'female head

cook', respectively. 21 Chomsky suggests that features such

as person, number, and gender enter into agreement relations

in langunge like German via rules of the forms 22

Article * IaGenderl 1rumberl
Case J

ImGenderl
'plumber
Lease J,

Yn this notation, a, pe and rare variabiz:z ranging over inte-

gers and the various gender, number, and case features are

identified by integers. The above rule specifies that an

article be assigned the same gender, number, and Case features

/
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as the following noun. Later transformations would assign

specific phonological material to the various combinations of

these features. Thai, however, lacks such rules.

Thai word order is also cited as a factor contributing

to its simplioityft What is l'omarkablc is that Thai word

order remains stable under a variety of circumstances under

which English sentences undergo rearrangement. For example:

sundk khigtt markchEy
dog bite man

"The dog bit the man."

is a simple declrrative sentence. When questioned for a yes-

no answer, it becomes;

sungk khat phtechgsy r/
dog bite man or

"Did the dog bite the man;"

A content question, even questioning the object, preserves

the word order:

sundk khgtt ?aray
TOT"--";. MI; what

"What did the dog bite?"

Passive sentencespas such, do not exist in Thai. In order

to give a passive import to our example sentence, the whole

sentence becomes the object of another sentence with the verb

thirk 'to come in contact withos

pht'ch5.y thtrk sunAk khAt
man come-in-contact-with do bite

"The man was bitten by the dog."

Rather than rearrangement of the basic Sentence, what we have
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is the addition of a new sentence, with subsequent deletion

from the first one. Clearly, Thai grammar lacks the trans-

formations which effect the word order changes in the cor-

responding English sentences.

Even more striking than anything discussed so far, is

the deep similarity between English and Thai with regard to

the construction noticed by Allison in which the Thai sentence

containing a predicate adjective lacks a copula verb. Struc-

turalist linguists are generally agreed, and rightly so, that

adjectives in Thai are simply a special class of verbs. The

copula is not needed in Thai any more than it would be needed

before any other verb, for instance, the verb no*n gsleeb".

dek nOn "The child sleeps" and dek "The child is big"

are equivalent in structure and the copula is superfluous in

either. But exactly the same sort of analysis has recently

been proposed for English adjectives, as well.23 The copula

'be° originates from outside the adjective predication itself,

either by a transformation which inserts 'be' into such struc-

tures or by certain deletions from more complex structures;

Ross proposes the underlying structure in Figure ;1 for

"Henry is hungry". 24 Deletion of the second occurrence of

'Henry' by a very general transformation and subsequent adjust-

ments in the tree structure result in the sentence "Henry is

hungry". No matter what answer proves right, it is clear that

Thai is no simpler than English at the deepest level (where

sentences like "Henry hungry" and dek yar both exist). Only



NP

Henry

S

VP

r.4..4.7154di]

be

NP

Henry

NP

VP

[VIAdj]

1

hungry

Figure 1. -- Structure of the English sentence: "Henry is
hungry."
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in the transformational development of the English sentences

are there complexities unknown to Thai grammar. 25

More recent developments in the transformational grammar

of English show that another aspect of the simplicity of Thai

can be ascribed to transformational developments. In unpub-

lished work, some transformational grammarians have argued

that tense and aspect morphemes not be developed from such

constituents as Auxiliary, but be treated as verbs which take

whole sentences as subjects. In this sort of analysis: the

sentence "John is running" would have an early structure like

that in Figure 2a. The verbs Pres and 'be' would be subject

to a rule of "Verb Phrase Promotion" which detaches such verbs

and inserts them in front of the surface main verb. Verb

Phrase Promotion would yield the structure in Figure 2b.

Later transformations combine 'be' and Pres to form °is° and

insert the suffix 'ire to 'run'. If the same analysis is

applied to Thai, the pre- and post-Verb Phrase Promotion struc-

tures (recalling that Thai lacks anything answering to Pres)

would be very similar to English, namely those in Figure 3.

So far, so good. The Thai sentence behaves quite analo-

gously to the English sentence, once we have allowed for the

absence of tense morphemes in Thai. The difference now is

that, except for some possible node relabelings, the Thai sem-

tence is in its surface form. "Cha is running" is pronounced

cha kamlapwlmj there are no affix insertions or alterations
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NF

S

NP VP

S

NP VP
1

be

John V

run

a.

S

VP

Pres

NP
VP

Jotin V VP

V
Pres VP

be V

run

b.

Figure 2. -- Structure of "John is running."

ai earlier structure
b: Lafdr., structure

1

" '



S

NP VP

S

NP

I

Cha

VP

V

I

run

a.

1

V

I

kamlen
'Progressive'

NP VP

Cho V VP

I I
kamlan V

'Progressive'

1

run

Figure 3. Structure of; 1.24.ii: ittuava

a. Earlir StrUptUre.
b. Later structuic
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of the Progressive morpheme lscgan. Again we see that the

simplicity of the Thai sentence lies in its lack of certain

rather low-level transformations,

Nov let us look at another case. The two structures for

"John h94s run" would be those in Figure 44 The second struc-

ture needs some low-level work, such as the spelling of the

Completive sentence-verb as 'lave' and the combination of

'have' and Pres to form 'has'. In Thai, the deeper structure

is that of Figure 5.

On the analogy of the previous sentence, one would expect

the Verb Phrase Promotion rule.; to apply, but perhaps that would

be all that is necessary to generate the surface structure.

But whet actually happens is that the Verb Phrase Promotion

rule does not apply and the sentence is now in its correct

surface form, except for some node relabeling. The striking

result is that the surface structure of the Thai sentence is

very similar to the deep structure of the English sentence and

its own deep structure, unlike that of the English equivalents)

What the Thai deep structure is like is extremely clear, unlike

the English case. Notice also that there is no special morel,.

pheme marking completive aspect; the regular adjective for 'be-

finished' serves in this function.

But what is the source of the difference between the

simple" and "complex" languages here; The answer is that the

difference is nearly the most trivial possible. The Thai word

lgew 'be- finished' does not undergo Verb Phrase Promotion, a
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ruic which both languages clearly have, but its English trans-

lation equivalent does.

We have seen that the ultimate source of the apparent

simplicity of Thai lies in 1) the absence of morphemes or syn-

tactic features, and 2) the absence or lack of applicability

of transformations which European languages have. We have

also seen that some of the differences between Thai and more

familiar languages which seem most profound are tractable to

the most trivial of actual causes. If it turns out to be

true, as some linguists are now arguing, 26
that the deepest

level of language consists of semantic structures and it is

the transformations alone which may properly be called syntax,

grammarians like Lanyon-Orgill may be correct in a deeper

sense than they ever dreamed of when they say that Thai does

not possess any grammar in the European sense of the term.

4.0 Noun Phrase Structure.- In addition to the com-

ments above, it would be well to briefly outline the struc-

ture of Thai noun phrases, since these structures have the

greatest bearing on our compounding study.

The basic structure of a Thai noun phrase is the head

noun followed by modifiers. The modifiers are of three typess

1) relative clauses, 2) numbers, and 3) determiners. All

types of modification which are not either numerical or de-

terminers are derived from relative clauses. Relative clauses

and determiners may, and numbers must occur with classifiers,

or counters. Classifiers are nounse generally of very general
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meaning, which are used to count or precisely designate

specific nouns. For example, the noun khon 'person' is the

classifier for all nouns referring to people. Thus, in order

to say "two men", one saysa

ltAlchLy khon "two men"

man two person

With determiners, the classifier occurs firsts

212kch5,y khon nis "this man"
man person this

With adjectives (reduced from relative clauses ) f the classi-

fier also occurs firsts

phtt.ch5*y khon the big man"
man person big

Cingsifiers may, but seldom do, occur with full relative clausecl

9b 16* phAlchglz khon thi .y_cra paryiq aok
well then man person who snatch girl from

khon taki°MAY 2-a? khrttp
person previous how (ptl.) sir

"Well then, he's that man who snatched the girl from the
other fellow-- you know"

When all three types of modification occur with the same noun,

the relative clause is first, followed by the number and the

determiners

lune (tua) 14k .§2.6.1D tub, nAn 27
dog body small two bo( ;iy that

"Those two little dogs."

It is the relative clause modifiers which are involved in our

analysis of noun compounds.
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Footnotes

11n addition a few phonological rules are tentatively
proposed to account for alliterative, rhyming, and vowel and
tone ablaut features in the so-called reduplidated forms.

2E. g. Noam Chomsky, Syntactic Structures (The Hague, The
Netherlands; Mouton & Co., 1957) and Ata of the Theory
of Ayntta (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 175 :""

31n fact the theoretical justification for a distinct
semantic component as an interpreting device has been called
into question. See chapter 2 for discussion. We will pre-
sent a few phonological rules in the appendix but will withhold
discussion until then.

'Gordon H. Allison, Modern That (Bangkok: Prachandra
Printing Press, 1959) 0 pa vito

5Peter A. Lanyon-Orgill: pal4;y1troduction to the Thai
(Siamese) Lan ua e for Euro pean StSents ,Victoria, B.C.:
The Curlew ress, 1955) 0 p*

6Allison, loc. cite On the same page, Allison states
wwnn toinn,

that "The writer has never yet met a Thai person who thinks
that Thai grammar is easy," I am equally sure that no Eng-
lish speaking person would think English grammar was easy if
its rules were "patterned to some extent" on rules of Far
Eastern languages3

7Stuart Campbell and Chuan Shaweevongse, The Fundamentals
of the Thai Lan ua e, second edition (Bangkok; Thai Australia
company, 195 )0 pa 142

8,Allison, loc. cit.

9Ibid., pe 7.
10Ibid., p. 10. Actually this statement is not quite

true and its exceptions raise an interesting problem which
is discussed in chapter L

11Campbell and Shaweevongse, oR0 cit., p. 3.
12Mary R. Haas and Heng A. Subhanka, Spoken Thai (New

Yorks Henry Holt & Coot 1945), pa 24, 25.

13Ibid.

148dward M. Anthony et. ale, Foundations of Thai, Book I,
Part I (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh, 1966), p. 1
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15The statement quoted above (pg. 4) from Allison con-
cerning indefinite adjectivek; refers more to the use of in-
definite determiners rather than their absence.

16
Jerrold Jo Katz and. Pavl Ma Postal, An Integrated Theory

of LinglAtie Deseriptiom (Cambridge, Masson MIT Press,
19647;80

17Richard B. Noss, Tho Reference Grammar (Washington',
D.av: Foreign Service Institute, 19 64T, p. 216, 217.

18Chomsky, Asmatse p. 171, 172 and note 27.. p. 232.

19Ibidl, 1)0 172 and note ,95p po 221c

20
But of. the work of Fillmore (E.g. Charles J. Fillmore,

"Concerning English Prepostiorsu in Francis P. Dineen, S.J.
(ed.) , LI= of the Severteellth .321 sound Table &E,LIns on
Lansulatlas es Monoampii Series on Lan-
EALIBag, and IantlyistIcs No. 19 (196677gashington, D. C.;
Georgetown UniversityPre5s)0, n which case is viewed as
more basic than tree structux'ef)

21It is clear that these features are present; it is
less clear that they have syntactic significance. However,
it will be recalled that Thai has certain pronouns which are
restricted to men or to women (See quotation from Haas and
Subhanka, p. )c I would maintain that the ungrammaticality
of a sentence like VAfehaoy.pilt dfchan.. "Big brother
Said, is based on restrictions between the feature
E+Male] in chay, and [-Male] in the pronoun dichan 'I (wo.,
man speakiniTT.

22
Chomsky, Aspectse p. 175.

23Arguments for this analysis have been given 1-J7 Lakoff
(George Lakoff, "On the Nature of Syntactic Irregularity"
(Cambridge, Massa The Computation Laboratory, Harvard Uni-
versity, Report No. NSF-169 19t)5)) and Ross (John Robert Ross,
"Adjectives as Noun Phrases" (Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, mimeographed, 1966)).

24Ross, 22e citee p. have simplified the struc-
ture somewhat.
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25But as we shall see in chapter 4, Thai has a structure
similar to the one Ross gives for English from which sen-
tences are developed in which the Thai copula 222 does appear
before adjectives like in English° If Ross is right, then
the difference between the two languages is even more trivials
this sort of development is obligatory in English; optional
in Thai, but possible in bothr

26See the discussion of these matters in chapter 2*

27This example is from Mary R9 Haas, "The Use of Nur.
merical Classifiers in Thai",

but
XVIII (1942) , 204.

This article is a concise4 but thorough, description of
the use of classifiers.
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Chapter 2

Input to Transformations

100 III:Iiroducqnm in the history of transformational

grammar, there have been a series of major revisions of the

deepest part of grammar on which the transformations operate.

The matter is far from settled, even at the present time. It

is not our purpose, while dealing with an aspect of Thai gram-

mar, to make any proposals with regard to this part of the

theory or even to select among the candidates presently avail-

able, but to briefly examine the development of this part of

the theory and to decide what structures must be available to

the transformational component of a grammar of Thai which ac-

counts for noun compounds. It will be of interest to notice

the following factors at each level of developments 1) The

nature of the rules, 2) the nature of the structures generated

3) the context-sensitivity issue, 4) rule ordering, 5) uni-

versals, 6) peculiarities of each proposal. The varieties of

basic systems which will be discussed ares Chomsky's in syn-

tactic Structures, 1
Katz and Postal's in An integrated Theory

of Descrlptions 2
Chomsky's in A2Pects of the Theola

of antax93 unpublished proposals of James McCawley, Stephen

Anderson, and others in late 1966 and early 1967,4 and the

most recent proposals of McCawley and others, dealing with

grammar and logic.5

26
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2.0 Syntaqic Structurep., To a degree, the organiza-

tion of Syntactic Structures recults in a certain emphasis on

the phrase structure component which is the deepest lwel at

this initial stage* Chomsky's approach is to present some

theoretical grammatical models and to decide just what sort

of model is necessary to deal with the grammar of natural lan-

guages in general and English in particular. A phrase struc-

ture grammar is thus shown to be superior to a finite state

grammar, but not to be entirely adequate to deal with some

aspects of real languages by itself. But when the notion of

grammatical transformation is added, solutions to these prob-

lems are readily found. Apparently because of this approach,

Chomsky does not begin discussing the relationship of the

phrase structure and the transformations in the whole grammar

The net result is to make it appear that the transformations

are an appendix, although an important, even crucial one, to

the basic phrase structure grammars Hence the phrase struc-

ture part of the grammar, which supplies structures to the

transformations, enjoys an importance for syntax which it

does not have in subsequent formulations*

The rules of the phrase structure section of the grammar

are rewriting rules and are said to be presupposed by constit-

uent analysis. The rules arc of the form X Y which is

interpreted "as the instruction 'rewrite X as Y'".6 Sentences

in languages arc generated by a series of such rules called

a derivation, such that each rule after the first rewrites a
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symbol which appears at the left of a rule which has previously

applied. This process continuos until no symbols are left but

terrinal symbols to which no further rules apply. Thus it

is clear that the phrase structure is most basically a system

which deals with dtrings of symbols*

A rewriting system is presupposed by constituent analysis

and the other side of this coin is that every derivation can

be represented "in an obvious way" by means of a tree diagram.?

To take a simple hypothetical example, the derivations

X A + B

B ---> C + D

may be represented by this tree:

.2CN.

C D

A

Although "The diagram (15) conveys less information than the

derivation (14)" yet The diagram (15) retains just what is

essential in (14) for the determination of the phrase struc-

ture (constituent analysis) of the derived sentence...".8

Since the diagram is not as explicit as the derivation, it is

possible for a single diagram to correspond to more than one

derivation. When this happens, the diagram represents a struc-

turally ambiguous sentence, with as many readings as deriva-

tions. It is theoretically possible, then, for phrase struc-

ture grammars to generate ambiguous sentences. Chomsky leaves

open the question whether or not the phrase structure component
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of a grammar of any language, actually does generate ambig-

uous sentencese

In facts it is not clear that there are any cases of
constructional homonymity purely vdthin the level of
phrase structure once a transformational grammar is
developed

As long as this is in doubts the derforation of strings of

symbolss which does not admit of ambiguity, must be seen as

more basic than the tree diagrams which does.

On the other hands once transformations are admitted to

the grammatical theory, it emerges that there are transforma-

tional rules which require more information for their applica-

tion than that which is contained in strings of symbols, namely

they require reference to the constituent structure of the

strings to which they apply. 10 So there are hints even in

Syntactic Structures that the structures associated with deri-

vations will ultimately prove more important than the strings

of symbols which the derivations generate, and even the deri-

vations themselves.

Restrictions on the structures (or strings) which the

phrase structure rules generate must be drawn, so the issue of

c:mtext sensitivity arises. There may well be cases in which

X > Y is not generally applicable, but only when X occurs in

the environment In English, to take one of Chomsky's

examples, the determiner symbol T may be rewritten a if the

following noun is singular, but not if it is plural. 11 That

is, a bu is well-formed, but a Ipvs is not. The rules in
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the phrase structure section of a grammar must be context-

sensitive in this sense. The above rule may be written:

X- --YinW Z

which is to be interpreted as "the symbol X is to be rewritten

as the symbol Y if and only if it is immediately preceded by

W and immediately followed by Zno

Although the rules must be writbm on paper in some ordere

they can be regarded as ordered or unordered. If they are un-

ordered, any rule can apply as soon as the symbol appearing in

its right half has been generated* Suppose a phrase structure

grammar contains the following three unordered rules:

1. A B + C

E

30 C F + G

Then, as soon as 1.1 has applied both B and C are available and

either 2. or 3* can apply in either order. On the other hand,

if the rules are ordered, 2. must apply before 3. regardless

of the fact that D has already been generated after applica-

tions of 1. Chomsky asserts that ordered rules are desireable$

The formal properties of the system of phrase structure
make an interesting study, and it is easy to show that
further elaboration of the form of grammar is both nec-
essary and possible. Thus it can easily be seen that
it would be quite advantageous to order the rules of
the set F so that certain of the rules can apply only
after others have applied.12

The idea that linguistic theory should be concerned with

the universal characteristics of language is present in
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Syntactic Structures

More generally, linguists must be concerned with the

problem of determining the fundamental underlying prop-
erties of successful grammars. The ultimate outcome of

these investigations should be a theory of linguistic
structure in which the descriptive devices utilized in
particular grammars are presented and studied abstractly,
with no specific reference to particular language.13

But there are no specific proposals of particular character-

istics of these universal descriptive devices except for the

general form of grammar itself.

From these considerations we are led to a picture of

grammars as possessing a natural tripartite arrange-

ment° Corresponding to the level of phrase structure,

and corresponding to lower levels it has a sequence

of morphophonemic rules of the same.basio.form. Link-

ing these two sequqees, it has a sequence of trans -
formational rulesolkr

Probably the best-known particular characteristic of

Syntactic Structures is the notion of kernel sentence. This

idea,. which captured the imagination of people interested in

applied linguistics, did not survive later revisions of the

theory. A kernel sentence is one of

the set of sentences that are produced when we apply

obligatory transformations to the terminal strings of
the W., Fj grammar. The transformational part of the

grammar will be set up in such a way that transforms..

tions can apply to kernel sentences (more correctly,

to the forms that underlie kernel sentences *. i.e.., to

terminal strings of the ['mg r] part of the grammar)

or to prior transforms° Thus every sentence of the
language will either belong to the kernel or will be

derived from the strings underlying one or more kernel
sentences by a sequence of one or more transformations*15

The seeds of the demise of kernel sentences are contained In

the parenthetic sentence in the above quotation; further study

of these "underlying forms" showed that they had little to do
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with kernel-type sentences,

300 Katz and 2.2.sryLugl Another step in the development

of generative-transformational grammar is represented by Jerrold

Katz and Paul Postal's work in An Integrated Theory of LInguis-

tic DescrlEtions016 Katz ana Postal were interested in pro-

viding a theory which would deal with the relationship between

grammar and meaning and this led to a number of modifications

of the notion of the phrase structure part of a transforma-

tional grammar. The rules are essentially the same in nature

as they are in Syntactic Structtlre, i.e. they operate on

strings of symbols by a rewriting process.17 Presumably the

rules are still context-sensitive and ordered, although Katz

and Postal do not discuss these matters, but acknowledge that

Chomsky's formulation is correct.18

As in Syntactic Structures, tree structures are associated

with the strings of symbols produced by the rewriting rules.

But these associated trees, or labeled bracketings, are seen

as providing formalizations which are not readily available

in the derivations themselves:

Such rules permit the construction of derivations;
finite sequences of strings of symbols, beginning with
the initial sequence of the grammar #Sentence#... There
is an algorithm or mechanical procedure for associating
a labeled bracketing or P-marker with each such deriva-
tion... Such labeled bracketings formally render the
notions of grammatical category1 part of speech, or im-
mediate constituent structure.I

Furthermore, it is on these structures, and not on kernel

sentences, or even the symbols underlying them, that the
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.transformations operate.

20
Tne transformations take existing

P-markers and modify them by adding, moving, or deleting

branches. Thus it can be seen that the labeled bracketing is

more important in the theory than in the previous version.

In addition, the phrase structure component is so constructed

that all information necessary to determine the meaning of a

sentence is present in the underlying P-marker and that the

application of transformations, at least singulary transforma-

tions, does not affect moanin30 21
Earlier, it was assumed that

the difference in meaning betwen questions and statements, for

example', was accounted for in eonneobion with the operation of

the transformation which converted statements into questions.

Thus questions and statements had the same underlying string

and the same underlying 11-marker at if all the information

necessary to account for the meaning of a sentence is to be

present in the underlying phrase marker and questions and

statements differ, in meaning, it follows that this state of

affairs cannot continue. Katz and Postal solve this problem

by positing a morpheme a (Question) which appears in the under-

lying P-markers of questions but not in the P-markers of the

corresponding statements. The semantic rules are constructed

to read question meaning from this morpheme. Furthermore, the

question transformation is now obligatory; it must apply to

all P- markers containing Qm itself does not appear in the

structure of the sentence as it is spoken (the final derived

.7-marker)t but is converted into question intonation.22 Similar



solutions for imperative, negative, and passive sentences

are posited.

In An. Integrated Theory of Linguistic Descriptions, we

find a few definite claims as to what some universals are.. One

of these has to do With embedding. In the underlying P-marker

of every sentence in which another sentence is embedded, there

is a position marked by a matrix dummy symbol. At this point,

another P-marker will be embedded by the embedding transfor-

mation. Among the symbols which dominate these matrix dummies

are two which are universal.

We specify further that all syntactic components con-
tain among the nonterminal symbols of their phrase
structure subpart a specified set of constituents
including at least two; called Relative (Rel) and Comp-
lement (Comp).23

The presence of universal symbols implies the presence of

universal phrase structure ruless

Besides assuming a certain universal grammatical vocab-
ulary, we assume also a certain set of universal phrase
strucyure rules. We claim that the grammars of all
languages introduce elements like Rel and Comp as sub
parts of the major constituents like Noun Phrase, Verb
Phrase, etc. In other words, elements like Noun Phrase
and Verb Phrase will dominate, among other things, pe-
(memos of universal elements like Rel and Comp...24

If one were to select a distinctive feature of the phrase

structure component as explicated in An Integrated Theory of

Linguistickmal=las, it would be the idea that underlying

P-markers contain all the information necessary to provide

the meaning of the sentences

4.0 Aspects 4. the Thpor/ of §2ntax. Further
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modifications of the theory appeared in the work of Chomsky

in Aspects of the Theory of Syntax. The rules proposed in

this work include some of completely different nature. The

basic type are symbol rewriting rules of the previous type.

Although the rules rewrite symbols, they are said to be "a

natural mechanism for generating Phrase-markers."25 The gen-

eration of Phrase-markers appears more important than the gen,-

eration of strings of symbols, although the Phrase-marker is

still assigned on the basis of the derivation, which is written

in terms of symbols.
26 But except for this rather subtle

shift in emphasis, the nature of the rules and the method by

which structures are assigned to strings remains essentially

the same. However, a new type of rule is added to the familiar

type. First, there are rules which analyze lexical categories,

like N(oun) and V(crb) into complex symbols. These complex

symbols are sets of specificied syntacted features, analogous

to phonological features.

For example, we might have the following grammatical

rules:

(20) (i) N tCommon]

(ii) [4-Common] [iCount]

(iii) [-I-Count] [62-Animate]

(iv) [-Common] [2Animate]

(v,) [-PAnimate] [.tHuman]

(vi) C Couiqtj [±Abstract]27

Various choices represented by the -91 symbols in the above

rules allow the generation of various complex symbols for the
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lexical symbol N. Rules such as those of (20) In the citation

above are called subcategorization rules since they express

subcategories of the lexical category Noun. subnatGgortgAtion

rules need not be context-freeo as those in the example, but

may also be context-sensitiveo For example, a transitive verb

would be specified by the feature NP], meaning it can ap-

pear before a Noun Phrase° This feature is not derived from

a rule like those above but pots it by convention from the

fact that Noun Phrases follow Verb complex symbols when the

verb must be transitive. If a context-sensitive subcategoriza-

tion rule derives its syntactic features from categories like

NP. it is called a strict subcategorization rule. Another type

of context-sensitive subcategorization rule specifies complex

symbols in terms, not of category symbols, but of the syntactic

features of the environment. These rules are called selectional

rules. Chomsky's examples of strict subcategorization rules

and selectional rules, respectively, area

NP ti

#
Adjective
Predicate-Nominal

(40) V* CS/ likePredicate-Nominal
Prepositional-Phrase
that'S9
ET7Tof'Det'N)S'
\etc.

ands

rt+AbstractiAux
[-Abstract]Aux

(42) (1).

1g, Cs, [4-Animate").

(iv) Det [-Animate] 28
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If a verb complex symbol appears in the first categorial

ronment of rule (40) , it receives the feature [1- NI)] (i.e0.

is transitive). If it appears in the second environment, it

receives the feature [1- (1,,e0 is intransitive), and so one

The rules in (42) are designed to select verbs in terms of the

features of other lexical categories in their environments,

e.g. (i) selects verbs which take Abstract subjects, (ii)se

lects verbs which take Concrete subjects, (iii) selects those

which require Animate objects, and so on.

It can be seen that the subcategorization rules create

complex symbols which are made up of various syntactic feature;.;

necessary to assure that the sentences of the language not

only have the right constituent structure (which is provided

by the rewrite rules of the older type) but consist of strings

of words which are grammatically compatible with each other.

The actual lexical items of the language are then matched with

the appropriate complex symbols by a general lexical rule.

The lexicon is a set of entries which each contain sets of

syntactic, semantic, and phonological features idiosyncratic

to the individual entry. The general lexical rule allows a

lexical item to replace a complex symbol if its inherent featul

are not distinct from the features of the complex symbol.

Thus, since the verb eat in English has the inherent syntac-

tic features [4. NP] and [-1-.Animate Aux ] , it may replace a

verb complex symbol only if it too has these features. In

this way, appropriate lexical items appear in the string which
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will ultimately be a grammatical scntence in the language.

As an alternative to the above process, Chomsky proposes

that complex symbols be eliminated and that the lexical items

be introduced into structures by a convention which says, in

effect, that a lexical entry may be entered into a structure

unless it has in its syntactic feature set features which re-

strict it from entering such structures. If a lexical item

has a feature [4-X Y] , it may replace symbol of the preter-

minal structure if that symbol actually does appear in the

environment X Y and not otherwise. The two methods of

traducing lexical items into sentences are not exactly equiva-

lent, but Chomsky does not decide between them.29

While the structures generated by this version of the base

component arc essentially the same as those of the earlier

versions, there is one important difference.
30 Generalized

transformations which take two Phrase-markers and combine then

are no longer part of the theory. Instead, the symbol

S(entence) can now appear to the right of rules in the base

component. In this way, Sentence nodes can be embedded under

nodes which are themselves embedded under other Sentence nodes

As a result, embeddings are taken care of in the base com-

ponent instead of in the transformations.31

The facts previously taken care of by rewairing that the

phrase structure rules be context-sensitive can now be handled

by the subcategorizat ion rules, or by the "filter effect" of

the transformations. Since S can now appear to the right of
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base component rules and can be subsequently developed in

any way any other S in the language can be developed, there

is no way to assure that it will be compatible with the sent-

ence in which it is embedded. However, the transformations

which carry out the various deformations of embedded sentences

so as to produce grammatical sequences will only operate in

those cases in which the embedded and embedding sentences are

compatible. So we assume the convention that any structure

enerated by the base component which has failed to undergo

he appropriate transformations is not a roal sentence in thet

language. As a result, the transformations serve to assure

corn

sub

patibility in the case of embedding. As we have seen, the

ategorization rules are designed to assure compatibility

in single sentences. Between the "filter effect" and thewith

subcategorization rules, then, the need for context-sensitive

branching rules h,s been eliminated4 As Chomsky puts its

We suggested: (a) that the distributional restrictions
of lexical items be determined by contextual features
listed in lexical entries, and (b) that these contextual
features be regarded as defining certain substitution
transformations. Thus strict subcategorical and
selectional restrictions of lexical items are defined
by transformational 21110S associated with these items.
We have now observed that the transformational rules
must also carry the burden of determining the distri-
butional restrictions on base Phrwe-markers. Thus the
categorial rules that generate infinite sets of gen-
eralized Phrase-markers can apparently be context-freef,
with all distributional restrictions, whether of base
Phrase markers or lexical entriesl being determined by
the (singulary) transformations. 3'

In As ects, Chomsky is quite interested in the subject

of universals * i.e. these aspects of grammar which are common
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t- o- ^11 lanelmAps, Universals may be either formal (pertain

to the general form which a grammar of any natural language

must have) or substantive (pertain to specific details which

are characteristic of all languages). It has been the clear,

goal of transformational linguistics from the beginning to

explore formal universals, but until recently, little atten-

tion has been devoted to substantive universals. As we have

seen, Katz and Postal suggest that some details in the base com-

ponent may be universa1 But Chomsky in Aspects, begins to hint

that much more than a few details may be involveds

To say that formal properties of the base will provide
the framework for tie characterization of universal
categories is to assume that much of the structure of
the base is common to all languages.33

But Chomsky stops short of saying just what parts of the

structure of the base is universal or to outline anything

which might to be that universal base.

There is little doubt that the notions involved in the

explication of the subcategorization rules are the most prom-

inent feature of the base component at this stage. It is

also interesting to note that the notion of kernel sentence,

which was distinctive in Syntactic Structures, all but dis-

appears in Aspects.

Among the sentences with a single base Phrase-marker as
basis, we can delimit a proper subset called "kernel
sentences." These are sentences of a particularly simple
sort that involve a minimum of transformational apparatus
in their generation. The notion "kernel sentence" has, .

I think, an important intuitive significance, but since
kernel sentences play no distinctive role in generation
or interpretatio4hof sentences, I shall say nothing more
about them here.,'Y
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5.0 The Base Component of a Transformational Grammar.

The version of the base component discussed by McCawley in

1966 and Anderson involves several other departures from what

has gone before. The rules in the McCawley paper are not re.

writing rules at all. What corresponds to rules of the re.

writing type in the earlier versions is now a set of condi-

tions of well-formedness on underlying phrase-markers in the

base component. This differs from the rules in disps. cts in a

number of important ways. In the first place there is no pro-

vision for rewriting strings of symbols; strings of symbols

play no significant role whatsoever. For this reason the

earlier notion of an algorithm or mechanism for associating

structures with derivations disappears. The set of conditions

are to define, not produce, the needed structures. Finally,

the conditions are unordered, in contrast to the ordered re-

write rules.35

In Anderson's own work, he proposes that the set of con-

ditions stated in McCawley's notation be replaced with a set

of other conditions having to do with the domination of one

node by another. These conditions are even less like rules

than are McCawley's, although they define the same (universal)

set of trees, with the exception that they say nothing about

left-to-right ordering of the nodes. This ordering is to be

provided by a set of rules, differing for each language, which

specify the order of nodes for that languae. 36
liwever, al-

though the relationship between the: rules or conditions and
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the structures is markedly different in this type of formula

tion, the structures are the same in nature, only simpler in

detail and more explicitly defined.

Little is said here about the problems of context-sensi-

tivity, but, for Anderson at least, they apparently would be

handled in a way similar to that proposed by Chomsky in AspeetE;,.

In this conception of grammar, the base would consist
of a lexicon with appropriate insertion rules for the
attachment of lexical items to the terminal nodes of
underlying constftuent structure trees in accordance
with the selectional and subcategorizing fegAures
peculiar to the individual lexical items...)(

Strong claims concerning the universality of the base

component are made in these papers. It is suggested that it

is possible to specify just the structures which appear in

the deep structures of any languages

Recent research in generative grammar has led to a
detailed examination of the possibility that some
significantly large portion of the base component is
not a part of the grammars of particular languages at
all, but is rather provided by universal theory. The
strongest hypothesis about the contribution of univer-
sal grammar to the base so far taken seriously is the
assertion that the' categorial component of the grammar e,Q,

consists or exactly the following unordered conditlo-ls...-)

Following this statement are seven sets of specifications on

structures. The details need not concern us here. The point

of interest is that there is a growing search for a state-

ment of substance concerning a putative universal base compo-

nent. Anderson goes on to reinterpret the conditions, and

to further restrict ``the amount attributable to the universal

base, but retains the idea of atleb a. base.
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This notion of a universal base and the elimination of

the notion of rewriting rules are radical innovations at this

stage of development. In addition, Anderson proposes a set

of principles for the labeling of nodes up in a tree, given

a tree structure and lexical category symbols. These princi-

ples apply not only to labeling in the base component, but

also to the relabeling of trees as they are deformed by trans

formations. We shall examine these principles in detail in

connection with our discussion of the transformations neces-

sary to generate Thai noun compounds.

So rapid has been the recent development of conceptions

at this level of grammar, that Anderson now disclaims much of

the detail in his discussion." McCawley has made a new pro-

posal, which we shall now examine.

6.0 "Lopical Grammar". In the previously discussed

version of the part of grammar providing the input to trans-

formations, rewriting rules were abolished. But a shadow of

the concept of rule remained in the form of specific condi-

tions on structures in the universal base further modified

by language-particular restrictions on basic structures. In

the latest proposal of McCawley the notion of rule seems to

disappear altogether. In fact, the base component itself is

taken to be a superfluous level which should be eliminated.

Instead, we need deal only with a (presumably largely univer-

sal) set of possible messages and a code to relate these to

the surface, forms of sentences.
40 It is the domain of
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semantics to deal with what is or is not a possible message

and of the transformations to relate these possible messages

to sentences in lansuaRes. Between, there Is no need for an-

other level corresponding to the base component.

Nevertheless, there is a certain type of structure appro-

priate to express the range of possible messages. A modified

ff.7,:m of symbolic logic is proposed as the framework of this

expressions

I will in fact argue that symbolic logic, subject to
certain modifications, provides an appropriate system
for semantic reprosontatipn within the framework of
transformational grammar441

In particular/

I conclude that it is necessary for semantic repre-
sentation to separate an utterance into a 'proposition'
and a set of noun phrases, which provide the material
used in identifying the indices of the 'proposition'.
e.g.

Prop sition NP'sx

\3\-
42x

I
killed x 2 the man

The triangles here (and for that'matter throughout this present

paper) are to be interpreted as indicating that the details of

structure at this point are not given. Clearly, structures

of the above type are not very much like those generated by

earlier phrase structure and base components.

In discussing context-sensitivity, McCawley argues that

the cases handled by Chomsky's strict subcategorization rules

have to do with logical well-formcdness and not grammar.

the woman
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Some sentences which would be to violation of selectional

restrictions should not be ruled out at all, since there are

situations in which they are, indeed, possible messages.

While a sentence like "My toothbrush is trying to kill me."

seems deviant, it is perfectly reasonable as a report of a

dream ("I dreamed that my toothbrush was trying to kill me.")v

or as a statement of the beliefs of someone else ("John thinks

his toothbrush is trying to kill him.")43 In other cases,

selectional restrictions exclude sentences that should be ex-

cluded. Activity verbs, for example, surely must be prevented

from taking the be progressive, since there is no *"I dreamed

(or Arthur believes) that John was knowing the answer." '4

More crucially, this new conoept of the nature of language

deals with a sort of "context-sensitivity" which no previous

model has been able to handle at all. There are numerous

cases, especially in embeddings, when it is necessary for there

to be a system of cross-referencing between elements in dif-

ferent parts of sentences McCawley discusses in detail a

number of such cases which cannot be dealt with successfully

by means of a grammar which depends on a base component.
45

Although he does not deal with universals in detail, It

seems clear that many of the restrictions on 'possible messages'

will be universal, while others may be language-particular*

The interest in universals is certainly no less strong than

in his 1966 proposals.

The notion of the rola of the principles of symbolic
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logic in the deepest aspect of language and the elimination

of the base component arc oho most distinctive features of

this latest proposal.

While it is not the purpose of this paper to decide on

the theoretical issues raised in this discussion, it is neces

sary to specify the structures which are available to the

transformations in Chapter 3. The more recent work has pro-

vided cogent reasons for regarding rewriting systems as too

elaborate for this purpose. The most recent work of McCawley46

is still in its initial stages of development, and must in any

case assume an early set of transformations to convert the

modified symbolic logic structures into trees of the more fa-

miliar type, unless the transformational component is to be

radically revised. So we will state the conditions which

specify the structures we will need after the manner of Ander,-

son's paper, assuming that these will also appear at some

stage in a grammar based on more recent notions. We use the

symbolization of McCawley's earlier paper.47 The conditions

area

<S; SW>

This means that a sentence may consist of any number of con-

joined sentences.

<S; NP VP>

A sentence may also consist of a noun phrase and a verb phrase.

<NP; N(S) (No) (Det)>

A noun phrase consists of a noun and optionally a sentence,
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a number, and a determiner; in that order.

<NP; S>

A noun phrase may also be a sentence.,

<VP; V (NP) (NP)>

A verb phrase consists of a verb and optionally, one or two

noun phrases.

These conditions differ from the proposed universal set

in Anderson's paper in several ways. First, there are no con-

ditions providing for noun phrase and verb phrase conjunction

apart from sentence conjunction in our set of conditions.

All cases of conjunction of noun phrases which we will deal

with can be assumed to result from conjunction of full sen-

tences. There are three specifications above which differ

from those in Anderson's list. Our condition <NP; N (5) (No)

(Det)> corresponds to Anderson's <NP; N (8)>. It is clear

that noun phrases containing adjectives are developments from

noun phrases with embedded sentences, but such a solution will

not account for noun phrases with numbers and determiners. 48

On the other hand, our <NP; 6> is simpler than his <NP; NP S>.

Anderson does not say, but I surmise that the presence of NP

is for the purpose of dominating certain instances of it which

have been posited in the deep structure of English and other

languages to account for sentences likes "It surprises me

that the doctor came at all,"49 There are no such sentences

in Thai and therefore no need for deep structure it. Finally.

our <VP; V (Ni) (NP)> lacks the kS) of Anderson's <VP; (NP)

(8)>, and includes another optional NP There are no cases of
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verb phrase complE,ruentation in this presentation of Thai grwr.,p,

mar.
50

The second UP seems to be needed for structures which

will prove important to us, namely the verb phrase meaning

"to use something for something". The verb phrase specifics"

tion above gives this strueturo two noun phrases and the

preposition meaning "for" is inserted by the rule described

be

Those conditions, furthermore, are only adequate if the

following transformations, which will not be discussed in de.

tail, are assumed (1) A rule which places prepositions in the

phrase markers of verb phrases, based on syntactic features

possessed by certain verbs by a "segmentalization" process.

In this way, the preposition 'cam 'with' will be segmentalized

from features of the main verb to generate klaw 142 'to deal

with'. (2) A rule which generates classifiers, whose behaviour

is discussed in Chapter lo from features of nouns. (3) A tram-3,-

formation, probably universal, which accounts for the insertion

of the conjunction 149 'and' in the appropriate structures.

(4) A (perhops universal) rule of conjunction reduction which

reduces repented material in conjoined structures. More about

this will be said in Chnpter 7. (5) Finally, and this has no-

thing to do with transformations, we assume that one verb at

least is marked as the copula and that its presence leads to

copula structure readings*51

If these condition3 axe- ret9 we have the structures

necessary to provide the input to the. transformations in

Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Transformations

1,0 Introqpqttonn Converting the structures speclfied

in chapter 2 into the grammatical structures observable in

the language as it is actually used is the function of the

transformational component. Transformations perform the

operations of addition, deletions and rearrangement in car

rying out its function.

Because the structures specified in chapter 2 allow sen

tences to be embedded in noun phrases, it is possible for a

sentence to have any number of other sentences embedded in

its constituents. In dealing with this feature of languages.

the transformations apply cyclicly; that is, the same rules

apply repeatedly over different domains. Specifically, the

rules all apply to the innermost embedded sentences first,

then to the next outer sentence, and so on until the struc

ture is exhausted. 1

The transformations must be ordered with respect to each

other. Sometimes in linguistic descriptions, it can be shown

that a certain set of transformations are strictly ordered,

This means that the rules must apply in exactly the order pre

sented o pprVait unnecessary complications result. In other

descriptions, rulos can be shown to be partially ordered.

That is, certain rules must occur in a certain'order with
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regard to some other transfox.mations, but order does not mat-

ter in the case of others. Rules 441-4,15, with the excep-

tion of 4.8, are strictly ordered. The rest are partially

ordered. As we describe the rules, we will specify which ones

are effectively orderea and explain the undesirable results

which would arise if another order were given..

We assume that the "filter" effect described in chapter

2 is a feature of transformationse Any structure which does

not landorllo any sentence in the language will not meet the

structural conditions for any of the transformations in that

language. If a sentence structure has an embedding to which

no transformation applies, it must be rejected by the grammar.

Chomsky has suggested that a sentence could fail to be ac-

ceptable by having in its structure embedded sentences sur-

rounded by sentence boundaries 40).2 As part of their oper-

ation, all transformations dealing with embeddings would delete

these boundaries. Then, structures which are candidates for

acceptable surface structures would have embedded sentences

surrounded by sentence boundaries just in case no embedding

transformations had applied to them. We assume that some such

process is at work in our Thai grammars

From Katz and Postal.' 4e borrow the principle that Pro-

forms are freely deletable, In the process of compounding,

as we shall see, certain constituents of a sentence are pre-

served in the compound and others are deleted. We have

specified that the deleted noun fopps are always Pro-nouns.
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WhiJ.e they don't say so explic.itiy, the Pro-forms used. by

Katz and Postal are almost all nolmo of very general meaning

preceded by the indefinite determir3r ,some'y Pro-forms, then

are words like 'someone', 'something', 'someplace', etc. In

Thai, the Pro-nouns are a subset the classifiers, which are

themselves a subset of nouns which have general meanings. An

example of a Thai Pro-noun is pon 'person, people'. 'Nothing

corresponding to the English determiner 'some' is necessary

in Thai. Unlike Katz and Postal, we treat the notion Pro as

a feature ([4-Pro)) associated with items like khon rather than

as a category symbol dominating them.

Because transformations add, delete, and rearrange, it

sometimes happens that node labels become inappropriate during

the operation of the trnn formntionso Anderson proposes that

certain principles of node labeling apply throughout the open-

at ion of the transformations.
4 If at any point a node should

happen to bear a label which violates one of these principlesy

it should be changed so as to conform to them. The princi-

ples he proposes are the following: (1) if a node dominates a

node labeled N(oun), it is labeled N(oun) P(hrase), (2) if a

node dominates a node labeled V(erb), it is labeled V(erb)

P(hrase),(3) if a node dominates two nodes, 'one of which is

labeled NP and the other is labeled VP, it is labeled S(en-

tence), (4) if a node dominates only nodes of the same tyl.

(possibly except for a conjunction), it is a node of that
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type, and (5) if, a node eNhawstivoly dominaes another node

of the same category, it is equal to that node (i.e. the

upper of the two is deleted)0 If these principles apply

throughout, superfluous and wrongly labeled nodes will be

eliminatM.

2.0 The Justification for Transformations. In dealing

with transformations, one might.a7k what the basic function

and purpose of trnnsformat ions is° In other words: why should

languages have transformations at all' If all the information

necessary to understand a sentence is present in the deepest

structures, why are not those simply converted directly into

phonological material? Langendoen suggests that one basic an-

swer to this question is that transformations in some cases

render the deep structure more accessible to the language user

than the direct conversion into phonological material would.5

It is a well-known fact that .multiple layers of self-embedding

render grammatical sentences extremely difficult to understand°

Thus, to use one of Langendoen's examples, the sentence "The
r.

rUior that that report which the advisory committee submit-

ted was syppressed is true is preposterous." is very hard to
;

.

comprehend, although'it-is close to:pqng a a4bct.4onver-

sion of the deep structure. But if a transformation which

moves embedded sentences to the end of the sentence in which

they are embedded is repeatedly applied, the situation

proves. Repeated application of this "extraposition" trans.

formation gives "The rumor is preposterous that it is true that
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the report was suppressed which the advisory committee sub-

mitted". This is much more easily understood, i.e, its deep

structure is more accessible to the hearer.

Recalling the example of the completive aspect sentences

in Thai and English which we discussed in chapter 1, we noted

that the Thai example was closer to its deep form than its

English counterpart. English transformations had moved the

tense and aspect verbs, while no such changes had to '...ake place

in Thai. But recall that the English sentence involved a

sentence which was a noun phrase which was a sentence whose

verb was an aspect marker and this whole sentence was, in turn,

a noun phrase whose predicate was a tense marker. The Thai

sentence involved only one degree of this type of embedding,

since it has no tense verbs. This,notion of transformations

as rendering deep structures accessible by reducing multiple

embeddings may be a partial explanation of the difference be-

tween the two languages°
6

But it seems to me that transformations perform another,

partially conflicting function.' One of the effects of trans-

formations is to reduce the anther high degree of redundancy

in deeper structures. To cite just two kinds of examples, in

the cases of conjunction reduction and redundant noun deletion,

transformations seem to have this function as a main purpose.

wlatever the details, all the various schemes of conjunction

reduction which have been opos.,1 all involve elimination of

repent ea materin.3 in one of two coNeined structures. Thp
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reduced form of the conjoined sentence "John went to the store

and Harry went to the store" is ''John and Harry went to the

store" in which one occurrence of "went to the store' has been

deleted° Similarly, the rule we call "redundant noun deletion"

and which has been called "equi NP deletion" or "identity

erasure" in work on English has as its furction the deletion

of a noun or noun phrase in an embedded sentence if a noun or

noun phrase which has the same referent is present in the em-

bedding sentence.

Perhaps the purpose of transformations in the most general

sense is to add efficiency to the use of language as a vehicle

of communication. Rendering deep structures adoessible and

reducing redundancy may well be two special cases of this gen-

eral. function.

.Convention. Certain conventions in symbolization

will be used throughout the chapter. The folloWing list ex-

plains them

<A>
B A is a rli.e. A is a constituent dominated by a

node labeled

r+Al used to designate a form with the grammatical fea.
1.411j

tures +A and -1-B0

SAl means a choices either A or B, but not; both.
lBJ

(A) A is optional.

A
1
.A

I
Both Ags share an identity of referen'oe. For

example if the first A is the noun phrase "the
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book", the second. A not only is the noun phrase

"the book", but refers to the same book.

R,U,W X,Y,Z are used to designate any constituent what-

soever which is generable in the position

in which they appear, including null.

Model rule form: <A B C X>11
P

1 2 3 4
0D4 3 2 5i 4

A noun phrase consisting of the consti-

tuents A followed by B followed by. C follow

ed by any possible, or no constituent is

altered by the deletion of A and the place-

ment of C in the A position. The rule is

obligatory. No symbol over the arrow in-

dicate s an optional rule.

.0 The Rules. The rest of chapter 3 is a description

of the transformations needed to generate the structures direct-

ly underlying the compounds themselves -- and a number of other

Thai constructions as well. No attempt at exhaustiveness or

comprehensiveness has been made. The few rules in this chapter

are only those necessary to provide the basis for compounding.

The fact that they also account for other constructions stems

from the tendency of languages to have maximally general rules.

.1 The Ambivalent Verb Transformatiorl.

T Am Vb 1 <NV 1 <X F-11,1 Y>Np>17pZ.
L--ProJ L4Ambj L-xlorj

2 h e 64
2 5 0 5 6
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This rule operates on sentences of which the main verb

is an ambivalent verb. It deletes the subject if it 5,s a

Pro-noun, replacing it with the object of the ambivalent verb,

provided, that the object is non-human. The application of

this rule leads to constructions which often must be trans-

lated passively in English, e.g.

r6t lc,±2 nay Rrunth
car sell in Bangkok

"Cars are sold in Bangkok."

derived from:

khon khgoy r6t my kulaokR
person sell car in Bangkok

They sell cars in Bangkok."

The operation of T Am Vb on these sentences is illustrated in

Figure 6.

462 The Relative Pronoun Insert Transformation*

T Rel Inst <N
1
X <Z <N

1 NP
W

8 NP
1 2 3 5 6obl 4
1 2 3 1-+Pronl 4>NP 5 6

L+Rel

This rule inserts a relative pronoun into a noun phrase

in an embedded sentence if the embedded noun phrase consists

of a noun which matches in reference the head noun of the em-

bedding noun phrase, and if the embedded sentence is embedded

in'a noun phrase. If T Rel Inst were allowed to apply before

T Amb*Vb, the latter would have to be complicated by the op-

tional presence of a relative pronoun as an immediate consti-

tuent of the object noun of the ambivalent verb, plus the
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N khaLly
sell

khon
person

NF

VP

NP

N

rcit,
car

NP
Y.

a.

oa,°,

V.

[-t-P6]

/12Y "Jk

krUDILLE
Bangkok

VP

Ni VP be-located [4"PrO

t / 1

N V my
in

ant
car be-sold

b.

N

krunthe.p
Bangkok

Figure 6. Operation of the Ambivalent Verb Tranoformation.

a. Input.
b. Output.
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specification that the relative pronoun is preposed with the

object noun, if present. By allowing the relative pronoun to

be inserted after the operation of T Amb Vb, T Amb Vb applies

in the same form whether or not the sentence is embedded in

another sentence. Figure 7 illustrates T Rel Inst.

4.3 The Redundant Noun Deletion Transformation.

T Red N Del <X (N1) <W < Fq-Pronl Nl>vp Z>s U (N1) R>0
J

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9 10

where 2 and 9 are not both absent.

T Red N Del i designed to delete a noun in a noun phrase

in which it and possibly, a relative pronoun are the only con-

stituents, if it is identical in reference with another noun

in the embedding sentence. This rule is equivalent to Rosen-

baum's identity erasure transformation.? Our rule differs

from his in a number of ways. Most crucially, it operates

on nouns rather than noun phrases. In an English structure,

for example, which cna be represented as follows

<The fat boy in the window<the (fat) boy (in the window)
is my brother>s>Np

the items in parenthesis are not absolutely essential for

the generation of the noun phrase The fat boy in the window

who is my brother". What Az essential is that the boy referred

to in the embedded sentence be identical with the fat boy in

the window in the embedding noun phrase. If T Red N Del is

set up so as to delete only a noun, the noun phrase can remain

to dominate a relative pronoun, thus simplifying the following
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Operation of the Relative Pronoun Insert Trans-

formation
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rule. Rosenbaum also requires that the .erasing nPun be posi...

tively' identified. If there are tWQ noon. Phr4sors which are

identical to an embedded noun phrptse, is the gloser one which

causes the erasure, We only require that there be at least

one identtPal noun in the embeddImg structure and do not requir,

positive identification of the erasing noun, Apparently, there

are no problems in our gvdmiblar caused:by:allowl.nt3 thl?s'ambigu

Rosenbtum requires a complomentizing morpheme (such

as the 'that, of the sentence "I doubt that they will come".)
.

, . . .

. .

in the structural index of his tr6rprorpationi This would bp

inappropriate in. our gramOri since Teed N Del is appined

primarily try handle relative.plauep, and not wmaIilements. T

N Del illustrated 141 Figure 0,

.
4.4.. The ,R.elative Pronoun pre-___:pss Transformation,

T.4e1 Prp Pro <;ic, <Z v>.rs

"1 -1 2 3 11- 5
. 0. 1, vt; . t : k .

; '!; V" 'i- 1' tr 'le ., v., . 5:,i;..1 :rAt ...44,-7701?-, :.,

... -;

.t.,lhipjrullc9g a r4ativ4;Ttonoun:',And'plh6et it ".at the

front of the sentence in which it is a constituent. As in

English, this rule applies vacuously when the subject has

been relativized (and 2 is therefore null). Since this rude

applies after T Red N Del, only the relative pronoun, and

not the relative pronoun and its noun, is preposed See

Figure 9.

4.5 The Indirect Object

T I0 <NP <V Prp NP NP>vp X>s

1 2 3 4 5
obl

1 2 4 3 5
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Tl-F4Aformation.

a. Input.
b. Output.
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The Indirect Object Transformation places the direct

object in a sentence which also contains an indirect object

directly after the verb and before the preposition. This rule

adjusts structures likes

kh;w hAi 10," nulo.
he give to I book

to the grammatical:

kleAgm hay, nans4 Ic."0 r,rom
he give book to

"He gave the book to mes"

More interesting to us will be the application of this rule

to sentences containing the words chely.s76mr4 'to use for'.

T I0 converts structures like;

to:

<khon chely 4121..42 <khon 2zian tamrw>mu, tamra>s
person use for person study text A.la text

<khor ch4z tamra$ same <khon rian tamrat>.>,
person use text for pTison study text

This sentence ultimate]y will become:

khon ch& tamrso sAmelp Ikron)rian
person use text for acuivltystudy

"People use the text for studying."8

Figure 10 illustrates this rule.

4.6 TheAgy Deletion Transformation.

T chat' Del r+Pronlhiz 412111:2 NP

L+Rel J
1 2 3 4

-----> 1 3 4

T c. Del is the first of two transfprmations whi71

are simpler to state if they prec;e4 the deletion of the
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relative pronoun. Since the relative pronoun is inserted only

in embedded sentences, no statement of the embedded nature of

the sentence involved need be stated in the structural index

If the relative pronoun io still present. Notice that the cher

'to use' is only deleted when it appears directly before the

preposition srimrAD 'for'. But T IO, which immediately pre-

cedes this rule, places the direct object between verbs like

slAy and prepositions like s4AR. If T I0 has applied in

this way, T chSy Del is blocked. But ch6y in Thai may only

be deleted if it means, not °to use', but 'to be used': that

is, if the ambivalent verb transformation has applied. The

ambivalent verb transformation, which applies before the indi-

rect object transformation, proposes the object to subject 'nos-

ition. When it appliesu the indirect object transformation

cannot apply and the sentence structure meets the structural

requirements for T chla Del. If these three rules apply in

this order, the correct structures arc most efficiently gen-

erated. In the overwhelming majority of sentences which were

not deliberately solicited with this structure in view, chtly

actually was deleted under the conditions specified in T eh&

Del. However,: Mr. Sir6samphan would accept as grammatical,

sentence 4 in which chrly is retained. A comparison of the

following two sets of sentences, the first of which contain

cheiv, as a main verb and the second of which contain instances

of chat' dele*inp* 1.43.1istrate the operation of this rule.
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ohtty, as main verb;

mi*t 146-11. run cYgy si;.mrlp hAn n4a9
linge-Fif.) that 15e-used for cut --up meat

"That knife is used for cutting up meat."

in
khaw OIL ItY2vX 47422 'Oily np 169 l'Ak kwian'
they use water buffalo ..lor plow field and pull cart

"They use water buffaloes for plowing fields and pull-
ing carts."

clgy deleted;

0 11
Itqw thanIrEitta1 agmikic.J]akualT1=12i
they make bridge for cross river

"They make bridges for crossing rivers."

h sgmrlip thb°t 122: Ital nay '?araz12

net for patch fish bemade with what

"What are nets for catching fish made of?"

It is clear that thle Agy "which are used" has been de-

leted from each of the second set of sentences.

4.7 The ihe Deletion Transformation.

T ik Del <<f S 1>mlo Prp NP>vp>s
tri-Pron

L-1-1/61 J

T

1 2 3 4
fa 3 4

Optional if 1 is [1=1, obligatory if 1 is S.

If the verb vilv 'to be located' is the main verb of a

relative clause, it may be deleted and if it is the main verb

of a sentence whose subject is a sentence, it must be deleted.

The first half of the rule prepares the way for the generation

of sentences with locative adverbials. The structure;

n>u<2.1:«kh5w nu m4arl>vp>g
he work be-located ).z --,w



becomes, by T Dolt;

< <khaw tha

and ult

he w

0

ail ';>ig Pal 11.41111/>vp>s
ork in city V4'

tmate:Ly eme'443es from the grammar ass

klaw. ne:y. .1p41I.

he work, in city

"He works in the city."

Similarly, the noun phrase;

khon n2,z mt1).
person in city

"People in cities"

originates, via T 114= Del, from the structure underlying;

khon thie au mk,n
person who be-located in city

"People who are in cities"

Like T eh& Del, it is easier to state this rule if it is al-

lowed to apply before the relative pronoun is deleted.

403 The Adverbial Promotion Transformation.

T Adv Prom <<<NP VP>s>Np<Prp NP>vp>s

2 3
r).=! 1

1
23+4 p p

The adverbial promotion transformation takes the preposi-
-

tional phrases left by the deletion transformation' (apd

perhaps from other sources as well) and places them On4er the

verb phrase of the sentence subject, thus creating the surface

structure of such adverbials.13 Th4 iuip 4,11011

ordered as the others in this settiOn ai*i"e, but it must apply

before the nominalization transformation. It has been plaqed

here for ease of exposition. See Figure 11.
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Figure 114 Operation of the Adverbial Promotion Trans-
formation.

a. Input.
b. Output.
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4.9 The Pronoun Deletion Transformation.

T Pron Del X [-I-Pron.] Y
1 2 3

--ap, 1 3

T Pron Del is a broad rule which simply deletes all pros

nouns, personal oz, relative, optionally in any environment

whatsoever, This lack of restriction may seem to be far too

broad, but examination of the facts of Thai seem to show that

this is exactly what happens. In Snoken Thai, Haas and Sub-

hanka give the following examples of the deletion of personal

pronouns;14

kho*v sla nfan.
wait lose ton -time

"(Wye been waiting a long time."

niik C 11: :ZZ jzo41.: 143,*w

think that will not come lose Ile-finished

"(1) thought (you) weren't coming."

Ilammax ollge 116k 169
04

khtlp
why be- very Tptli) sir

"How's come (you)'re so late?"

With the examples and a discussion for learners of Thai, the

authors make the statement that "...pronoun omissions in gen-

eral are much more common in Thai than in English. "15

Udom Warotamasikkhadit, in his doctoral dissertation,

has an unrestricted rule for the deletion of personal pronouns

which is similar to T Pron Dcl.16

It is also reasonably clear that relative pronouns are

as freely deleteable. The following examples containing clauses

which stand in relative relatiOnship to some noun in the sentence,
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but lack the relative pronoun, illustrate the point.

kaw m4k 0a9 khan bZ)k 1_1m 140 khon
they likely will write teal keep that person hold

nalls;* kenythrvt ?Araz
book be sex what
"They usually write down what sex the person who holds
the passbook is."

mie kllony,krua-= khon °Atka-en 9111.1*n
have cook be person prepare food

"We have a cook who is a person who prepares food."

mi s4a lg? kaeqemahAnnay thick ch6nft
they have undershirt and undershorts all kind

IbLity thI° har2 ngn
sell at store that

"They have all sorts of undershirts and undershorts
which are sold at that store."

113erl nie mi prktuelk,
room this have iron-7a77 shut be-secure heavily

"This room had an iron door which was heavily locked. "17

Some of the above examples (e.g. the first one, if re-

translated ".. the person holding the (pass)book...") suggest

a rule in English which also deletes the relative pronoun.

However, in English the rule only applies when the pronoun

is followed by 'is'. In his discussion of this point, Lees

cites a series of six examples of widely varying provenience4

The man (who is) standing there is John.
The man (who is) taken there is John.
The man (who is) to go there is John*
The man (who is) over there is John.
The man (who is) for us is John.

18The man (who is) asleep there is John,

Of the above examples, the fifth has no direct equivalent in

Thai. Of the others, none involves anything corresponding to

is' in English. The first ppnteppe'in Thai would have the
-
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progressive-aspect morpheme, lacalm. The second would involve

an ambivalent verb or a more paraphrastic construction not in-

volving any word for 'is'. The third would involve a separate

modal. The fourth example would be translated using the word

L 'to be located'. The last example requires the use of a

verb meaning 'to sleep' and no word for 'is'. So it is clear

that no such restriction applies in Thai. Nor does any other

type of restriction seem necessary. It appear's that the Thai

speaker is free to delete any pronoun any time he feels that

no ambiguity will result.

Once established, T Pron Del is seen to be crucial in

the derivation of several other constructions. The nominal

use of adjectival verbs is a direct result of the application

of this transformation The sentence dekygoy mu ,k14 bA*n

"The big boy is going home." is derived by this rule from dek

thib yky ,may kl4R baan "The boy who is big is going home".

This construction directly underlies noun compounds like

)115nwan 'vacant room'. T Pron Del, as we shall see, figures

in the derivation of most other noun compounds as well. If

it applies before the apposition and possessive transformations,

these rules are simplified by being relieved of the necessity

of specifying the subjects of certain embedded sentences. Simi -

larly, if these rules were allowed to apply first, T Pron Del

would be complicated because it would have to be written so as

to apply obligatorily in the environments generated by those

rules.
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4.10 The AER2sition TransfrTmation.

T App <N <pen <N X>Np>etp

1 2 3 4
1 34

The apposition rule deletes pen 'is' from sentences ems.

bedded in noun phrases, leaving the following noun phrase in

apposition. The two nouns involved cannot be the same to a-

void ungrammatical structures like *Thirch5iv, Dhiecha *y...

"The man, the man...". Note that T Pron Del has deleted the

relativized subject of 2.01,

4.11 The Possessive Transformation.

T Poss <NP X <NP 21:?8>Np

1 2 3
1 2 1

4
1210

The possessive rule takes relative clauses of which the

main verb is'mi 'to have', deletes mi.', and inserts kg.=

'of'. The object of mie, which is identical in reference to

the head noun of the noun phrase marked 1 in the rule, has

been relativized and de3eted, and its relative pronoun has

been pre-posed before application of T Poss. Hence, the order

of T Poss is important with respect to T Eel Inst, T Red N Del.

and T Eel Pro Pre; it must follow them. Application of the

possessive transformation derives khunphb 101n chAtn 'my

father' (lit. 'the father of me') from kun222 chAn mi 'the

father I have'. Figure 12 illustrates T Poss.

4.12 The khZi'n Deletion Transformation.

T ALIA= Del <NP X khLa NP>Np

1 2 3 4
wilts, 1 2 4
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NP VP

klumn12.5°
father

NP

N

Chan

a.

NP

S
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I

ihunph8*,
father

V. .

Figure 12.. -- Operation of the Possessive Transformatioi.

a,. Input.
b. Output..

ehan
me
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The deletion rule optionally deletes the word

kh50-21 'of' generated by the possessive transformation.

T khBin Del, if appliedD converts ,chatiphbo ichLD chin 'the

father of me' to Ihmkg: chln ' my father'.

4013 The Maialwalzatiou_Trapsformation.

T Nom <r+N 1 <NP VP X>s>rip
L+NOMJ

obl 1 2 3 4
i>3 p 4 IslYEL:n 2

If a nominalizing noun occurs immediately before a sen-

tence embedded in a noun phrase, the verb phrase of the em-

bedded sentence is inserted under the noun phrase node and

directly to the right of the nominalizing noun. At the same

time, the subject of the embedded sentence, preceded by khB11

'of', is transposed to the end of the embedded sentence. The

nominalizing nouns in Thai are keo'n 'activity' and khwa'm

'essence'. Selection of the first results in what Lees has

called Action nominals and selection of the second yields

Abstractive nominals.19 The difference between the two are

neatly illustrated in an example of Hary Haas.
20 keon with

the verb fan 'to dream' gives keonfan 'dreaming', With khwas1141

the result is khwaemfan 'a dream. In other words, kaonfan

refers to the activity and IshwatAlfan to the quality of the

concept 'to dream'. We call lavn and khwai'm nominalizing nouns

because they are capable of being used as independent nouns.

It is this fact that we can exploit by means of the proposed

derivation. The input to T Nom is derived by the application
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of pronoun deletion and apposition to the structure underlying

the following string;

ka'n (or khwa:m) thaw, den S
activity (or essence) which is

where the 0S' stands for a sentence of which the verb phrase

is to be nominalized.

As in English, the subject of the nominalized verb is

transposed to the end of the interior sentence with the in-

sertion of a word meaning 'of . Unlike English, only, the

subject is so treated. As a result, the Thai phrase corres.»

ponding to "the killing of the king" is unambiguous. With

kh5*n 'of', the phrase can mean only that the king did the kill-

ing* The two Thai forms are the followings

kaiinkhas ],f11:Lnanijthg,Gki,-.91'*e
activity-kir. c.V king

"The killing of the king" (the king kills someone)

ka*nkhas ,DzigaiatiW.t
activity-kill king

"The killing of the king" (someone kills the king)

Application of T Nom in the derivation of the former is il-

lustrated in Figure 13* ""1

A study of Figure 13 shows that the output structure meets

the structural index of T la"krel (where the first noun phrase

is kaonkhAe, X is null, and the second noun phrase is

iT2tm&hgok&sgot). But cannot be deleted if it stands

between a nominalized verb and its subaeat Hence it is crucial

that MA: Dr-deletion operate after the possessive rule, but be-

fore lato is generated by the nomin42.zation transformation.
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praeallgksA,°t ktia
kinA kill

a
S

N

person
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N
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ke'n vp
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khom
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b.

NP

N

prAmilhakiasAt
king

Figure 13. -- Operation of the Nominalization Transformation.

e. Input.
b. Output.
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4,14 The Erq7;forn De.let,ion TranEgormation.

T Pro Del <ka.cnV X (k1141)2) riv 1 Y>Np
L4ProJ

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 ki 5

If either the subject or the object or both are Pro-

forms, they may be deleted. The rule specifies that ktqC112

may or may not be present. If it is, the following Pro-form

is the original subject. If it is absent, the Pro-form must

be the original oWect. The rule may be applied so as to de.

lete Pro-forms in any combination. If both subject and ob-

ject are Pro-forms, only the subject will be deleted if the

rule is applied so as to interpret the object as "X", i.e.

the number 2 item in the structural index. Similarly, only

the object will be deleted if the sequence of khila and sub-

ject Pro-form are interpreted as "Y", i.e. the number 5 item

in the index. If both are present and to be deleted, the

following procedure takes places

1C2.70 i+N 1 kala 14.1g 1
L+Proj L4Proj

The rule interprets null as X (nlimber 2) and kliBta F411 1 as
L4Proj

Y (number 5). Thus the above structure meets the structural

index of T Pro Del and the first Pro-form, the object, is

deleted. This leaves the following structures

ka.....MliliaLL4N
L 71-Proj

This still meets the rule's requirements and it can be appliee

again, deleting iN 1 And leaving kanV kha411. This falls
j4ProJ

...0.1111....1111.101.1111.1101w.lon
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under the domain of the isolated preposition deletion rule,

which deletes kh5D, leaving kasnV.

It is likely that the deletion of Pro-forms is much more

general than this rule allows, but this rule is adequate for

this fragment of Thai grammar.

4015 The IssWecl. Rappsition Deletion Transformation.

T Is Prep Del <X Prp>ND

1 2
61.71--z 1

If a preposition is without an object because its ob-

ject has been deleted by the redundant noun deletion or the

Pro-form deletion transformations, it is obligatorily deleted?

It may be noted that our relative pronoun pre-position trans-

formation says nothing about prepositions* The preposition

is left in its original position, like the common style of

English as in "The man who you spoke with" and unlike elegeri
.

style, as in "The man with whom you spoke". But unlike eitheii,

the preposition is deleted altogether. Compare the following

sentences:

khon tham krAdast nay rosnralla
person make paper in factory

"People make paper in a factory."

and 2.2,== this khon tham kr;y1Ast
factory which person make paper

"kfactory in which people make paper."

khon nom nax hqa
person Tngp :In room

"A per: x3 sleeps in the room."
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and h thi* khan no ^n
room wiich persmn 777p

"A, room in which a person sleeps."

As one might expect, Mr. Sirisamphan, the informant with whom

I checked these sentences, indicated that these structures

aro uncommon, apparently since ambiguity is a likely result,

but there is no other way to say a sentence in which the ob-

ject of the preposition has been relativized. The operation

of this rule will be abundantly illustrated in a variety of

situations in chapter 4, since redundant noun deletion is a

key rule in the derivation of a number of noun compounds.

Its operation can be easily seen if one imagines that the

preposition ram 'in' in Figure 9 were deleted.

4016 The sirtra Deletion Transformation.

T Aimy12 Del X samem Y
1 2 3

3

If 9.111x has been deleted, sameAR 'for' may also be dele.;edo

The following sentences were used to check the validity of this

rule. Of each pair, the first comes from a published source

and the second is a paraphrase supplied by Mr. Sirisamphan.22

v **them prom kagsg2 login
make rug decorate house

.tham sinirk pAdZip bA*21

make rug for decorate house

"...make rugs to decorate the house."

.0121130k cg? s.4* nag s4* sAk lem pair 9glan ne.a

I want will buy book just TZTf.) go read on train

lialm2t*k cA? of nit skit lem sgmrAP, au Asp.pp
I want WIT1 buy cook just TaTf.) for go tead
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nu rot
on train

"I would like to buy just one book to read on the train.,"

4.17 The ley Deletion Transformatian.

T 147 Del W X: 4k7 Y
1 2 3 4 5

---em 3. 2 4 5

Obligatory if 2 = 40

16? 'and' may be deleted anywhere and must be deleted

if it conjoins two instances of the same item. This last pro.

vision is designed to set up structures immediately underlying

reduplicated forms.

4.18 The T ;,21 Deletion Transformation.

T ka'n Del X <keon V> Y

1 2 3 4
1 0 3 4

When keon 'activity' has undergone the nominalization

transformation, it may be deleted. Its presence is apparent'4

considered redundant in most contexts, and it is usually de-

leted. The cases in which it is not will prove crucial to the

analysis of certain noun compounds.

The structures generable by these rules underlie our

analysis of noun compounds in Thai.
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Footnotes

1Rosenbaum claims that the cyclic application principle
has been called into queotion by recent research (Peter S.
Rosenbaum, The Grammar o' slat. Ealigala Com, eme Corp-
struptions (Cagiaai7; Massec The MIT Press, 19 7 p. ix.).
I am not familiar with the argilments on the subject., and so
I assume cyclic transformational application since it seems
useful in dealing with our topic.

2Chomskyo Aaectis., p* 138, 1390

'Jerrold * Katz and Paul Me Postal, An Intur4ted The:p7,
of 141,avAstio pes927410.ons (Cambridge, M Thee Mft Press,
Z6ri;), p. 8.1&)

4Stephen H. Anderson, "Concerning the Notion 'Base Com-
ponent of a Transformational Grammar" (Unpublished), 19670

5D. Ter ice Langendoen, "The Accessibility of Deep
(Semantic) Structures" (To appear in Roderick Jacobs and Peter
S. Rosenbaum (eds.) , Readin*s in Engl.= Transformational
(rammar.)

6 1 have no explanation for the fact that the Thai serap.
tence with the Progressive aspect marker kamlan, undergoes verb
promotion, although its structure is just like the completiv5s
sentence.

7Rosenbaum, cit,. p. 6.

8This sentence, or the structure immediately underlying
it does not, however, appear in the derivation of tamraerian
'studytext'. In order to derive tammrian, the ambivalent
verb transformation must first apply, as we shall gee
mediately.

9Mary A. Haas and Hens R. Subhanka, Spoken Thai (New
York: Henry Holt & Co., 1945), p. 268. Notice that T chta
Del does not apply if chat is the main verb.

10Mary Re Haas, Thai Reader (Washington, D.C.: American
Council of Learned Societies, 1954), p. xvi.

11Haas and Subhanka, 22,1 it p. 449.

12Haas, 22. cit., p. lxxix.
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13It seems reasonable to expect that a more comprehensive
grammar of Thai would snow us how we might generalize the
structural index on T YU' Del so as to remove the disjunction
and eliminate T Adv Prom altogether* It seems that it may
well be, for exmple, that T Adv Prom is a special case of
the verb phrase promotion :rule discussed in chapter 1. ,Per.
haps a larger grammar would show that the deletion of LE
follows naturally from the ordinary developments of promoted
verb phrases* Note that Prp NP does not meet the require-
ments for VP, but we will assume it retains that lable until
after T Adv Prom*

1/*Haas and Subhankat o,a0 g it *, p. 323, 324.

dibic10

16Udom Warotamasikkhadit, Thai Syntax: An Outline (Bane-
kok, Thailand; The College of Education Prasarnmitr, 1963)
pa 514. However, he also states that deletion of the seco/Id
person pronoun by this rule is the source of imperative sen-
tences, a claim falsified by the second and third example -
from Haas and Subhanka, above.

17The first three examples are from Haas and Subhanka
oR. cit. The last is from my personally collected corpus

18Robert B. Lees, The Grammar of English Nominalizatioro
(Bloomington, Indiana: 71737ina University Research Center-Ea
Anthropology, Folklore, and Linguistics, 1963), p. 91 . 94.
The relevant rule is T58, p. 94.

19Cf. Lees, 22. cit., p* 64 . 69, 85. It does not seem
necessary to distinguE Action and Gerundive nominals in Tha.1.

20Mary R. Haas, Thal-gulish Student's Diet sonar,, (Stan*
ford, Calif.; Stanford University Press, 1967771017no

21The structure of the output of this transformation
suggests an additional condition on the labeling of nodes*
Any structure embedded under a category symbol (like N)
should automatically lose its original structure and become
a string of symbols only* This would prevent N in Figure 13
from dominating a verb phrase.

22Haas, Thai Reader, op. cit., p. exit' and Haas and
Subhanka, sm. cit., p. 327.
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Chapter 4

Analysts of Compounds

1.0 Introductiono It will be the subject of this chap-

ter to demonstrate how certain structures generated by the

grammar proposed in chapters 2 and 3 can be converted into

Thai noun compounds° We assume that most Thai noun compounds

are derived from noun phrases in which sentences have been em-

bedded as relative clauses, There seems to be considerable

evidence for such an analysts° In the first place, there are

a number of compounds in That which are composed of a colloca-

tion of words which are sentences in themselves and whose mean -

ings reflect just these sentences. Two such words area

khonhhiLzphg,k 'vegetable vendor' di.:,,klia.D16? 'shepherd boy'

khon 'person'

khiky 'sell'

plh 'vegetable'

dek 'child'

1.1.ag 'care for"

la? 'sheep'

In the second place, it is typically very easy for a Thai speak-

er to give sentences with relative clauses as definitions for

compounds in his language when asked to. I have asked two

informants to do this intensively with very good results. It

appears less than artificial to propose that such sentences

underlie a Thai speaker's competence in the use of noun com-

pounds. Another piece of evidence for such an analysis involves

a comparison with English. In English as Lees has shown, there

are clear advantages to analyzing noun compounds as being de..

rived from sentence8 Kth relative clauses.1 Thus. the word

4
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'blackboard' in English is derived from 'a board which is black'

via the English not*, modifier preposing rule td °black board'

and from this to the compound 'blackboard'. The corresponding

Thai compound Rradaindem (kradEon 'board', dam 'to be blacke)

has, in our analysis, a similar derivation from kradan tht!

dam 'a board which is black° to kradson dam 'black board' to

kradEondam °blackboard'. Since Thai does not have the noun

modifier preposing rule which English has, both the noun phrase

meaning 'black board' and the compound meaning 'blackboard'

occur in the same constituent order which they have in the noun

phrase with the relative clause. In an analysis which fails

to relate the noun phrase to the compound, a contrastive state-

ment between the two languages will have to include two state-

ments about the order of noun modifiers where only one is really

necessary.2

It is tacit in the analysis proposed above that one can

distinguish between noun phrases and noun compounds, that is

that one can tell a sequence of two separate words from the

same two words compounded into one. In English, there is little

problem since the stress pattern of 'black board' is different

from that of 'blackboard'. In Thai, it is more of a problem.

According to Richard Noss, junctural phenomena do the same work

in Thai. Although he does not say this e:Tplicitly, Noss almost

always writes compounds with a hyphen between the two members,

The hyphen 1.,n Noss' phonological analysis means a rhythm phony,

eme representing "medium-short internal-syllable duration".3
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The corresponding noun phrases are generally written with a

space between the words, indicating "medium internal-syllable

duration".
4

I have not personally been able to distinguish such a mn-

trast in my own work. However, this could be merely due to the

fact that I do not know Thai sufficiently well to make the dir,!-

tinction. But apparently others who know Thai much better than

I do are also unable to do so. William J. Gedney, the distin-

guished Thai scholar, considers making this distinction between

compounds and collocations of words a difficult problem in work

ing on Thai compounds.5 It appears that Udom Warotamasikkhadit

does not make this distinction either, since he allows the same

intonation with both mew at 'stupid cat' and na'kl4a 'salt

marsh' (net* 'field', kl4a 'salt').6

In her thesis on noun compounds, Miss Nisa Udomphol attempts

to distinguish compounds from noun phrases on the basis of the

behaviour of the members of putative compounds in certain syn-

tactic frames.? These frames are designed to test separability

and vary according to the type of compound under discussion.

For example, to distinguish compounds from collocations of two

separate words when both members are nouns, Miss Udomphol se.

lects the following three frames38

mi N
1

CL dlaw
he-ft' ''there -is single

,1

Ni4410" Nivla ?PisthiS vie lr

N1 CL nis kcji kh5sn N2 CL Hari
this be of that
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In this notation. N stands for noun, CL for classifier, and

Via for adjectival verb. Sequences of two separate words will

occur in the two latter frames, but not in the former. As a

result, khunce tit" 'key to the cabinet' can be shown to be
111../..1W 40..0004 tabwre.ff *IN

a sequence of two words since there is;

kunc" 48°4 nit" Ian baz nAn
key clfo thls be of °LA:net cif. single

"This key goes to that cabineto"

But no;

*thIni, nal* kunpe1,4* lay dfaw
here there-is cabinet-key elf. single

"Here is one cabinet key, "9

On the other hand, htpliap 'phonograph' (a= sian

'sound') is identifiable as a compound since there is nos

lihinD,11.611.1.11.1 pen js.t.ka piaz.
box clf.this be of sound cif. that

"This box belongs to that sound."

although;

thini nil' hhotaa dtaw
here there-is phonograph clf. single

"Here is one phonograph."

But this criterion is only partly successful, as Miss Udompho:1

acknowledges. As it turns out, there are a number of words

which fit in the frame which determines compounds and also one

of the frames which determines sequences. For examples.

thi'ni ngnmanaew diaw
here there-is lemon- juice girElf) single

"Here is one jar of lemon juice."

manaew 1, ni nkrt di' maak
lemon elf. this juice 17-good Ruch,

"The juice of this lemon is very good."
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So at the very best, this grammatical device is only partly

capable of distinguishing compounds from collocations. Inci-

dertallyi on the basis of our analysis of That compounds, it

is possible to predict just when the members or A compound

will fit into a frame which separates them and when they will

not. We shall limit our discussion to the first and third

frames. 10

As we shall show in this chapter, the basic mechanism In

Thai for compound formation is a rule which takes certain ma-

terial which is dominated by a Noun Phrase node and inserts

it all under the head Noun of that Noun Phrase. Notice that

this process does not affect the order or number of constituents

in the least. If linear order of constituents is the only cri-

terion, a given sequence of constituents will be both a noun

phrase and a noun compound just in case the structure immediately

preceding the noun compounding rule is a grammatical noun phrase0

Even if it is, it still could fail to meet the frame test if

it is a noun phrase of different type from that tested by the

frame. For noun-noun compounds, there are two such structurc69

co-ordinate and apposition. Thus nAm 'water, fluid' followed

by krbt 'acid' could be either a compound meaning 'acid' or a

noun phrase ngm as head and kr6t in apposition. This deficiency

could easily be remedied by adding more test frames to the list*

For the apposition case, we could add a frame like;

thini thi pen N9
here there-is Wirdal be
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If N, is n6m and N2 is liolp this would mean "Here is fluid

which is acid".

A number of noun compounds cannot fit into the prescribed

frames because they have been assigned a sort of metaphorical

meaning not derivable from the meaning of their members. For

example, taerAm ,underg2ornd waterway' (ta' °eye°, ntim 'water')

will not fit into any of these word-separating frames because

of its meaning. But this is a problem which involves more than,

just compounds and thus is a whole separate topic.

A fourth situation in which frame tests can be invoked

and results in a successful prediction by the frame test, is

the case of the compound of which one member is a bound form.

In this case, our rules will indeed generate a noun phrase which

consists of the two separate nouns, but one of these has syntac-

tic features which specify that the noun compounding rule must

apply. The Thai word for "bull elephant', chtginphla7 (c A=

"elephant', ythlwy 'male' (used only with .9.1:14:2)), is such a

word. The sequence chger) followed by phlwy, would be a noun

phrase with phla7 in apposition to chtTorl, except that

is so specified that the noun compounding rule must apply to

such a noun phrase.

Finally, the frame technique will succeed in cases in

which some constituents must be deleted after application of

the noun compounding rule. The word kAyfi* 'pheasant' (1174

'chicken', PI' 'sky') will be compounded as *kilybinnayffiti Cgaz

°chicken, bin 'to fly', nay 'in', fA 'sky') with subsequent
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deletion of bin and na.

The frame technique for identifying single words which

are made up of two other words is only partly successful and

the reasons for its degree of success can be accounted for in

a deep way by the kind of analysis under discussion in this

chapter. With phonological and grammatical criteria of ques-

tionable value, the only solution seems to be the consensus

of the speakers of Thai. As Miss Udomphol puts itill

The most serious limitation of this study is the
lack of a definition of the term "word. ". No at-.
tempt has been made at such a definition since
such an attempt would result in another research
problem. The term is used here with its "common
sense" definition.

2.0 Other Work on Thai Compounds.

2.,1 Traditional Grammars in Thai. There are apparently

a number of Thai grammarians who have had something to say

about compounds in their own language. Miss Udomphol summar-

izes this work in her introductory chapter. 12 Of the four

works she discusses, two of them seem rather naive, containing

statements to the effect that the Thai people were forced t')

combine two words into compounds when they communicated with

people who used polysyllabic languages and when they met new

things in the south.
13

As the other grammar book puts it. "I'

is because we know many new things and the simple words are

not enough to use that we create new words from our simple

wordsises"14 However, some insight into the nature of compound-

ing seems to be characteristic of the work of Phya Upakitsil-

pasarn. 15 He realizes that some compounds are reduced from a
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phrase, which seems to hint at derivation from sentences. In

addition, Upakitsilpasarn considers reduplication and combina-.

tions of learned words of Sanskrit-Pali origin to be of the

same nature as compounding. We have taken the same position

and learned words and reduplication will be discussed in chap-

ter 5. According to Miss Udomphol, "the same ideas" are

found in Reference Book of Thai Grammar for ,Secondary Educa

tionA=5. lb

2.2 Traditional Grammars in Igealga. Thai noun compounds

receive scant mention in traditional style grammars of Thai

written in English. Campbell and Shaweevongse treat Thai noun

compounds under three different headings. 17 Those whose first

members are words like pia' 'fish' and bay 'leaf' are treated

in the lesson on "Flaura and Fauna". Those whose heads are

words like khon 'person', AIL 'artisan', and chEow 'inhabit-

ant of are treated in a lesson on "Personification of Nouns

cmd Verbs" and "Nationalities". A number of others are dis-

oussed in a lesson on "Compound Words" which consists of a

remark about Thai compound words being formed from a noun and

one or more descriptive words, followed by a set of lists of

compounds classified by their first members. The situation

in Lanyon-Orgill is little better. 18 Compounds are treated

In the same section, but again this section consists of nothing

but a terse description of the surface formation noun compounds

followed by lists of compounds by first members.

2.3 Lx=mmal Grammars in English. Several American
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linguists have written grammars of Thai in the structural styles,

TWo of theses grammars by Haas and. SUbhanka and Anthony, French

and Warotamasikkhadit, are pedagogical grammars and as such

are perhaps not to be expected to treat a topic like compound

formation in gre4t detail. Both of them describe the surface

form of noun compounds together with comments about how they

differ from English. 19 In his Thai Reference Grammar, Richard

Noss separates those compounds of which one member is bound from

those in which both members occur independently.
20 The first

set involves derivatives with prefixes and suffixes (i.e., the

bound members). The second set is labeled "compounds" and here

there is a description of the surface formation of compounds,

but in somewhat more detail than in other grammars, and a few

lists of examples* In the brief description of Thai in the

introduction to the That-English Student's Dictionary, Mary

130 Haas classifies Thai compounds according to the categories

of their members.
21 The four types listed area 1) Noun + verb,

2) Noun + verb with object, 3) Noun + noun (head + attribute),

and 4) Noun + noun (coordinate compound). This list is sig-

nificant in two places. It is interesting that Dr. Haas calls

the second type "Noun + verb with object" and not something

like "Noun + verb + noun". This represents a tacit acknowledg-

ment of structural relationships below the surface. Similar3*.

she distinguishes "Noun + noun (head attribute)" from "Noun

+ noun (coordinate compound)" although there is nothing in

the surface structure which would distinguish these.
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2 r 4 Grammars by Thai Ilnaigsla The most

sightful work on compounds has been by Thai linguists who have

been trained in linguistics in the West. Of these two are

particularly valuables One is the above- mentioned thesis of

Nisa Udompholf,
22 The other is a doctoral dissertation by Udom

Warotamasikkhadit.23 Miss Udomphol's work is done in structural

linguistic theory and lists large numbers of compounds, drawn

from the government Thai-Thai dictionary, according to the

category and order of the members. However, the frames she

uses to distinguiqh compounds which can only be compounds from

sequences which can also be noun phrases generally reflect the

structure of the sentences from which at least some of the

compounds of a given type must be derived. As we have already

seen, the frames used to identify noun-noun sequences which

could be separate words reflect possession. As it turns out,

a disproportionately large number of noun-noun compounds in

Thai are of the possessive type. As we shall see, the compound

khOnkt9 'lamb's wool' (khOn 'hair', kt9 'lamb'), is derived

via khOn khten la? 'the hair of a lamb' from a noun phrase of

the form;

khOn thie kle9 mi
hair which lamb have

"The hair which a lamb has"

Because this is the structure of so many of these compounds,

it is not surprising that this frame is as successful a$ it

is for identifying separable members.
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For nounr.verb-noun and noun-verb compounds. Miss Udomphol

uses the frames

N this V (N) CL nis V likk
which this be-much

This structure represents a stage in the derivation of many

such compounds. A noun compound of these shapes will fail to

fit in this frame if one of the members is bound, if the meanp,

ing is metaphorical, or if some material is deleted after aprOA-

cation of the compounding rule. A typical example of the last

case is romisgleit °slaughterhouse' tmla 'building', khits

'to kill', sue,,, oanimal0). There is no asosra this khgts

row ni*, so Miss Udomphol lists ..Epsngha_s_sh as a sequence

which could only be a compound. The reason for this is that

the noun compounding rule creates tu:DkhonktosAt, (mala 'build

ins°, khon 'person', kh 'to silt 'animal') ultimately

from:
24

thI khon MA sAt
building which person TM animal

"Building in which people kill animals"

After the compounding operation, khon is deleted.

Besides the noun-verb compounds discussed above, Miss

Udomphol discusses separately noun-verb compounds of which

the verb is an adjectival verb. Finding a frame to distinr.

guish compounds from sequences of words was especially diff i-

cult here. For every noun-adjectival verb compound, there is

a corresponding noun-adjectival verb noun phrase. As a result,

the frame chosen by hiss Udomphol to identify compounds of this
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type has nothing to do with grammar, but involves what is and

what is not a contradiction. Both noun phrases and noun com-

pounds of this type will occur in the following two frames:

N Via(1) Via(2)
ma .4

this much

N + V CL nf* V Wickia(1) Via
this much

A noun phrase can fill tho first two slots of both frames.

Thus, using Miss Udomphol's example; we get;25

dek eLly
hs.

ni° RA °k
child be-beautiful Clfe this be-good be-much

"This beautiful child is very good."

dek srlay khon ni° silaN ma*k
child be-beautiful Cif. this be-beautiful be-much

"This beautiful child is very beautiful."

A noun compound, but not a noun phrase, will also fit into

the following frames

N + Via(1) CL Vmi
A -ia(1)this not 1Z:all

Thus the word ngmht*m 'perfume' (nem 'fluid', htin 'to be fra-

grant') can appear in the sentence;

ngmh16*m kh ni* ma h5°m le' Y'

perfume bottle this not be-fragrant at-all

"This bottle of perfume (lit. fragrant fluid) isn't
fragrant at all."

without contradiction. The same thing happens English,

where one can say "This blackboard isn't black at all" without

contradiction, but "This thick board isn't thick at all" is

self-contradictory. By the analysis which we are proposing,

both the compound and the noun phrase receive the same derivatft.on
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but the compound has the further process of compound formation.

One of two types of solutions is possible. Either one assumes

that something happens to a noun compound after it is formed

which accounts for this behaviour, or the derivation for com

pounds can be changed so that it is different from that of noun

phrases. It would be possible, for instance, to add a phrase

like 'is characterized by' to the derivation of noun compounds,

but not to noun phrases. It is also conceivable that noun

compounds which are frequently used set entered whole into the

lexicon, where they may acquire other semantic features besides

those contributed by the individual members. Without convinc-

ing evidence, we will assume that a solution of the latter typ(.

is appropriate, and that the syntactic derivation of the com-

pound is parallel to that of the noun phrase up to compound

formation itself. It seems that a solution of this type is

necessary to handle compounds like mengm 'river' (me' 'mother,

lagom 'water') which retain very little of the meaning of ori-

ginal formation, but do retain at least a trace.

Dr. Warotamasikkhadit is the only linguist whose work

I have seen who derives noun compounds from underlying sen-

tences. Using an older model of transformational theory that:.

that in this paper, he sets up a battery of generalized trans-

formations which embed parts of one sentence into a noun phrae

in another+ In this way, sentences A and B are combined to

form Cs
26
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A. 1.21: mi.' no,'

father have field

"Father has a field*"

Bo na* ml' Ilia
field have salt

"The field has salt"

co sg PV1(4:kW
father have salt-marsh

"Father has a salt march*"

This is essentially the correct solution and certainly goes

deeper than comments on head nouns and modifiers. However,

there are several serious flaws in Warotamasikkhadit's analysis,

For one thing, his rules do not generate all the possible comp-

pounds tn Thai. In particular, he has no rules at all which

generate compounds whose first members are adverbials. This

type represents a fairly large block of compounds, including

ones like roLklatiss&t.... 'slaughterhouse' to which we have already

had occasion to refer.

For the compound types which Warotamasikkhadit does cover,

he does not attempt to maximize the generalities which can be

observed in compound formation. The most crucial generality

which he misses is the relationship between compound nouns and

relative clauses. Warotamasikkhadit does include a rule for thi-1

formation of relative clauses via a generalized transformation

of the same type by which compounds are formed. But the com-

pound rules start with two completely independent sentences,

ignoring the mechanism already present in the grammar for em-

bedding one sentence in the noun phrase of another.
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generalities in compound types which Warotamasikkhadit fails

to exploit° One clear exiitlpie Involves three separate rules,,

all of which form compounds using sentences of the form Subjet-,

Verb-Objecto which are scattered among other 0611,pound-forming

rules* One rule forms nak14a 'salt marsh' in the manner il-

iwtrated above The specification for the structure of whir,

pla "The field has salt" is an example iss27

N1 + Vml
+ N2

Vml is a special class of verbs of which mi 'to have' is the

only member. As ad hoc ao this may r sound, there are good rea-

sons for separating mi.* from other verbs in a grammar of Thal,

so this is not the problem. But there is another rule which

forms the compound khonnan 'worker' (khon 'person', an owork$)

from the sentences
+41

khon them naen
person do work

"The person does work."

The structural index for the embedded sentence in this rule

iSi
28

N1 + + N2

It seems clear that the rule with Vml
is simply a special case

of the rule with Vt. On the other hand, the model with which

Warotamasikkhadit was working had a serious problem of cross-

classification of the type which led to the introduction of

the notion of syntactic features into the theory. Thus, in

this model, a verb oonld not be both a Vt and a Vml although
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m is plainly a transitive verbs However* some of the gen-

eralization could easily haste been captured by the use of a

disjunction. The structural index for the embedded sentence

of a rule which would collapse the above two rules would be

N1 + f N2

11/' J
ml

The third rule of this general shape again includes the verb

m 'to have'. 29 This rule makes the compound r6tsitem15* Itrfte-

cycle, pedicab' (rOt 'vehicle', sAsm 'three', i6' 'wheel') from

the sentence rcit pi* 16' sg$101 3.60 "The vehicle has three wheels0

The compounding rule is restricted to those nouns, like 164,

wh1.4h serve as their own classifiers and deletes the pre-numeral

occurrence of the nouns involved. But the deletion of the

noun in situations like this is much more general than just

compound formation cases. If the rule which deletes the first

occurrence of nouns in such cases is separated from the corn,-

pound formation rules, as it seems tt must anyway, the three

rules could easily be collapsed, in Warotamasikkhadit's formu-

lation, to41

1 2N + 117 ,11rt

J 6" [(Nu)] 4. NL mi

Since only nouns which serve as their own classifiers will

have been deleted by the time this rule applies, only such nouns

will ever meet the last half of the above rule and Warotamaslice,

khadit's restriction is preserved. This collapse of the three

tules reveals the generality in the three cases, viz they are

all Subject-Verb-Object compounds.
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3.0 Methodology_ and Data Sources. In the remainder of

the chapter we shall analyze Thai noun compounds by type, making

revisions of the compound forming rule and the rules which must

follow it as we go along. The analysis is based on a large

number of examples from various sources. The major source is

Mary Haas' Thai-English Student's Dictionary.3° I went throlIgh

this dictionary, which is unusually rich in compound examples

taking a number of examples at random from each main entry which

had more than three compounds as sub.entries, being careful

to select any examples which appeared potentially troublesome

The definitions of almost all the examples cited in this chap.

ter are from this source. To this was added the examples cull

ed by Miss Udomphol from the government Thai-Thai Dictionary

which were not already in the list.31 As a further check,

looked through a rather thorough Thai-Russian dictionary for

examples which my analysis would not handle. 32
Questionable

examples were copied down and checked with my informant. In

addition, there are a few examples which I collected in text

from informants which do not appear in the dictionaries. The

analysis below covers the vast majority of these examples.

There is a scattering of compounds whose analysis resists the

best efforts of me and my informants and probably should be

considered single units.

4.0 Analysis of Comunds ja Type.

4.1 Coordinate CLummadst Many Thai noun compounds are

coordinate, that is, the meaning of the compound is a combination
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of the meanings of the members. These compounds are derived

from noun phrases which consist of coordinate nouns. Their

origin is a general universal rule which forms coordinate struc -

tures from coordinate sentences. In the case of noun phrases,

this rule would select the appropriate nouns from the two con-

joined sentences and place them under the same noun phrase node

with 169 'and' between them. T 149 Del can delete this word

and leave the two nouns. Hence, our first approximation to

the general noun compounding rule is simply;

GNC <N N >Np

1 2
1>2

This takes the second noun of a noun phrase which consists of

only two nouns and inserts it under the node dominating the

first. The examples of coordinate compounds in Thai are the

followings"

Auk 'barnyard fowl'
pLt 'duck'

'chicken'

roh3'n612 'brothers and sisters'

pg: 'older sibling'

ELD 'younger sibling'

ph1*panA9a 'relatives' 34

Dhlipa 'older sibling and father's older sister'

nA9a. 'mother's younger sister and mother's older sister'

kamlanrelp 'power'

Imam) 'strength'

re 'p o we r
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dinfi9cket 'climate'

dinfti.' 'earth and sky'

9kat 'air'

philamia "married couple'
'husband'

mia 'wife"

1om.f474k!t 'weather, climate'

lom 'wind'

f 'sky'

9aelrAt 'air'

lamk18n 'gun barrel'

lam 'classifier for cylindrical objects'

12.§D 'pipe'

stannam 'enemies of society'

gitz 'splinter'

ng,m 'thorn'

plessilaz 'flame'

Pleiw, 'flame'

lax 'fire'

4.2 Compounds Derived from ,Noun Phrases with Relative

Clauses. Coordinate compounds are unique in several ways.

Not the least of these is the fact that they are the only type

not derived via relative clauses. Of those which are derived

from relative clauses, there are two major types. In all comr

pounds, there is one sentence embedded in the noun phrase in

volved which reveals the grammatical relationships between the

members of the compound. In one of the major subdivisions,

this sentence is embedded directly in a relative clause which

modifies the head noun of the compound. An example of this t

pAtao 'wild animal' (sAt 'animal°, 'forest'). The sentence
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reflecting the relationship between sat and EL iss

At naz xA:
animal be-located in forest

"The animal lives in a forest."

The derivation of this compound, up to compound formation it-

self, would be;35

MBE; <sAt <sAt ?etegigal*,

animal animal 76m11 in forest w

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE;

T Rel Inst:

sAt <thI* sAt zsIshatzalnai >>111,

animal which animal dwell in forest w

T Red N Del;

<sAt <this 9a0sAyytt* 12a22.4.: >a>mp
animal which dwell in forest I' "

T Rel Pro Pre; Applies vacuously.

T Pron Dell

<sht <la:Auk nax msLo. >Ve->
in forest

NP
animal dwell

The other major subdivision involves the diagnostic sentence

being embedded at a deeper layer, specifically as the nominal-

ized object of the preposition s411EiR 'for' in the verb phrase

silmrAt 'to be used for'. An example of this type of com-

pound is sasykasnbin 'airline' (eilE 'line°, kasnbin 'flying°).

Its derivation is considerably more complicated and is given

below, up to compound formations

BASES
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<sAlly <yhon c sgmea <kaen <kcon an <<khon
line person use for activity activity be person fly

dua rAly> s6 v»
NP

36
S NP S' NP S

with line line

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE: No operations.

THIRD CYCLE:

T Am Vb.

<goy
.rr'r .chgv 4m/LE <ka6n <ka6n pen <khon

11w

line line be-used for activity activity be person tly

dtqz 41sy >Neews>Np
with line

T Rel Last:

<4= <ALM cbk s4REAR <ka"n <thie ka6n 2M1
line line be-used for activity which activity be,

<khon bin elm sglx>up>sNp>eilip
person fly With line

T Red N Del;

<Ai= <PILE 2Pitz AMEAR <ka'n <thie ,den <khon bin
line line be-used for activity which be person fly

ag-PNP>S>NP>S>NPwith

T Ref Pro Pre: Applies vacuously.

T Pron Del:

<RALAY AASEAR <ka°11. <pen <khon bin
line line ti-used for activity be person fly

nallNeVeNP>S>NPwith

T Apps

<Aily <silev chAy 4.1argip <keon <khon bind iia >Are,Neextp
line line be-used for activity person fly with '"wl
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T Nom:

<fiki .5§11.2 chiy Auk <kanbin Allay kh46'n khon Np>elip
line line be-used for flying with of person

T Pro Del:

<Alsy <2717 ASEAR <kivnbt4:41Y10216:nNp>sNp
line line be-used for flying with of

T Is Prep Del:

<s5.'3" <AALX c114Y stunraR <kaanbin>N>s>m)
line line be-used for flying

FOURTH CYCLES

T Rel lusts

.4gly <thie Aly c
line which line

T Red Nom Del:

samrip <kaenbin> .>NP
be-used for flying

<thie eh° AlziR <ka*nbin>N>
------- NP

line which be-used for flying

T Agy Dell

<1.42,zak:
line which

T Pron Del

<sgiy ABIAR <kasnbin>mNp
line for flying "

ism <kevonbtn>mNp
Tor flying "

It

ap Deli

e flying

is apparent that both types of derivation are needed.

JFALOwnbin could not be derived directly from a relative clause

since there is no *salr thi kmnbin 'line which flying'. Simi-

larly, while it would not be strictly ungrammatical, sat thte

simrap kan9wayytriga ktt 'an animal which is for living in
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the forest' is clearly not the correct source for ,sAtPA.

While the chgv sAmrAp derivation seems complicated, it must

be remembered that all the rules involved are needed in a gram-

mar of Thai anyway. Denying this derivation for compounds,

even if it were possible, would not simplify the grammar at

all; it would merely prevent the rules from applying in, a cer-

tain way.

On the other hand, most compounds are not as clear-cut

as to which derivation is appropriate. In many cases, my in-

formant would accept either der2vation. Accordingly, in our

lists of examples, we will give an examole which can be dew

rived via the chgy sgmEA2 derivation and one which can be de-

rived directly from a relative clause. We will not specify

derivation for the rest but place them in a single list with

the understanding that many are ambiguous in this way.

4.2.1 Compounds with Su...1UDect as Head.

4.2.1.1 Predicate Nominative as Second Members One type

of compound for which the chAzArtmr&P derivation will never

be appropriate are those whose second member is a predicate

nominative. A common use of this derivation is to generate

compounds whose first member is a noun of generic meaning and

whose second member has a more specific meaning. Another type

of compound so generated are kinship terms. An interesting

use of this mechanism is the generation of compounds whose first

member has a general meaning and whose second member is a loam

word from another language. usually English. An example is
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rOttgksI 'taxis (rOt 'vehicle', teeksI 'taxi'). A sample

derivation demonstrates the origin of hbnkhrua 'kitchen'.

BASE: <113D <121a ken khrua Q>Np
room room be kitchen

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE:

T Rel Inst:

<hha <t h8n men khrua >a>m,
room which room be kitchen w

T Red N Del:

<11:91 <thle pen khrua >o
room which be kitchen w "4

T Rel Pro Pre: Applies vacuously

T Pron Del:

<LIAD <RIB khrua >VP>NProom be kitchen

T App:

<12n khrpa 'SNP

room kitchen "4

Notice that the derivation yields a structure exactly like that

which is obtained in the case of coordinate compounds. As a

result. GNC needs no revision and in its present form yields

hInkhrie 'kitchen!.

Examples of this type of compould are the followings

blahrua 'kitchen'

hAD 'room'

khrua 'kitchen'

phichalz 'elder brother'

'older sibling'

4hely 'human male'
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kb2lallka° 'Island of Ceylon'
1401arfil

1arpsia° 'Ceylon'

khimkkg..° 'slave'

mi 'excrement'

kh4° 'servant'

:qanwicay 'research work'

nvn 'work'

ika°n1wfcav 'research'37

1.)lanch,?,t 'large fan'

khan 'classifier for long-handled objects'

chat 'fan°

nph 'flying saucer'

mon 'plate, dish'

phis 'ghost, spirit'

to*nkham 'evening'

to°m 'classifier for sections of time or space'

khan 'evening'

n4kkawie 'poet'

alk 'expert'38

kawi° 'poet'

johlelmagn 'swing music'

Ws= 'song'
payla 'swing' (from English)

4.2.1.2 Verb and Oblect as Second and Third Members.

Unlike English, That has a number of compounds which have

three members at the same level of embedding. Many of these

are SubSect-Verb-Object compounds derived ultimately from

sentences consisting of the same sequence of words. The de-

rivation of s______u1____1?a,112\_Ltkhr'-ialum 'air conditioner' will illustrate
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the chfix, siimr;5,E derivation type.

BASE:

<Y14 <khon ehAY s4Pain <kam <ksn pm «khr4an
device person use for activity activity be device

.15hjAm 9a*k7A0t>eNp>emilo, klalan>R>ie
watch-over air device

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE: No operations.

THIRD CYCLE

T Am Vbs

<khr4an<khrAanch47 41arAp <kan <keon pen <khr4a12
device device be-used for activity activity be device

khum 9a ithb .1>Np>s>Np>sNp
watch-over air

T Rel Inst:

<hildan <khratu chi sAmrlp <kern <thi ka6n 2p.n
device device be-used for activity which activity be

<khrTtan khum 9/Loka t>Np>sNp>sNp
device watch-over air

T Red N Del:

<khrt-tn <kh4111 chaa <ka'n <thi* 22/2 <khum
device device be-used for activity which be watch-over

?eokAst»s> »
""". 4"""'""8""." NP NP S NPa

T Rel Pro Pres Applies vacuously.

T Pron Del:

<192112n<IthmAan chi,; X sXmea <kaan <pen <khum
device device be-used for activity be watoh-over

99.ekAot> ).
air N r Vr NP' 3>NP
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TApp:

<khrtanAI <khr4sq cbAz samm <ka*n <khume
device device be-used for activity watch-over

AlgIL>NP>NP>S>NPair

T Noma

<14,A= <111rtarlsgy sklim <kanikhum ?akgot>N>S>NP
device device be-used for watching-over air

FOURTH CYCLE:

T Rel Inst:

<Ishr4am <:tiht* khrlo oh& sgmEAR <kainkhum 9ala*t>eiNp,
device which device be-used for watching-over air

T Red N Del:

<khr4all <thi chaa glea <kaenkpum ?afkAot>N>sNp
device which be-used for watching-over air

T at& Dell

<;tchntan sgark <kankhum aokaot>N>Np
device which for watching-over air

T Pron Del:

<khr4an sgtmrAR <kankhum 9alatot>N>Np
device for watching-over air

T orlmrA2 Del;

-elthrtan <kankhum 9kilt>N>100
device watching-over air

T kan Delt

<1..shr-tan <khum 9eolvlet>N>Np
device watching -over air

The section of this process which differs from the derivation

of skykanbio 'airline' is that part which follows the dele-

tion of the subject of the innermost embedded sentence by T Red
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N Del in the third cycle. The results of this step affect the

application of T Nom and make unnecessary the application of

T Pro Del and T Is Prep Del. The striking fact about the struc-

ture in the last line above is that it meets the structural

requirements for GNC as it now stands, in spite of the apparent

wide difference between Subject-Verb-Object compounds and Sub-

ject- Predicate Nominative and coordinate compounds. The head

noun khr4an is obviously a noun and so, by virtue of T Nom, is

khump..?kAt Thus the structure above is a case of <N N>Np.

The compound kh16tplttthe,h5,6rt 'demilitarized zone' illus-

trates the more direct method of derivation.

BASE*

<kheot <kh'e,tt 21L1 thah714,n>>mE,
area area lack soldier "

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE*

T Bel lust:

<khet <thi khet plb6t thahitn>>14p
area which area -lack soldier

T Red N Del:

<kheit <thi ptlkI thaha'n>a>kp
area which lack soldier w "

T Pron Del;

<44e qabot thahtvon>uv>0
area lack IZZariTs

The structure generated by this method does not meet the

requirements for the application of GNC ar4 will force a modi-

fication of that rule. Thus it can be seen that the simplicity
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of this derivation is more apparent than real, since it forces

a complication in another part of the grammar. The new formu..

lation of GNC is;

GNC <N (V)

2
N>ie

1

Examples of this type aces

khonkh5°Irttta °ticket agent°

kh,own 'person'

kha'Z 'to sell'

tila 'ticket'

kh!etx1LItthahg*n 'demilitarized zone'

kh'6t 'area°

zakI 'to lack'

thahg-sn 'soldier'

batprazamtva 'identification card'

'at °card'
OPVI4S,4011

sms.u, 'to represent'

tya. 'self'

22)44.*kaakian 'apron'

pliP 'cloth'

kan 'to prevent'
ma.wEINIIIN

1112:niptan 'getting diity'

121.12halusigom 'obstetrician'

IIL'physician°
kuhrmim °to support'

khnn 'pregnancy'

mlis3ensglisang 'missionary'

1115* 'doctor'

6.5"n 'to teach'

sivsenaf 'religion'
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dehl1mS9 'shepherd boy'

dik 'child'

Ilan 'to care for'

/la 'sheep*

khonliardt77:k 'foster parent'

142:2, *person'

ilag, 'to care for'

dek 'child'

chLatlaInhOm 'barber'

gill= 'artisan'

at 'to cut'

RhOm 'hair'

delOomm4* 'infant'

d;?Ic 'child'

?cim 'to keep in the mouth'

mr.1* 'hand'

4.2.1.3 Verb as Second pember. More common than Sub-

ject-Verb-Object compounds are compounds composed of the subleot

and verb alone. These are of three subtypes: a) compounds in

which the underlying object has been deleted, b) compounds in

which the verb is intransitive, but non-adjectival, and o) com.

pounds in which t e verb is adjectival. Only the first two

subtypes are amendable to dhslv E24.nrA2 derivation.

The type a) compounds are most like the Subject-Verb-

Object type discussed above. The word meaning 'alarm clock'

paalikezIpnk. illustrates the chgv skrap derivation.

BASE:

<na"lika <khon ch& sliarAR <kwin <imon iten <<na*1415,11,

clock person use for activity activity be clock

L..pl ik khon > > n- a1--lika >

arouse piison
sNp> B>NP cock
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The remaining steps in the derivation of this compound are

ezactly the same as those in the derivation of khritanhhum?s,°...

itspt 'air conditioner' above. This derivation ends with the

structure which can be expressed. as;

<14:11311: 121'7& khon N>Np
clocic arouse person

GNC applies to this structure to form molikaepliakkhon, a non-

occurring compound. In order to generate paollgaln1114, we will

have to add a rule which applies to structures generated by

GNC to delete unwanted members in cases like this. The rule

is of this fcxm4

Noun Compound Deletion lft <N V r+N 1>ta
L+ProJ

1 2 3.- 1 2

ThiP optional rule deletes the third member of a noun compoun

of the form Noun-Verb.Noun if the third member is a Pro-noun

like khon 'person'.

The more direct derivation sequence generates compounds

like khons4, °customer'. The derivation is as follows;6sa1. weave.. wan manta

BASE:

<It.% <Mau YIL.11?3lu
person person buy thing

The derivation is parallel to that of khetplbitthahasn 'de-

militarized zone' and ends with;

.5y.hon <s.i* 112141n»
VP NPperson buy thITI:g

GNC readily converts this into khon74:k1 . Since Weil 'thine:

has the feature [+Proj, it is deleted by NCD 1, giving khons40
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Examples of subtype a) of Subject-Verb compounds aret

khors4* 'customer'

khon 'person'

p-4* 'to buy'

nAkkhlan 'writer'

ntik 'expert'

kh(n 'to write'
4.(0,14044....

.1112.1:. 'hold-up man'

np 'expert'

el: 'to points hold-up'

nwmft*4 'pseudonym'

nA°L.1. 'name'

fW°r) 'to hide, conceal'

neollkamlbk 'alarm clock'

nalika* 'clock'

21.11.1t 'to arouse'

mitlyhip 'operator'

plea* 'person'

MLR gto drive'

mitt 'stepfather'

A*. 'father'

liza 'to care for'

pl.5*due 'fortune-teller'

m6s 'doctor'

=b. 'to see'

VAIIIIIalm 'an aide who travels with his superior'

215k 'person'

titta*m 'to accompany'

ILkhil:2, 'dish cover'

6* 'lid'

khrB13 'to cover up'
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Subtype b) of Subject-Verb compounds is similar to sub.

type a) except that the verb is intransitive. Both chgy sam

r4.12 and direct relative clause derivations are necessary. The

chgx skTEIR derivation can be illustrated with the derivation

of m6,/khln 'race horse'.

BASE:

earfo <man phely gmrat, <lcasn 22.12 <<nuft*ru
horse person use for activity activity be horse

nete>B>NP>S>NP figt.se>6>NP

The derivation of maelsgn is parallel to that of naslikwpfg,

'alarm clock' except that there is no underlying object. The

process ends with;

<1143. >m>wro
horse compete " 44

GNC converts this directly into mgkhtn 'race horse'.

The direct derivation for subtype b) compounds can be

illustrated with r4abin 'airplane'.

BASE: <ria <ria y441?,e0mp
boat boat fly

The derivation parallels that of khons46 'customer' except

for the lack of an object. The last line contains the struc-

tures

<r4a <bin>lipale
Tat ily

GNC in its present form will not operate on this structure.

It seems to have developed that GNC operates on two kinds of

structures. 1) <N N.NP
and <N V (N ).AND. Accordinsly, we shall
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introduce the following disjunction into GNC.$

GNC N g (N)rie

1 2
1>2

With this modification, GNC will generate rilabin 'airplane'

from the above structure. Examples of subtype b) compounds

are those below8

nibln 'race horse*

thorse3

4hig to compete'

.0abin 'airplane'

r4a 'boat'

bin 'to fly'

kream 'live syllable'

itham 'wordy

pm 'to bep exist, live'

caenbin 'flying saucer'

caen 'plate, dish'

bin 'to fly'

ohRmEamp 'fisherman'

2hrw edweller in'39

prqrmon 'to fish'

dinrab 'explosive powder'

din 'earth'

rabgot 'to explode'

mailla 'rubber check'

rye,,, n 'money'

Ialx to die'

ndemktAln 'dew'

aza 'water'

NA= 'to remains
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'commentator'

44,k "ex:Dert 11.°

Amon Ito comment'

hinobek 'stalagmite'

hin 'rock°

ILI 'to sprout, bud, grow'

Compounds of subtype c) differ from subtype b) only in

that the verb in the innermost embedded sentence is an adjectl-

val verb and that ctlx cNtrirU derivation is impossible. The

derivation of words like kra0Aw4w 'concave lens' (krasOu "lenso,

wAw 'to be concave') is exactly like that of r4abin 'airplane'.

Examples of this kind area

krao6k.wdw 'concave lens'

kraoOk 'lens&

walw 'to be concave'

khOn9b*n 'down'

kh5n 'hair, feathers'

?"5*n 'to be young, tender'

khamee 'abbreviation'

kham 'word'

.0° 'to be short'

namh5m 'perfume'

nAfm 'water, fluid'

115*m 'to be fragrant'

mi%m.4.*t 'dark horse (in politics)' (probably a loan translation
from English)

'horse'

m4t 'to be dark'

pian6°7 'minor or additional wife'

mia 'wife'

111.2 'to be new'
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mulaal 'mercuroohromes

m, 'medicine'

'to be red'

lrrk9bin 'infant, young animal'

itlek 'offspring, child'

?yen 'to be young, tender'

m5th4an 'quack'

mb* 'doctor'

than 'to be wild, unauthorized'

Dhillal:n 'others'

2.1T5.6 'person'

91°n 'to be other'

4.214 Obt as the Second Member. Just as subtype a)

of the Subject-Verb compounds differed from the Subject-Verb-

Object type by deletion of the underlying object, so there is

a set of compounds of the shape Subject-Object, in which the

verb has similarly been deleted. The silk s'ttmr4R as well as

the relative clause method of derivation is again relevant.

The cnAx s'AmIAR derivation can be illustrated with the compound

yutpom 'milch cow'.

BASE:

<yua <khpn chi Auk <kaen <kasn pen. <wua hay
cow person use for activity activity be cow give

1192 >emo's> wYP's'Npmilk cow

The derivation from this point is the same as that of khran-

khum9akilet 'air conditioner'. The last line before application

of GNC iS8
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<wua <11Az nom >N>NPcow give milk "

GNC converts this structure into wuahAynom. It is now necessary

to add to our grammar a rule which optionally deletes verbs

from noun compounds of this kind. NCD 2 is designed to do

this.

NCD 2 <1 V N>N
1 2 3
p 3

The direct derivation from relative clauses can be illustrated

using r8qccit 'mental illness°.

BASE:

<rtiek .5y571 3aNy tM:n cat >sp
disease disease affect along mind

A derivation process parallel to that of khetplbftthahli*n 'de-

militarized zone' except for the presence of the preposition

thasn 'along', ends with the structure:

<145,:k <E'Llax tham
disease affect along

c.ant
"' ""

In order for the General Noun Compounding rule to operate on

this structure, it will have to be revised again to include

cases in which a verb is of the type that has a preposition

inserted between it and its object. The new form of GNC is:

GNC <N IN
1V(Prp)(N)1

>NP

1 2
1>2

In this form, GNC will generate reoilartheLIDAI. In order to

get rticcito NCD 2 will have to be revised to delete prepositiois
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as well. In addition, we notice that there are no four - member

compounds of the form Nouni-Verb+Preposition+Noun, so we must

make NCD 2 obligatory if a preposition is present. The new

form of NCD 2 is

NCD 2 <N V (Prp) N>N Obligatory if 3 is present.
12 3 4

p 4

It may seem that the second half of the disjunction in GNC

should refer to Verb Phrase instead of the three constituents

above. Howevex, there are many Verb Phrase structures which

do not appear in compound derivations, so it is more efficient

to refer to those that do, specifically.

recit is one of many diseases which are named with

compounds with :r!vqc 'disease' and lchilv 'fever, sickness'. The

structure of some of these is not as transparent as that of

most compounds at first glance. Some of these troublesome com-

pounds are those below:

'typhoid'

jai& 'fever, sickness'

rgksikt 'to vomit'

x12:12;i1= 'conjunctivitis'

r8k 'disease'

toms 'eye'

ilisLa 'to be red'

The cases in which the compound has three members of which

the second and third are Noun-I-Verb in apparent Subject-Verb

relationship can be handled by the grammar as it exists. If

we allow this part to be compounded first in the same manner
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as krachweim 'concave lense', then it has the structure

<ta* alts,In>N 'redr-eyel. If this structure is available,

r3 akteode.:1) can be derived by existing rules via a noun

phrase of the form:

r8ek tht Chain I22111
=ease which red-ye

rthI=2..(11:11 will be generated by the application of GNC as

outlined just above followed by the operation of NCD 2.

Ilks.Lks4at 'typhoid' can be handled as easily by a

slightly different route. The base for this compound will

be:

<1.00.11y <VA tram w <<itala <kn pen <<khon
sickness sickness cause activity activity be person

rAks'Aot> > > > »
S NP NP S NPITOD.""7=

Rules already familiar to us will generates

khav thi' than kacnsagks&ot-
sickness which cause vomiting

Application of T Pron Del,T'kain Del, GNC and NCD 2 in the

ordinary way will then generate Igarksgot. In neither case

is it necessary to add rules to our grammar.

A comparison of NCD 1 and NCD 2 might lead one to expect

that they might be made more analogous if NCD 2 referred to

a constituent like 1 +V T. This would mean that not just
L+Proj

any verb, but a few certain verbs of general meaning only could

be deleted in compounding. There is considerable evidence,

however, that this is not possible. While there are a number

of compounds which can be generated on the basis of a few
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general verbs, there are many others which demand more specl-

fic verbs. There are a number of compounds which seem to b

generable from sentences of which the main verb is mie to

have', as we discussed earlier. For example .1112.6211 'long-

podded cowpea' (thtta 'pea', f4larw 'long pod') seems to be

derivable from tt1.4., thI mi akyaw 'a pea which has a long

pod'. Others in large numbers can be derived from klaw 1c4

'to deal with'. One such compound is thabianr6t 'car registrar

tion' (thabian 'registration', rot 'cart). Another common verb

which might be a candidate for the feature [i-Proj is mlan

'to resemble'. The word for 'gold leaf' I=.01021.= (thon

kham 'gold', ple*w 'flame') can be derived from thonhim th1

0:an kb, 22.. 'gold which resembles flames'.

To begin with, there seems to be little reason to -coup

these three words together with a single feature except for the

fact that they all figure in the derivation of a number of com-

pounds. But in fact, these three, even if joined by a few more

such verbs, would be insufficient to account for all Subject-

Object compounds in Thai. To generate compounds with, rt*k, we

have seen already that we needed tham 'to cause' and 2:12a tha71

'to affect'. To generate wuanom, we needed ,_,a 'to gives.
41

The list of verbs grows as we look at more and more compounds.

It seems that we must allow verbs to be freely deleted in com-

pounds by NCD 2, and accept the result that compounds are pot-

entially ambiguous in indcfinitely many ways if they involve

a deleted verb.
42
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We now consider a group of compounds which presents quite

a puzzle. Among these, we find sila*mya: 'lawn' (s7ann:m 'field'p

Tao teraso), 4:A,moiAn 'bacon' 461 'pork', sa'm 'three,2
0

qly:m 'layerlo and j!),3AcTAIg ,unhusked rice' (1-1A:TA trice#p

'husk')9 It appears that these are a special class of

Subject.-Objsct compound in which'the underlying verb is mi*

'to have', Thus these compounds would have the following ultt-

mate sources

sgtiteavA from, sgtrigem mi*
grass ield flea have grass

1 chgn from mil* T1= sg*m chttn
t ree la:ger pork pork have three layer

kha:7 10*4 from khkw ml* Alk
husk rice rice have husk

Indeed, for mrrsglmcheln, Mr. Sirisamphan gave me:

el* suan thl s;*m chin
pork part which have three layer

as a definition for mipsa*mchAn, but for hiltmliek, he gave

me the startling source sentence:

kg :w th )aen tag:12 pliplc
rice which be all husk

Furthermore, many of these compounds have structures which are

unique in that they are composed of Noun-Number-Classifier, as

rilesiEem9hAn and gtsi*thaw 'four-legged animal'.

An examination of some other strange phenomena in Thai

seemed to have a bearing on the solution. Copula sentences

in Thai have a number of peculiarities from the point of view

of an English speaker. First, there is an ordinary, expected
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kind of sentence;

1519±112nallogliiraR2n khrpkhrua 13k
fauliy IkrTTETT7 small

"My family is a small one."

Then there are a few of the type;

=LIPPX
peTson he Thal

"The per6on is Thai."

This is a little odd! because descriptive adjectives are sta-

tive verbs in Thai, and as a noun 112.31.4 rarely occurs except

as a member of a c like th.oritiim, 'Thai, Thai person',

yuithLIWA 'Thailand1/9 aLd 40521tIbm 'Siamese cat'. Then,

there is another in sett

khgwyal khtan TA* khon map,p,W.t ?ara,
thcfy 111tely will write tt.Y1 th:I keep at person is se$ w

"They will probably write down what sex the person iso"

This type of sentence has only marginal equivalents in Englis

We may say "What sex is this puppy?", but I suspect many Eng-

lish speakers would be uneasy about it. The Thai sentences

seem cplite natural. Another group is even more odds

2221LIS n mA" nallY khon th1 DAY PISLY 22n kh4X
in world this have few person who not ever be sickness

r4* rtsek

or be disease at-all

"In this world there are few people who have never been
sick or illo"

44
.thLL.2.22 ZAD 141X /111.' 211#11Wa.

person who be single-state still not have wife

"A person who is single doesn't have a wife yeto°

per fq..11
be tooth

"It's serrated."
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In these sentences, the predicate noun seems to be completely

incompatible with the subject to a degree which is entirely

unmatched in English. The subject is somehow understood to

partake of the quality of the predicate nominal. The predicato

nominal need not be a single noun, as in:

pen kg.6.1), ko'n
be heap two Cif.

"It's a whole lot.'"

Having discovered that Thai has stative verbs, it is a bit

disturbing to find sentences like:

ke* mi* Ehii'chry 14elt khryn pa* 21.11 fe'n ke
he nian" ler 'CIF. come snatch girlfriend him

MaZ 19:Y 14n 114*
go 'hence be be crazy

"Another man came and took his girlfriend away; that's
why he's crazy."

2ven bait
be gesture-silently

"He's mute."

PP,:sn Y slz
be go can

"It's possible."

A look at one more example will provide the key to all these

puzzling eases:

Agri thie y120cay
be what satisfy

"It's satisfactory."

It is obvious that in the cases in which the verb follows 11.m,

there was a relative pronoun which has been deleted by T Pron

Del. Hence 22n bto 'be be-crazy' wAs pen thi° ban 'be (somcore)
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who is crazy', kfyl. lay 'be gesture-silently' was on thi*

'be (ocmcone) who gestures silently' (beQause he is mute), etoc,

It still remains to specify just how such sentences de-

velop* I would like to suggest that the deep structure strip

or ouch sentence5 has the form;

N ..fn N N Pred
1 2 3 4 ,5 6

where 3 =5 (so that 5 is deleted by T Red N Del). and that 3

is a classifier compatible with 1 or the same as 1. It will

be remembered that all classifiers are also nouns. Under theoe

conditions, 3 may be deleted. Rules already in the grammar

will effect the other neoocoary deletions. The new rule may

be stated as;

A. <<X Z>Np N Chi. VP>
s

Where 2 is (" -IN

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
L+(5) Nuor

1 2 3 4 p 6 7
2 =5.

Thus the origin of mn_bg is;

*khera ken khon thI° khon.
he be person which person be crazy

The cases which involve predicate nouns incompatible with

the subject are still not solved, however. But it now seems

likely that there is a special pi-deletion rule which operate F.

in these copula sentences. So, we propose that a sentence

like khon 1.8414 'The person is sick' be given the structure

associated with

khon pqn khon SAL kr44 mii re)*Ic

person be person vhloh person have disease

The rules we now have will give us:
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khon ommi, r5 3k
person be have disease

A transformation of the form of B will give us the desired

sentences

Bo NI peil NP
1 2 3 4

--31, 1 2 4

We are left with a situation in which mie 'to have' is

involved in sentences which are odd in two ways. First they

convert to sentences with ,29n 'to be' and secondly, they pro-

vide the basis for compounds with numbers. It would seem

desirable to account for both these phenomena at once. The

way to do this would seem to be to allow sentences with mi

to be converted to sentences with R9.n and to allow the com-

pounds to be derived from the result as SUbject-Predicate

Nominal compounds, not as Subject-Object compounds. This

would indeed be the answer if it were the case that Subject-

Predicate Nominal compounds, but not Subject-Object compounds,

could have numbers in their second members. However, this is

not the case, even for those compounds which led us to explore

the possibility to begin with. In testing sets of phrases with

Mr. Sirisamphan, the following sets were completely acceptable:

1m khlo*n *n thy.' pen k4osn0.
water which have mud water which be mud

loa
person who have

.41212 Lilt.: al:
rice which have

sickness

husk

khon
person who

11252.2 thi
rice which

pen
be sickness

be husk

Rules which we now have will convert either alternative into
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nelmkhlco'n 'muddy water', khonkhay, 'patient', and khAwpllak

'unhusked rice', respectively. But in the crucial cases, the

second alternative proved unacceptable.

rOtcAkKayaLla thP mi6
bicycle which have

-gam m
three wheel

*xitnAlszazam thi* 21
bicycle which be

sat t4I tglff
animal 6hich have two -foot

aim= 191:.
three wheel

*s",P,It thAl Z.6.10 thlw45
animal Which be two foot

As a result, only the first of the two possibilities are avail-

able as sources for rOtc4yravainsaDm16* 'pedicab' and sitgIn7

th6sw 'two-legged animal'. There is nothing to be gained, then

by allowing the conversion of mis sentences to 22a sentences

to be a part of the compound derivation process. There seems

to be no more elegant way to account for the fact that numbers

can appear in only those compounds which have mi 'to have'

In the underlying sentence. Hence, GNC must be revised to

46
reads

GNC <N N m-,

{II (Prp) (N)1 NP
al° (Nu) N

1 2
--.> 1>2

We are now ready to give examples of Subject-Object

compounds. It will be interesting to list these in three

lists; those deriving from sentences with ml' 'to have', those

deriving from sentences with mean kip 'to resemble'. and those

deriving from sentences with other verbs. Examples of Subject-

Object compounds from sentences with mi.* 'to have':
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' chicken

Duara 'proboscis'

cgiwilabigll 'landlord'

camwkh5412 'proprietor'

ban 'house'

=WA" 'prairie'
1hpa 'field, meadow'

'grass'

411.21.9122212 'picture magazine'

mekka'si*n 'magazine' (from English)

212g12 'picture'

rclets5m16 'pedicab'

rct 'vehicle'

dom 'three'

16 'wheel'

satalatliw 'two-legged animal'

ske. 'animal'

gInth6sw 'two feet'

n4emkhlo*fl 'muddy water'

nAm 'water'

khlono. 'mud'

khorkh17 'patient'

ykron 'person'

ink 'sickness'

IlAagOak 'unhusked rice'

khlw 'rice'

pliat 'husk'

r6tc4tamenpam16. ipedieabc
yOtcigrayaln 'bicycle'

stlim16* 'three wheels'
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Examples of Subject-Object compounds from sentences with mAan

lAR 'to resemble':

khan6maakpwn 'a kind of pudding'

khaniimaak 'wet dainty'

oln 'mortar'

khXwkla 'antler'

khrtw 'horn'

kin, 'twig'

sodafav 'caustic soda'

sodal 'soda' (from English)

fa z 'fire'

axnhhallanleew 'gold leaf'

Ihalalaa 'gold'
2.12= 'flame'

nOkktow 'parrot'

nOk 'bird'

la*w 'crystal'

111akhem 'needle fish'

par 'fish'

khk 'needle'

mhzimiltak 'bird pepper'

Ehrils 'pepper'

khtptis 'mouse droppings'

kracilltkt'w 'cellophane'

krad:sit 'paper'

kew 'glass'

=lip 'parenthesis'

s& 'circle'

14R 'fingernail'
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mfekhwIex 'a kind of large bear'

mle 'bear'

khaIly 'water buffalo,

Examples of Subject-Object compounds from sentences with other

verbs:

krasiaankaenAermratht5et 'Ministry of Foreign Affairs

laagma 'ministry'

kaentaenpratheet 'matters of other countries'

IhkrAlks'Aet 'typhoid'

khAt 'sickness'

rAks7t 'to vomit'

rOktadeq 'conjunctivitis'

rOels 'disease'

tad 'red-eye'

zuwam 'mulch cow'

wua 'cow'

nom 'milk'

thabianr4 'car registration'

thabian 'registration'

rft 'vehicle'

nanho. 'general'

naez 'master'

&on 'troops'

iptletpara.mainue ',atomic bomb'

rab3et `bomb'

mallopt== 'atom'

Aif1D42111 'cancer'

rliek 'disease'

fi°214agAly 'viscious flesh boil'

147
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wisawakamSAVA 'electrical engineering'

w .Isawakam 'engineering'

fa, g: 'electricity'

chAnfaw 'fireman'

.021.1n 'artisan'

fa 'fire'

4.2.1.5 Verb and Adverbial as Second and Third Members.

There are a few three-member compounds reflecting the subject,

verb and adverbial constituents of the underlying sentence.

Compared to the Subject-Verb-Object type, there are surprising-

ly few of these. However, they are easily generable by the

grammar of compounds under discussion. The compound rAadafn-

ggitat 'ocean-going steamer' is representative of a compound

derived from a chgx sgisia sentence.

BASE:

<pka <khon ch4y sAmr42 <kn <kan km <<r4a dean
boat person use for activity activity be boat walk

nay samixt> > » rya »----6- --- S NP S NP S NP
in ocean boat

FIRST CYCLE: No operations)

SECOND CYCLE: No operations.

THIRD CYCLE:

T Am Vbt

<r4a <ra chAL AtaritT <jspn <kwan pen <114a dean
a t boat be-used for activity activity be boat walk

nax salT71t>N11>eNP>eNP
tn ocean

T Rel Inst:
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<r4ta <r4a .chat' sgmrk <kain <thi kasn pm <I V.boat boat be-used for activity which activity iDe boat

da.n18arLam4>NP>S>NP>S>NPwalk in ocean

T Red N Del;

<rte. <r4a ohlty <kan <thi 22/2 <de *n nay
'Mgt boat bc.,..-used for activity which be walk in

NpciamT)t>
ocean

T Rel Pro Pres Applies vacuously.
T Pron Del;

czu. <r4a chAy. samrAE. <kan <pen. <de *n Its/ samtit>ivr>.vp.N2,
boat boat re-used ?or activity be walk in ocean

T App;

<r a. <rloa cry sanirja <ka n <de n Au sal4kt>NP>NP>S>NPboat boat be-used for activity walk in ocean

T Nome

cria <r4a chat si.uneam <ka elide n Lex samixt.NT>eNp
boat boat be-used for walking in ocean '

FOURTH CYCLE=

T Rel Insti
<thi. pia chgtz salarik <kanade*n nay saintit>v>8>Np

boat WwElah goat be-used for walking in ocean "
T Red N Deis

<rket ohgiz skrER, <kanden nay samtit>m>etip
boat which be -used for walking in ocean

T 02k Del;
<171a tbi srularga <kandasn samitt>m>gpboat Onh for walking in ocean '
T Pron Del;

<24a LamrAra, <kandosn naz samilt>elipboat for walking in ocean
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T Del;

<164a <kwnden nax samixt>m>Np
boat walking in ocean "

T kn Deli

<rla <cl.p!n sa4t>N>Np
boat walk in ocean

GNC converts this structure to r4222:masmally1.10 NCD 2, as it

now stands, will delete the preposition aut yinl. Notice thai

the prediction implicit in the form of NCD 2, that it will not

matter whether the preposition is inserted into the verb phrase

originally or whether it is placed there by the Adverbial Pro-

motion Transformation, is correct. However, NCD 2 will not

now delete the preposition without also deleting the verb. As

a result, we need to divide NCD 2 into two rules;

NCD 2 <N V (Prp) N>N
12 3 4
I 0 3 4

NCD 3 <N (V) Prp N>N
1 2

4
3 4

o
2

bl
1 0

To illustrate the more direct derivat ion, we will use

atm/am 'sharpshooter'.

BASE:

<milt <ngk men diaba,zA22)w >Np
expert expert be-accurate with gun

FIRST CYCLE; No operations.

SECOND CYCLE;

T Rel Inst.

<ntik <pi ngk men 042 D4.13>eNP
expert wh eh expert SeZaccurate with gun
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<324. <tilt* men g221 2:11:4eNp
expert which be . accurate with gun

T Prom Dels

<n.... ,r..
.men glatY Itk!..U>veNp

expert be-accurate with gun

In this case also, GNC will generate a compound including the

preposition. NCD 3 is adequate to make the necessary adjust-

ment to give magaWn. Since ntik is a bound form, GNC must

apply, or an ungrammatical noun phrase results.

Examples of Subject-Verb-Adverbial compounds:

dekdeent69 'child waiter'

esk 'child'

de n 'to walk'

t69 'table'

khondeint69. 'waiter'

khon 'person'

dein 'to walk'

to? 'table'

manfitdpindin 'ordinary human being'

;mita 'man'

de "n 'to walk'
OM,AWOURN

din 'earth'

nglelnpiin 'sharpshooter'

rAk lexpert148

gn 'to be accurate'

2i:n 'gun'

x4adeinsamilt 'ocean -going steamer'

r4a 'boat'

do n 'to walk'

saelt 'ocean'
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Azipliany 'an upper garment which opens

sAar. 'upper garment'

210., 'to split'

/Ca 'chest'

'waitress'

down the front'

zit 'woman'

Aanl, 'to walk'

t6/ 'table'

40201,46 Agyerb4.4g the .p.q.cpn44 Merlbero A larger 11.12T'rwr

of compounds are derived from similar sentences ,but have only

the subject and adverbial preserved. Since we have already

accounted for the Subject-Verb-Adverbial type compound, it

should be a simple matter to show how the same rules will also

generate Subject-Adverbial compounds. While this is generally

the case, Subject-Adverbial compounds are unusual in a number

of ways. In the first place, the overwhelming majority of

examples of Subject-Adverbial compounds are derivable from a

sentence of a very definite form, namely;

N(r41;2;?aes. Prep-of-Location N
we

Q2e-locate d

But there are a few notable exceptions. I490Nnk 'surface

vessel' (r4a 'boat', 21212.44 'surface of the water') seems to

be the counterpart of pladrnsayAt 'ocean-going steamer'. Ail-

other compound, m&arlan,thousefly' (aia 'insect', wan 'day')

requires derivation from a sentence which includes a time ad-

verbial. It seems necessary, then, to construct a grammar
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which is sufficiently comprehensive to generate all kinds of

Subject-Adverbial compounds. Finally, a few compounds of

this type retain their prepositions. An example is phtakp-

AIL= 'underground organization' (philak 'group', IttLy 'under''

din 'earth') However, there are no compounds which preserve

both the verb and preposition, so we can account for this

type of compound if we allow NCD 2 and NCD 3 to be ordered as

they are, but restrict NCD 3 a little more carefully.

NCD 3 <N (V) Prp N N
Obligatory if 2 is present;

1 2 3 4 " optional otherwise.
1 2 A 4

Subject-Adverbial compounds appear to the English speak-

er to be unamenable to chtvy sAmmiR derivation, for the most part

at least. But when 1 asked for a definition of thahgnr4a 'sail-

or' (thahrlon *soldier', r4a 'boat'), Mr. Sirisamphan offered

jaaja of the following sentences;
49

thalkn Elnenels na r4a
soldier for be-located in boat

thahasn this 71.1 rAa
76Taier who be-located in boat

This pair of definitions not only demonstrates the validity of

2.Agy s4mEAR derivation of Subject-Adverbial compounds, but also

represents strong evidence for the validity of allowing our

grammar to generate compounds which are ambiguous in this way

in general. We can use lhajaaW,, as the example for both 047

ILiia27nrand direct relative clause derivations. The caty Aiken

derivation starts with the base below.
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BASE:

<thal46n <khon ch.& siXmr*ap <kasn <ka*n pen. <<thahg'n
soldier person use for activity activity be soldier

nay _Ma .thabLusNp
be-located in boat soldier

A derivation analogous to that of radonsembt 'ocean-going

steamer' gives 1..p.a4:40metenurkl.. The operation of both NCD 2

and NCD 3 adjusts this to thalaIdnr4a

The base for the other alternative is;

BASE;

<thalaPn stmaArl.
I

nay rila >p>ivp
NS

soldier soldier be-located in boat ' "

A derivation like that for nelmkmenTAan 'sharpshooter' yields

the compound form thabanrilenpyrAa with the usual slightly

different structure from that of its ch4y skesia counterpart.

The same type of application of NCD 2 and NCD 3 generates

thahgnria from this structure.

Examples of Subject-Adverbial compounds are these:

thahgnr4a 'sailor'

thah4n 'soldier'

rya 'boat'

khtfan 'decaying food particles between the teeth'

khie 'excrement'

fan 'tooth'

cbalyaly 'the Thai'

chaw 'dweller in'

I= 'Thai'

layfi 'pheasant'

ka 'chicken'

fb 'sky'
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11121Ainan4* 'literary language'

241,w4 'language'

na9p40 'book'

merudan 'housefly'

men 'insect'

wan 'day'

rteshiwnimm 'surface vessel'

y4a; 'ship, boat'

2hiwn4nm 'surface of the water'

milekhorAst 'fool'

ma* 'pig'

khoirAft 'Name of a township in Northeastern Thailand'

leknav 'stinger of an insect'

lek 'iron'

max 'in'

chaewtAmmithet 'foreigner'

cha614 'dweller in'5°

t a x athkt 'another country'

4020..7 Sp1s0.al Problem. Among the compounds with the

subject as head, there are two seemingly unrelated problems

whose solution will prove to be not only related, but of con-

siderable generality throughout the grammar of Thai noun com-

pounds. The first of these has to do with plant names. The

word for 'tree' is tenmay (ten 'stalk°, maw 'wood, stickl).

Particular plants are named with a compound consisting of th

and a word to indicate the type, for example gaga 'banana

tree' (kltav banana') and t8rokuti172 'rose bush' (kulZot 'rose').

Similarly, the general word for 'flower' is d311smilx (dk 'bias-

some). Particular flowers are named by compounds with dbk,
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dbkkulAIR 'rose flower' (kulgtla 'rose'). The words involving

leaves and fruits are similarly constructed; RhInlamily 'fruit'

(j*rer. 'fruit') and pallxa47 'leaf' ( hz oleaf0). The words for

particular leaves and fruits are compounds of mdlialal and bays

The key to these plant names seems to be the successful analysis

of tc.".-amS,.v. The definition of sYcinlam4Iry given me by Mr. Siri-

samphan was

pliBn phi, kant ,tArRIlz
fruit which originate from tree

"Fruit which comes out of a tree."

The definitions of db'km4,:y 'flower2 and bamiu 'leaf' follow-

ed the same pattern. The definition for dbkkul2p 'rose was:

allk thl 93 ."k OnkulitIR
flower which emerge 175-1.rose-birdh

The definition for tOnkul4IR 'rose bush' was, somewhat circular17;

tOnmAv thi IlL.kkulap
tree which have rose-blossom

The general pattern of all of these definitions fits compound

formation rules which are already in the grammar. The first

two fit the requirements for Subject-Adverbial compounds and

the third for Subject-Object compounds. But for ttninitiu, Mr.

Sirisamphan was unable to give a definition of this type, in-

sisting that it was one word. This response could be account-

ed for if we recognize ton as a bound form, in this meaning at

least. If so, we could allow t8nniu to be generated from some

sentence which means something like "A stalk which is wood" or

"A plant which resembles a stick". The member ton, like nik

'expert' and chavw 'dweller in', would be specified in such
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s way that GNC has to apply to any sentence which contains it.

This would explain why the informant was not able to give the

definition. If this is done, all these plant names could be

generated with existing rules with one difficulty.

It soon becomes apparent that the rules we now have will

generate compounds like it_Idnt(InE412 for 0.222.4= 'flower',

*beyttinmiu for baym j 'leaf', itbaytImilthma for banai-

2111:aw 'leaf of a coconut tree' and *tOndb*kkula.e for ten-

lualm 'rose bush'. An additional rule to delete the unwanted

constituent can be proposed in the following forms

NCD L. <N r4N
[+(3)Nu j

2 3
56 3

oll+

NCD 4 obligatorily deletes one constituent of a noun compound

if 1) it is also a constituent of a compound which in turn has

been compounded with another noun and 2) it is a noun with the

feature [4-(3)Nu 3, that is, it is a classifier for the noun

with which it is most intimately compounded. The nouns Van,

dbek, Inv, and 2,11'6n are classifiers for plants, flowers, leaves,

and fruits, respectively.

The other problem has to do with certain nouns of location.

Some of these consist of a

or space and a preposition

are khkanaz 'inside' (mix.

in the past' (b4ta 'part',

noun referring to a section of time

or noun of location. Some of these

'side', r_i4z 'in'), lokulgrar 'behind,

'behind') and hEkj tgy 'under-

neath. underside' (02R:i apart', is x 'under'). I addition,
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there are similar compounds with other nouns as heads, such

as mom 'insider' (khon 'person', nay 'in') and khritannaz

'internal body organs' (IshrIan 'material°, n 'in'). The

solution that would do the least violence to the rules we al-

ready have would be to derive these as Subject-Adverbial com

pounds of which the object of the locative preposition is a

Pro-noun deleted by NCD 1 and the verb is deleted by NCD 2,

leaving the subject and preposition. Thus, khgunsy 'inside'

would have as a bases

Ichaia Ittika IrTr.
706 side b. -12-M k45n>eocated in Tail

If this is the case, it would be expected that a Thai speaker

would acc.ept khilLa thie kh5la 'side which is in some-

thing' as a definition fo/ Jihanully. This was suggested to

two informants independently and both rejected the suggestion

firmly. When asked to define words like 14annav 'inside' and

=num 'insider', or similar words, both independently sugu.

gested;

biian kh on thi APA'nnv
part person) which be-located inside

If we take these definitions seriously, it leads us to suspect

that the khn compounds occupy the crucial position which

tOnTAly occupies relative to plant-name compounds. If this

is so, the same solution is open. The word kha:a side' is

marked as bound, so that the base structure above must be car-

ried through GNC to yield a grammatical form.51

This solution leaves us with compounds like *b4ankhannaY
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and *khonkhAthnay. Clearly, NCD 4 will not work to correct

these compounds since prepositions do not take classifiers.

But perhaps another specification which is more inclusive than

the classifier specification can handle the problem. The re-

vised form of NCD 4 would be something like;

<L:Gen w/r (3)][+gpe wir (2)]>4W
NCD 4 <14 F N

1 2 3
6.1211 3

The features "Generic with respect to 3" and "Specific with

respect to 2" are approximations of a sort of concord re-

striction between the meanings of the forms designated 2 and

3. Thus the meaning of pax 'in' is "specific" with regard to

an area of meaning with regard to which the meaning of kh(110

'side' is "generic". A similar relationship holds between

sikk 'blossom' and hakR 'rose,.

NCD 4 is in obvious need of a great deal of refinement

if it is to have a place in Thai grammar. However, it seems

to be an approximation of a principle which could have a great

deal to do with the grammar of Thai noun compounds. In the

course of our discussion of Thai compounds so far, we have

glossed over some facts which could have a bearing on the matters

under discussion. In giving the definition of milos56mchgn 'bac-

on' (rats 'pork', sgsm 'three', chfin 'layer'), Mr. Sirisamphan

did not give;

mils this 4' _OA
pork which have three layer

"Pork which has three layers"
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but rather;

2010 suan tht* mi* s/44,*m chgn
pork part which have three layer

"The part of pork which has three layers"

Similarly, the definition of wuanom emilch cow' given in the

Thai-Thai Dictionarv52 is not:

wua tht* hta nom mgok
cow which give milk be-much

"A cow which gives a lot of milk"

but rather;

wua. Eran tht* tax nom AL%
cow kind which give milk be-much

"A kind of cow which gives a lot of milk"

in addition, there are a few compounds which seem to involve

IMOSOUSS 112to "part" For example, the word for 'egg yolk' .

is xhayden (kriga 'egg', ALT to be red') and WAIN mess

'pupil' (ta' 'eye' dam 'to be black'). It seems clear that

the origins of these compounds should be something likes

N suan thl* Vcolor
part which

"The part of N which is a certain color"

If we allow a classifier like am 'kind' to appear in the

source sentences of our compounds, it could provide part of

the answer to the problem posed in connection with Miss Udomm»

phol's frame for testing separability in compounds with ad-

jectival verbs. If ngmh5°m "perfume' (ngm 'fluid', h5 m 'to

be fragrant') is derived from the structure which underlies;

ngm_ t)han thIe h5 m
fluid kind Vach bg:?ragrant

"A kind of fluid which is fragrant"
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rather than:

nAm tbia11k m
fluid w17feh be .fragrant
"Fluid which is fragrant"

Then the sentence:

nAmh5emAilLlat nf. mkr 115n2 IALY
perfume bot1tle this not )3g: fragrant at-all

"This bottle of perfume (lit. fragrant fluid) is not
fragrant at all."

does not seem contradictory

If classifiers should appear in derivations in this man-

ner, GNC would apparently produce structures like it...ngintpyj..tnr.....15313.

and .1*kgmantnaLne If the grammar of classifiers in Thai is

such that nem and phavn are immediate constituents and LiErtnarl

and 115*m are immediate constituents at another level, then

there seems to be a vh(-%tal principle of compound deletion

which handles these cases as well as those like 149m y 'tree'

and JfkifiLtraw 'inside'. The principle seems to be something

like the following:

Principle: If two immediate constituents XY are
compounded with a third constituent Z, and if X
has a generic meaning in an area in which Y has a
specific meaning, then delete X; or vice versa.

This notion is sufficiently vague and the grammar of classi-

fiers sufficiently unclear as to place further pursuit of

the problem beyond the range of this study. We will, how-

ever, have occasion to refer to it in connection with another

problem.

Our examples of plant-name compounds area
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dbkkltlaymPy 'orchid'

dbsk 'blossom'

jtc1111111:laymia 'orchid plant'

dbkkulA,0Q 'rose'

dbk 'blossom'

gnIKul:A.R 'rose bush'

dbikm4ly 'flower'

LILLIE 'blossom'

ton m 'tree, plant'

tiinklAm 'banana tree'

ton °plant'

Itlija7 'banana°

tOnkuALR °rose bush'

t5n 'plant'

1212/11221ALP "rose'

shOnlamilx 'fruit'

201211R1 'fruit'

11.8nlmily 'tree'

Immuyats 'leaf of the coconut tree'

1222 'leaf'

itIonimaary 'coconut tree'

baymi*y °leaf'

lay 'leaf'

Iton) giu 'tree°

Our examples of Subject-Adverbial compounds whose second mem-

bers are prepositions or locative nouns are theses

kasDkeranay 'undershorts, panties'

latIng= 'pants'

may 'in'

khitnn5k 'outside, the outside'

kh& 'side'
n5k 'outer'
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jihgonnto 'in front, ahead'

khap 'side'

ngo 'front'

khonn5k 'outsider'

khon 'person'

n5ek 'outside'

khr4annay 'internal body organs'

kb/4w) 'material'

my 'in'

chitnnay 'inner layer'

chaff, 'layer'

my 'in'

Dhaaynay 'inside, internal'

phsoy 'part, side'

nut 'in'

chgnlegn 'the later generAtion'

chgn 'layer'

an 'behind'

bAnnbek 'the country'

bilen

nBek 'outer'

b4anbon 'upper part'

b4an 'Classifier for parts'

bon 'upper, on"

4.2.2 Compounds with Object as Head. Before going into

detail concerning compounds which preserve the object of an

underlying sentence as head, we should consider the potential

impact of the Ambivalent Verb Transformation on the generation

of such compounds. If it could be shown that all Thai verbs

are ambivalent, there would be no need to set up a special

mechanism for the derivation of verbs with the object as head,
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except in cases in which the subject is also preserved. For

the rest, T Am Vb could apply, placing the object in subject

position and deleting the Pro-noun subject. The compounds could

then be generated exactly like Subject-Verb or Subject-Adverbial

compounds. To obtain IhIlnyin 'edibles' Cich3en 'thing', kin

'to eat9, T Am Vb would convert:

khQ kin ,kh5in
person eat thing

"People eat things."

into:

Agla kin
thing be-eaten

"Things are eaten."

From this point on, the derivation could follow the lines of

derivation of Subject-Verb compounds like meokh.eil 'race horse'

WI 'horse', kiltn 'to compete') or r4abin 'airplane' (r4a

'boat', bin 'to fly'). This is not done for two reasons: 1)

not all the verbs involved are ambivalent, and 2) it would

not work for Object-Subject compounds anyway.53

4.2.2.1 Verb as Se,cond Member. Apparently there are no

three-mmber compounds whose heads ere the objects of embedded

sentences, so we will first consider the Object-Verb type.5

The compound rOtdo4ysgen 'bus' (r6t 'bus", ,doeysrvn 'to travel

by') illustrates the chgy slin.....i.tr&E derivation.

BASE:

<nit <khon chgiy sameu <keon <kaen en <<khonvehicle person use for activity activity be person

do,lavn r6t > > >>> rOtNP NP
vehicletravel-by vehicle
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FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE: No operations.

THIRD CYCLE:

T Am Vb:

<rcit <ra chAv Lttnain <kwn <kain ,men <khon
vehicle vehicle bee -used for activity activity be person

2.21ygen
ro =

>troo>s>Np>s>Np
travel-by vehicle

T Ref Inst:

<ra <ra chAy, sgmrap <kwn <thIe ka*n
vehicle vehicle be-used for activity which activity be

<khon .19.17sgn rot > > >
Nr S NP S

>
NPperson travel-by vehicle

T Red Nom Del:

<r6t <ra caw *AmrAp <kain <thi 22.11 <khon
vehicle vehicle be-used for activity which be person

dyszTn > > > > >
travel-by NP S NP S NP

T Rel Pro Pre: Applies vacuously.

T Pron Del:

<rOt <ra chew !AmrAp <kaan <Eva <khon
vehicle vehicle be-used for activity be person

dysgn > > > »
TRirgT=E NP VP NP S NP

T App:

<rOt :rot cam sLtmr...k <kasn <khon
vehicle vehicle be-used for activity person

dovsgen >imoNp>s>0
travel-by 'I"'

T Nom:

<rOt SIJAZ pramr4 <kaendwysgsn khon > >.>
NP NPvehicle vehicle be-used for traveling-by of person
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T P.eo Dels

<nit <rat agy taitnisai <kasndosysAn
Ar o NPvehicle vehicle be-used for travelina-by of

T Is Prep Del:

<r6t <r6t, chAy sAmrap ickwndo*ysaan>m>sNp
vehicle vehicle be-used for traveling-by

FOURTH CYCLE:

T Rel Insts

<r6t <thi rat c
for

<kaindo y st en>N S
»

NPvehicle which vehicle be-used for traveling-by

T Red N Del:

<thI chttv skrap <kasndosysgsn>m>s>0
vehicle which be-used for traveling-by "

T chAv Del;

<r6t this slaziR <kasndosysgenxNPvehicle which for traveling-by

T Pron Del;

<2.6t silmr4R <kasndosystion>.N >
NPvehicle for traveling-by

T 821.mke Del:

<rOt <J12=12LAYSIal?mNp
vehicle traveling-by "

T kan Del:

<rOt <dosysgen N>NPvehicle traveling-by

GNC directly creates rekdoszsial 'bus' from this structure.

The direct relative clause derivation can be illustrated

with sklian 'domestic animal'.

BASE;

<sat <khon lian sat >cNPanimal person care-for animal 61
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FIRST CYCLE; No operations.

SECOND CYCLE:

T Rel Inst;

<sAt <khon lian thi, sat
animal person care-for which animal

T Red N Del;

<sat <khon 'fan >>typ
animal person care-for which w "

T Rel Pro Pre;

<att <tilt* khon llama >c>mmo
animal which person care-for

T Pron Del:

<s'Att <khon 21.La
animal person care -for

For GNC to operate on this structure, it will require still

another revision. The new rule iss

GNC <N N (V)

lV
(prp) (N)1 N

mi.' (Nu) N
1 2

--> 1>2

Application of GNC in this form produces satkhonlfan. NCD 1

is designed to delete Pro-nouns in compounds. However, it

will not delete khon in this position and will have to be

revised. The new NCD 1 is:55

NCD 1 <(N V) r+N 1 CV N)>N Where 2 and 3 are neither
L+Proj " both p resent nor both ab-

1 2 3 sent.
1 3

The new versions of GNC and NCD I now produce silt.Wm 'domes-

tic animal'. It is the case again that the ha gmrAp deri-

vation is apparently simpler in a deep sense than is the apparently
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more direct method. Examples of ObjectVerb compounds are

listed below.

rOtdoysgen 'bus'

r6t 'vehicle'

doysID 'to travel by a vehicle'

atlian 'domestic animal'

sat 'animal'

liar) 'to care for'

1115nkin 'edibles'

kh5n 'thing'

kin 'to eat°

thalegp 'lake'
thale 'sea°

sap 'to curse'

patpkian 'a drawing'

PhtlP 'picture'

khIan 'to draw, write'

Adakep 'mistress'

mia 'wife'

len °to keep°

rcitlgk °rickshaw°

r6t 'vehicle'

lgok Ito pull, tow'

spagla 'tu:gboat, boats pulled by a tugboat'

r&a 'boat, ship'

phtlan 'to connect, attach'

saykrbk 'sausage'

still' 'intestines, inside part'

khbk 'to fill'
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9afgonkasnkin °nutriment'

9ashgen 'food'

ka'nkin 'eating'

402.2.2 Subject as Second Member. ObjectSubject com

pounds can be divided into two sections. One deals with

underlying sentences with mis 'to have' and results in posses

sive compounds. Another section deals with compounds from

sentences with all other verbs. The possessive compounds do

not have chgv sgmrAp derivations, but their derivation is

unique. The word for 'fishbone', ktenplas will serve as an

examples

BASE:

<kaen <Dlas 12:11>>Np
bone fish have bone w

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE:

T Rel Inst;

<kasn mis this kasn>Q>mp
bone fish have which bone "

T Rel N Del:

<kasn <Dias mis this
whichbone fish have ich w "

T Rel Pro Pre:

<hala <this pia*
be which fish have I'd "on

T Pron Dels

<121a <21aL mi* >c mp,>
bone fish have S

"
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T Poss:

<kain VAIN! RIR:>mmo
bone of fish "'

T 1512L.Q6* Del:

<kain ,plae,>io
bone fish '

With this type of compound all the rearrangment and deletion

operations are completed before operation of GNC. GNC converts

the above structure into ka.,,Ln2La: 'fishbone'. A few examples

are not quite so simple. pTath8itthay 'Thailand' (prath8et

'country', hay °Thai') must be derived via prathe*t thi

khonthay mi 'The country which the Thai people have' since

that' is a bound form. Several other similar compounds must

also be derived in this way. The derivation illustrated above

in these cases ends in 41yrathetkhanthEy* But this is another

example like dbkm4.7 'flower° and khonnay 'insider'. This,

then, is another instance in which the noun compound deletion

principle sketched above is needed. Examples of possessive

compounds are Listed below.

kamplal 'fishbone'

lvan °bone°

2211: 'fish°

khbpthanOn °curb°

khbp 'edge, rim°

than6n °street°

dgmp4'n 'gunstock'

claim °handle'

p4n 'gun'
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nfwthiiiw 'toe'

rilw 'digit'

thalew 'foot'

fgthaisw 'sole of the foot'

flo °palm, sole'
thAaw 'foot'

egom48 'palm of the hand°

fAe 'palm, sole°

m4 'hand°

phbephta 'woman's father-in -law°

ph5o 'father°

yttIla °husband°

ltekplas 'young fish°

3:Wlt 'offspring, child°

Pia 'fish'

silykgty 'giblets°

s:igt °intestines°

'chicken'

n3enkAy 'cock's comb°

nb8n. °comb of a fowl'

Ay 'chicken°

The remaining Object-Subject compounds are non-possessive.

The word rcitmi. 'horse-drawn carriage° seems to be a candidate

for °Illy sgmr&R derivation. But an attempt to derive it by

this method will pose serious problems. The derivation would

begin with the base below:

BASE;

<r6t <khon chitty AmrAp kaon <kain men «mig
vehicle person use for activity activity be horse

lgok
-rot

>Q>Np>s>mu, zit >>11p,
pull vehicle Al'` vehicle w
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The derivation follows that of r6tdoivslin 'bus' up to T Nom.

The structure preceding T Nom is/

<r6t trot paw sAmrap <kgon
<Ing.

eh k>NP>NP>SNPvicle veh acicle be-used for activity horse pull

After application of T Nom, the structure is;

<rcit <r6t mehly 8'4=4 <kwialtols kh."6'1, >mn>s>10
vehicle vehicle be-used for pulling of horse

T Pro Del will not operate on this structure and as a result.

the conditions for application of T Is Prep Del are not met.

Thus, the derivation ends in:

<rOt lak kh311 mg's > >
NP NPvehicle pulling of horse

GNC clearly does not operate on such a structure. Three solo-

tions are possible. GNC could be revised to operate on this

structure and post-compounding transformation operations could

be set up to give the correct order. But this solution would

be woefully ad hoc and non-revealing. The second possibility

would be to claim that no Object-Subject compounds are derived

by 01'162 .sgmr4 derivation at all. There seems to be some evi-

dence for this, since rOtmtto need not be so derived and it

appears that relatively few compounds of this type are open

to this derivation. The third solution would be to allow some

compounds to be derived from still another base, namely;

<r6t <khon cyliz samrap <<melo 1111It

vehicle person use for horse pull vehicle

>Q>Npo
vehicle 6'

The nominalization step would be eliminated in these cases and
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as a result the unwanted transposition of the subject would

not occur. The derivation would end in:

<rot <nuita lilk>woo>o
vehicle horse pull vehicle

can be readily handled by GNC and NCD 2 to produce row.

Another result of this proposal would be the elimination

of T keon Del from the derivation of noun compounds (although

not from the grammar, since it is independently motivated).

Compounds which preserve kaan would be derived via nominaliza-

tion and those which do not from the above structure in whose

derivation kaiin never appears. The disadvantage is that this

solution introduces a third way in which noun compounds with-

out verbs as a member can, be generally ambiguous; and it is

questionable whether or not this is justifiable. Our tentative

solution is the second one, in which we assume there is no hit

gmrAp derivation for these compounds.

Another word for a kind of vehicle, r6teek 'rickshaw',

can be derived by the direct relative clause process.

BASE:

<rOt <khonek chlty rot > >
S NPvehicle Chinese use vehicle

A derivation process similar to that of altlian 'domestic

animal' produces rOtkhonclkehtly after application of GNC.

The verb chtly 'to use° is deleted by NCD 2 and the Pro-form

khon by the rule which expresses the noun compound deletion

principle.
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Examples of Object-Subject compounds which are not posses-

sive area

rOteek 'rickshaw'

rot 'vehicle'

11h2nicels °Chinese people'

rOtmate 'horse-drawn carriage'

rot, 'vehicle'

mA 'horse'

sassantokhrit 'Christianity'

sgsant 'religion'

khrit 'Christ' (from European)

stvsana*thia 'Buddhism'

gsanA 'religion'
ak 'Buddha'

khikOp 'wood shavings'

khie 'excrement'

li?.)2 'carpenter's plane'

khlkgtv 'chicken droppings'

khl 'excrement'

az 'chicken'

khithaw 'ashes°

khIs 'excrement'

thaw 'stove'

thanOmltan 'public road'

thanOm 'street°

ltan 'government'

thunrittthaban 'government scholarship'

thun 'capital'

rittthabwn 'government'



b6tkawi!. 'poetry'

bOt 'poem in a certain verse form'

kawie 'poet'

4.2.2.3 Adverbial as Second Member. The third and last

kind of compound which has an object head is the Object-Adverb-

ial type. Of particular interest here is a large set of compounds

which appear to be derived from a sentence whose predicate

has tham glary 'to make with° or 'to make out ()V..° No new

derivation processes are needed for this set since in this

instance early application of the Ambivalent Verb Transforma-

tion allows the original object to be compounded as a subject.

Thus kroqlek 'iron cage' is derived from the baseS

BASE;

<kron <khon tham kron d a, r lek >S >NP
cage person make cage with iron

But immediate application of T Am Vb converts this to:

<h122 <kro tham dilay lek
cage cage be-made with iron 'a L"

From this structure, kronlk can be derived exactly like a

Subject-Adverbial compound like thahg*nr4a 'sailor'. For

these compounds, the chEat sqltanitR derivation is not possible.

The list of thamdjaaz compounds is:

laonlek 'iron cage'

kroi 'cage'

lek 'iron'

ntatiat 'screen'

Dial 'mosquito net'

ltat 'wire'
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krada*tdi*Otik 'tin foil'

kradA't °paper'

dithilk °tin'

ttkrach 'glass cabinet'

try °cabinet'

kracbk 'glass'

keenigty 'chicken curry'

ke'r) 'curry'

Am 'chicken'

/1=622 'bubbles, foam'

fon 'bubbles, foam'

niiim 'water'

r4anmilly 'wooden building'

roan 'house'

14,:ar 'wood'

sliwkhonkhri*t 'concrete post'

saw 'post, pole, pillar'

khoenkhrl*t 'concrete' (from English)

tha,nmilyz 'charcoal from wood'

thA*n 'charcoal'

24= 'wood'

thalesv 'desert'
thale° 'sea'

22.z 'sand'

There are also some other compounds of the Object-Adverb-

ial type. Of these, khritankhrua 'kitchen utensils' is one

which can be derived via 2=1. s'Amr&D.

WE:
<khr4an <khon chgz samrap <luon <kan 22n <<khon
implements person use for activity activity be person

°hely khr4an ntly khrua >>Nes>wo =Aim >p>Np5 7

use implement in kitchen "a implement w
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The derivation continues parallel to that of rcitdoysgn 'bus'

except that the adverbial nay khrua is carried along through-

out. The pre-GNC structure is :

#4khr4an <khon char nay khrua >mNp
implement person use in kitchen "

GNC makes this _uEldULWglaalhErlakti.m.2.02. To get khr4ankhrua, the

three Noun Compound Deletion transformations must all apply.

NCD 1 deletes khon, NCD 2 eliminates rchar, and NCD 3 deletes

nu. Another word referring to the kitchen, kankhrua 'cook-

ery*, will illustrate the direct relative clause derivation

process;

BASE:

<kaan <khon them ka'n 212z khrua >>krap
activity person do activity in kitchen

The derivation follows that of ablial) 'domestic animal',

except that the adverbial is carried through the derivation.

The structure of the last line is:

<ksn <khon them khrua Q>lap
activity person do in kitchen `4 "

There is no form of GNC which will create a compound noun out

of this structure. It is now necessary to state GNC in two

cases. Case a) generates compounds from structures which al-

ready consist of only two nouns. Case b) generates compounds

from structures containing various deformations of relative

clauses.

GNC <N a) N
(N) (V(PrP)).1 l>"

b)<{(V(Prp)) (N) I>x
mid' (Nu) N

1 2
--> 1>2
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Case a) must be separated from case b), even when X is N. When

the pre-GNC structure consists of nouns only, the second noun

will not have the structure <N>N
since the upper N would be

deleted by the node-labeling principles. This means that sellia

simittp compounds are generated by case b) of GNC where X is N.

This form of GNC will generate ....aksonithothagnaahal9, which

is adjusted by application of NCD 1-3 to give kankhrua 'cook-

ery°. Examples of Object-Adverbial compounds are in the list

below.

wihilnchetw 'breakfast'

9agon 'food°

(t chew 'morning' S8

khr4apkhrua 'kitchen utensils'

Idoir4an 'implement'

khrua 'kitchen'

jthayug 'malaria'

kik 'sickness°

p 'forest'

kenkhrua 'cookery'

kain 'activity'

khrua 'kitchen'

,dinD4*n 'gunpowder'

din 'explosive powder'

.a.1.1 'gun'

temikat 'earring'

tm 'suspended object'

hi 'ear'

2112:21:magly 'income tax'

phaesis, 'tax'

pondgov 'income'
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m(schAw Ibreakfast°

m44 'Classifier for meals°

(t2 n) 'morning'

r4aphay gboat propelled by paddling'

r4a 'boat'

phaely 'paddle'

9ahanklaowan 'lunch'

9ahitn 'food°

1121n111=man ami6"daY°

4.2,3 Compounds with Adverbial as Head.

420.1 sitollst and Verb as Second and Third Members.

Of compounds with adverbials as the first member, there

are a few examples in my collection of which the second and

third members are the underlyini subject and verb of the in-

nermost embedded sentence. In none of these examples is the

saw derivation appropriate. The relative clause de-

rivation for r4dubaym4syrilap 'autumn' serves as an example

of this type of derivation.

BASE:

<r4dus .512xmilx rt.= ntly r4dus >p
season leaf fall in season w "

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE;

T Rel Instr

<r4du <baymEtsy rlau nay this Adus >>wrp
season leaf fall in which season

T Bel N Dell

<ram* <baym4-1/. run my this >eop
season leaf fall in which
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T Bel Pro Pre;

<r4du <thi baymirty, roar naz> >Np
season which leaf fall in

T Pron Del:

<r4du <baymAv roan nav>sNp
season leaf fall in

T Is Prep Dels

<r4dus <baymAy rilan>sNp
season leaf fall

GNC generates Alulbaymia 'autumn' directly under case b).

Examples of Adverbial-Subject-Verb compounds are:

I4=1022114=112. isPring°
r4du 'season°

baymtoy, 'leaf'

ph119. 'to bud°

rtduthaymgliaLn 'autumn'

r4du 'season'

bavmEtsv 'leaf'

rilap 'to fall°

thittawantOk 'West°

thit °direction'

tawan 'sun'

t6k 'to drop'

thittawan9b0k 'East'

thit °direction'

tawan °sun'

93k 'to emerge'

4.2.3.2 Verb and Met as Second and Third Members.

More common are three-member adverbial-head compounds in

which the second and third members are the underlying verb and

object. The compound rionkhalrkafe 'coffee shop' is a compound
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of this composition which is derivable by the cchaff Amrgtp de-

rivation.

BASE:

<viten <khon ,chgiv riton samr4 <kaen <kaen pen
shop person use shop for activity activity be

<khon khgv kafe nay rgon>Q>Np>s>mmo 2-4.11>Q.14p
person sell coffee in shop ''' "'" shop 14

FIRST CYCLE: No operatIons.59

SECOND CYCLE: No operations.

THIRD CYCLE:

T Am Vb:

<rel.n <rE5,6n chgv sgmrap <ka'n <ka'n <khon
shop shop be-used for activity activity be person

kafe° nay rg
sel coffee in

621>Np>s>Np>s>Np
shop

T Rel Inst:

<rg*n <relen °hay aiatia
shop shop be-used for

<khon khas7 kafee
person sell coffee

T Red N Del:

<kan <thI k/sn 21
76TIvity which activity be

Lay n> >
in NP S>NP>S>NPshop

<rd.n <rln chAv amrap <k6n <thi pen <khon
shop shop be-used for activity which be person

khgtey kafcs nav> > >NP S NP S»NPsell coffee in

T Rel Pro Pre: Applies vacuously.

T Pron Del:

</lien <reon chEtv s;mr4 <kaen <2111 <khon khasy
shop shop be-used for activity be person sell

kafes na >Np>vp>Np>s>Np
coffee in
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T App;

<risn <rAsn chAv sgmr4 <kasn <khon kaoy kafes
shop shop be-used for activity person sell coffee

> > >
NPNP S-

in

T Nom:

<risn <ral*ri ch4y sgmr&I, <kainkhitey kafes na r kh5n1

shop shop be-used for selling coffee in of

khon >NP>S>NPperson

T Pro Del;

<rS.n chfly sgmrATa <kankhgy kafe nay
shop shop be-used for selling coffee in of

T Is Prep Dell

<r4en sgmr113 <kasnkhrlsy kafes >.>n S
>
NP

shop shop be-used for selling coffee

FOURTH CYCLE:

T Rel inst:

<thi. rgsn chgx, siimr4 <kasnkhgt7 kafes >N
>
S
>
NP

shop which shop be-used for selling coffee

T Red N Del:

<rti'n <this chgy <kasnkhtIsv kafes >m>s>Np
shop which be-used for selling coffee

chAv Del:

<rifon this Amrgcp <kasnkhasy kafes >m>Np
shop which for selling coffee '

T Pron Del:

<rii.nsgmrhp <kankh5sy kafe >
N
>
NP

shop for selling coffee

T sgmrhp Del:

<r4n <kankhgv kale >m>Np
shop selling coffee "
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T ksn Del:

<ri'n <khglr kafe
N NPshop selling coffee

This structure is easily converted by case b) of GNC into

rgonkhgsyhafee 'coffee shop'. There are no convincing examples

of Adverbial-Verb-Object examples which can be derived only

by the direct relative clause method, but any example clearly

can be so derived in our grammar. To illustrate this type

of derivation, we show the process as it operates on mn-

klpr6t 'garage'.

BASE:

<rwn <khon lAg rot na ro'n
building person store vehicle in building

FIRST CYCLE: No operations.

SECOND CYCLE;

T Rel Inst:

<rwn <khon lig rot nay thl* >Q>mp
building person store vehicle in which building IJ "

T Red N Del:

1512. <khon rot nay thi >s>mp
pebuilding rson store veh in whichch "

T Rel Pro Pre:

<rwo <thI khon Lig rOt nay> >Np
building which person store vehicle in

T Pron Del:

<rol
building

T Is Prep

.142.=
building

<khon
person

Del:

<khon
person

rot nalY>Q>NP
store vehicle in

ke dtsit
store vehicle

>S>NP
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Case b) of GNC 3enerates=m2DAREL. NCD 1 deletes khon.

Examples of Adver)ial-Verb-Object compounds are:

AImilyallalmtaa 'letter of recommendation'

.91014= 'let ter'

ne9nasm 'ti recommend'

tua 'self;

rgsnkhasykafes 'coffee shop'

ran 'shop'

IhEy °to sell'

kafes 'coffee' (from European)

thiskhlaburis 'ashtray'

this 'place'

khia 'to scratch as a chicken does'

burls °cigarette'

labilhan 'withdrawal slip'

Illay 'Classifier for leaves and sheets of paper°

b;sk 'to withdraw°

mn 'money'

PhAschetnto 'handkerchief'

mg: 'cloth'

chit 'to wipe'

riA 'face°

rOtdapph12111 'fire engine'

rot 'vehicle'

gp 'to extinauish'

phlasn 'fire'

SaLacktil 'garage'
,rose, 'building'

112 'to keep, store'

rot 'vehicle°

ramchuschisp 'parachute'

rOm 'umbrella'

chus °to save'

elli*p 'life'
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'whet,Aone'

hin 'rock'

'to sharpen'

mIt "knile°

9titbr4a 'shipyard'

9i6.1 'place vhere something is harbored, cradled, or stored'
tb 'to construct'

r4a 'boat, ship'

4.2.2.3 :311b4ect as the Second Member. Other compounds

with adverbial heads preserve the subject as the second member.

As has been discussed in connection with Object-Subject com-

pounds, chtly, s'Ansiti. derivation causes severe difficulties

for the generation of compounds which preserve the underlying

subject. Again, we notice that there are few Adverbial-Subject

compounds which seem amenable to .0k sIgaiR derivation and

none that demand it. We have already seen that ...14zol. same

derivation does not apply to the few examples of Adverbial-

Subject-Verb compounds. We will adhere to our tentative solu-

tion which is to assume that no compounds with subjects as

second members take chat, sgmr4 derivations.

krabbkt 'eye socket' is a compound which illustrates

the direct derivation process.

BASE:

<krabbok <tae vitv na krabb*k
'cylinder eye be-located in cylinder 4L4

The derivation follows the pattern of the .12024.410.6 'garage'

derivation, except that A: 'to be located' does not have an

object. The transformations up to GNC give:
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<krabbc <ta Tag
>S>NPcylinder eye be-located

GNC and NCD 2 yield krabbktaa 'eye socket'. Examples of this

type of comp,)und are:

krabbkta °eye socket,

krabk 'cylinder°
ta °eye°

khilmkh5n 'hair folicle"

khilm 'pit. cavity°

kh5n °hair'

thilnthgp °military base°

than 'base°

,thetp 'troop, army'

teokhr4anpt*n 'dresser'

tO? 'table°

khr4anptla °powder'

thalac2,12122.22 'traffic lane°

than 'way°

caracon 'traffic'

bbnan 'silver mine'

bb 'pit, well'

min 'silver'

prianci*n 'China, Chinatown'

m4an 'city, country'

Ilunicim °Chinese people'

randum *buttonhole,

ma 'nest'

dum 'button'

redbmpLE 'water level'

radgm 'level'

netm 'water'
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r4df3n 'rainy season'

r4du 'season'

f6n 'rain'

4.2.2.4 Verb as Second kember. Other adverbial-head

compounds have only the verb as second member. There are

two kinds of compounds of this form; Type a) compounds are

Exactly analogous to Adverbial-Verb-Object compounds except

the underlying object is a Pro-noun which is deleted. Type

b) compounds contain intransitive verbs. An example of a

type a) Adverbial-Verb compound derivable via chAy amritp

is rtlnkhgt 'store'.

BASE:

<rgin <khon agtz gtsriEti <Itari <Ica*n ion <<khon khei
shop person use for activity activity be person trade

IthSrj naz rg*n> rg*n> .,S NP S NP )1;kiP

thing in shop shop

The derivation is the same as that of ......hrlonkikyhail °coffee

shop' except that the Pro-noun object ichka 'thing° is deleted

by NCD 1. Similarly, rosnkep 'storehouse' can be derived from:

BASE:

<khan Ap Isprj= II, 22 >emouiblding person store thing in building

in the same way as ronkeprOt °garage' is derived, except that

d....:Lkism is deleted. Examples of type a) Adverbial-Verb com-

pounds are;

khr4ankhian 'stationery'

khr4at 'implement'

khian 'to write°
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IladAIEARI: 'carbon paper'

kradgot 'paper'

11:41.8 'to copy' (from English)

khamehen 'invitation'

kham 'word'

chen 'to invite'

rionkhiis 'store'

raga 'store'

kat° 'to trade'

roenk'ep 'storehouse'

rein 'building'

kau 'to keep, store'

skurk 'stop wire on a bus'

sgt4Y 'line'

zit 'to stop'

h8nrian 'classroom'

LIN 'room'

rian 'to study'

arrtet 'zipper tab'

hn, 'ear'

rut 'to slide, pull'

thIkhZ,*n 'pen, hook'

this 'place'

kh.6*n. 'to hang'

bayphett 'fan°

,bay 'Classifier for sheet-like objects'
phAt 'to fan'

Type b) Adverbial-Verb compounds are derived like type

a) compounds except that there are no objects with the intransi-

tive verbs and no need for NCD 2. Examples of type b) com-

pounds are listed below.
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ettd4at 'boiling point'

eat 'spot, point'

d4at 'to boil'

thankh4n 'runway°

thasn 'way°

kh4n 'to rise'

thithamkan 'office°

this 'place'

thamkan °to do work'

yasal5p 'anesthetic'

vas 'medicine'

sazilla 'to lose consciousness'

ronstlat °church°

r412 'building'

stiat 'to chant, recite prayers

wanchal5sm 'day of celebration'

wan 'day'

chal;sm 'to celebrate°

weslasnosn 'bedtime'

weela °time°

nosn 'to sleep°

saniimlgn 'playground.'

sanam 'field'

in 'to play'

Anman 'eneagement ring°

vrZsn, 'ring'

man 'to be enpAP,ed'

?gnqpngm 'bathtub'

2ALD 'bowl'

yA.pnEim 'to bathe°

9
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4.2.2.5 2/1221 as Second Member. Finally, there are

compounds of this type which preserve the underlying object

as the second member, As it happens, the compounds zim112L217

kafes 'coffee shop' and r2Inleptrk 'garage' which we used to

illustrate the two derivations of Adverbial-Verb-Object com-

pounds both have alternate forms without the verbs. rionkafe*

also means 'coffee shop' and =DLL means 'garage'. Simple

application of NCD 2 to the GNC-produced Adverbial-Verb-Object

forms will yield the corresponding Adverbial-Object forms.

Examples of Adverbial-Object compounds are;

bosris&tygal2 'tobacco company'

boriatt 'company'

ylisut 'tobacco'

rln9ahg*n 'restaurant'

ran 'shop'

?ahgen 'food'

Illaunlanil 'microscope'
kl5n 'pipe'

cunlathAt 'microscopic object'

tibrs4aphil 'wardrobe, dresser'

tt 'cabinet or similar container'

s4aphgt 'clothing'

thankhazia 'garbage pail'

IhAD 'bucket'

khaygo, 'garbage'

banchinenak 'bank account'

banchi 'list, account'

nenak 'deposit of money'
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Phgbay 'sailcloth, canvas'

phgo 'cloth'

la 'sail'

lommaglEapAR 'theatre'

zalu 'building'

mnIamilt 'entertainment'

h3caonkhA 'chamber of commerce'

115° 'building erected for a special purpose'

kankhg 'trading'

hipburi* 'cigarette box'

1.21:2 'box'

burl' 'cigarette'

4.2.3 Exocentris galyllzaa. In addition to the compounds

described above, there are also a fez exocentric compounds

whose heads do not appear. These are formed exactly like

the compounds discussed so far, except that the head member,

a Pronoun, has been deleted by NCD 1. Some of these are

listed below.

Sub 11st Deleted, Object Preserved:

chiSmna*m 'beautiful girl'

ch6*m 'appearance'

nam 'to be beautiful'

khwan93n 'an easily-frightened person'

khwgn 'spirits'

9bn 'to be tender'

phOmmA*, 'bangs'

Thom 'hair'

mg, 'horse'
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sgimkhg 'tripod'

sgm 'three'

khEl 'leg°

Object Deleted, Other Constituents Preserved;

cetcamnon 'aim, purpose'

ct 'mind°
camnon 'to desire°

kgmklt'm 'food eaten with alcoholic beverages'
lAR 'with°

kltm 'snacks taken with drinks'

kApkhgew 'food eaten with rice'

jsk 'with'

khgw 'rice°

kafilk 'a kind of parasitic plant'

kaf 'crow'

atek 'to deposit'

lanchglek 'inside story'

Ilan 'back°

chiik 'cu. -in'

Adverbial Deleted, Subject and Verb Preserved:

tawant6k 'West'

tawan 'sun'

t6k 'to drop'

tawan9b'k 'East'

tawan °sun°

?blt 'to emerge'

Dhtndinwity 'earthquake°

phtndin °earth'

Az 'to tremble
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4.3 Review of the rules. At the close of the discussions

we will review the form of GNC and the Noun Compound Deletion

transformat ions.

GNC <N
f
a) N

(N)(V(Prp))
>

b)<f(V(Prp))(N)1>x
mi (Nu) N

1 2
--> 1>2

NCD 1. <(N V) F+N l(V N)>N Where 1 and 3 are neither
L+Proj both present nor both abo.

1 2 3 sent.
--> 1 3

NCD 2. <N V(Prp).N>N
1 2 3 4

--> 1 p 3 4

NCD 3. <N (V) Prp N>N
1 2 3 4

--> 1 2 p 4

Obligatory if 2 is present;
optional otherwise.

And, as an approximation of the principle dealing with the

deletion of recompounded general forms;

NCD 4. <IZTYrii1>N Where X is a general term
in an area of meaning in

1<glI>NZI
which Y is a specific term.

Delete X
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Footnotes

1
Lees, cl!. cit.

2A statement like "Noun modifiers in Thai always follow
their head nouns, both in compounds and in noun phrases" is
effectively two statements, of course. Lees, however, seems
to have missed this generality since he places on his compound
forming rule the burden of reversing the constituents in the
underlying sentences. See Lees, cm cite, p. 174.

3Richard B. Noss, Thai Reference Grammar (Washington,
D.C.; Foreign Service Institute, 1964) , p. 23.

4Ibid.

5Pex'sonal communication.

6Udom Warotamasikkhadit, Thai. S ntax: An Outline (Bangkok:
The College of Education Prasarnmitr, 19 3), P7737-4"

7Nisa Udomphol, Compound Words in Thai (Unpublished Master'sThesis, Chulalongkorn University, 19
8
Ibid, p. 18.

9However, it is unarammatical because of the presence ofbay, which is the classifier for cabinets, not keys« If the
classifier d8ek is substituted the sentence could fail to beacceptable only because 'cabinet key' happens not to be coimmonly used. If the appropriate classifiers are allowed, this
frame could never distinguish collocations from compounds«

1
0As we mentioned in footnote 9, the third frame is value-less if one takes seriously the generative capacity of com-

pound formation in Thai. The second frame hinges on an inter-
esting feature of Thai graumar which we cannot go into here.
Suffice it to say that there are many sequences which will
not fit into this frame which are not compounds either; henceit alone is not sufficient to distinguish noun phrases from
compounds+

11
Udomphol, op. cit., p. 17.

12
Ibid., p. 7 -10.

13Pra Worawetpisit, Grammar (1954) , p. 79. Quoted inUdomphol, op. it0, p. 7.
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14Faculty of the Pre-University School, Grammar (The
Pre-University School, 1956), p. 25. Quoted in Udomphol,
,off. 21.1*, p. 9.

15Phya Upakitsilpasarn, Thai Grammar (1954), p 3.
Quoted in Udomphol, 2Re 21169 p.

16
Reference Book of Thai Grammar

lizz5 (Ministry of Education, 1962), p.
phol, 22 211 p. 9.

17
Campbell and Shaweevongse, 2n.

190, 255-257.

18
Lanyon-Orgill, 2R 211" P.

19Anthony, 21. 21.. 2R* 211e,
Subhanka, 2R. c it. , p. 25.

20Noss, 2R* 211., p. 59-66.

21Mary R. Haas, Thal-EnAlish
ford, Calif.: Stanford University

22
Udomphol, ER. 211.

23Warotamasikkhadit, z!. 211., p. 45-50.

24Actually, the derivation is somewhat more complicated
than this.

25Udomphol,

for Secondary Education
202. Quoted in Udom-

211.. p. 153.455. 1896..

74-77.

p. 358-359. Haas and

Student's Dictionary (Stan-
Press, 1964), p. xv-xvii.

o . cit., p. 29.

26
Warotamasikkhadit, Jae. it. , p. 45.

27Ibid. I will change Warotamasikkhadit's structural
index in these rules slightly for greater clarity.

28
Ibid., p. 46.

29Ibide. p. 49.

30
Haas, 21/. cit.

31That-Thai Dictionary (Bangkok: The Ministry of Education,
1950).

32
L.N. Morey (Comp.) and S. Semsampan (Ed.), Brief Thai-

Eussian Dictionary (Leningrad: Leningrad University Press,
19641.
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33Tha1 speakers may contest the classification of some
of the examples in this chapter. Some are ambiguous and
belong in more than one list. Some may be mis-classified.
My only claim is 1) that the classification is valid and
2) that most of the examples in any list are correctly clas-
sified.

31This compound involves coordinate compounding of two
items which have already been coordinate-compounded.

35Format is adapted from Rosenbaum, 2R. cit.

361,E is quite possible that the innermost sentence khon
bin dly sg0y is to be derived from the further embedding;

<khon chaty sgmrgce <kan <kan pen <<khon Illip,NpsNp
persoo use for activity activity be person fly

sisy>s
line

This type of derivation for instrumental phrases was suggested
to me by Dr. James D. ivicCawley. For obvious reasons, we will
not attempt to deal with this refinement in this discussion.

37Frequently a noun position in a compound will be filled
by a nominalized verb which has undergone T keon Del.

38netk 'expert' is a bound form which must undergo GNC.

39cha*w 'dweller in' is a bound form requiring application
of GNC. Its presence in wprarc,n is an enigma.

40See footnote 38.

41For a definition for wuanom, the Thai-Thai Dictionary
gives wua Phan thI* halt nom lik7.*11 is kind: of cow which gives
much milk'. Thai-Thai Dictionary.* 22. cit.

42Warotamasikkhadit makes the same assumption implicitly
with his rule that makes compounds out of sentences of the form:

N1 Vt N2 See Warotamasikkhadit, p. 46 and pp. above.

43-
--tiaas and Subhanka, 214, cit., p. 551.

44Haas and Subhanka, la. cit., pp. 549, 559.

45Nr. Sirisamphan made the observation that these two
sentences sounded like mistakes a European would make.

46Cf. Warotamasikkhadit, 22. cit., p. 49-50 and dis-
cussion above.

47Most of the other Thai government ministries are simi-
larly named.
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See footnote 38.

49So startling was the first alternative that I at first
assumed that he intended the second alternative to be a cor-
rection of the first* but he assured me that either definition
was appropriate.

5°See footnote 39.

51A possible alternative to this and the t3nmA°17. 'tree'
case would be to allow certain words, like t8nmwy, and khgn-flax to be entered as single lexical items with more than one
member. This solution has a number of disadvantages. See
chapter 5 for discussion of similar problems.

52See footnote 41.

53A very great many transitive verbs in Thai are ambiva-
lent, as a glance at the meanings in the Thai-English Student's
Dictionarz will show. Warotamas ikkhadit 175,17 cit., p.7777"--sets up ambivalent verbs as a subset of Thai verbs separate
from transitive verbs. For him there are obviously transitive
verbs which are not ambivalent.

54
1 actually did find a single example of a three-member

compound; sXowkhonrak 'a man's sweethart, (sgaw 'young woman',
khon 'person', rak to love'). There is nothing in our rules
to prevent such compounds from being generated.

551t seems likely that a more complete grammar of Thai
would allow Pro-nouns to be more freely deleted. It may
also be possible to collapse NCD 1 with T Pro Del. The pre-
sence of N in 3 is required by compound types to be discussed
later.

56Warotamasikkhadit (22y cit., p. 48) derives ILIPmilv
'silk' from phgo thoo dua, ma rrThe cloth is woven with silk"instead of a sentence with tham 'to make'. It may be there
are a number of verbs like this instead of just one.

57The innermost sentence could undergo T Am Vb in the
first cycle and thvs khritankhrua could be derived like a
Subject-Adverbial compound. For the sake of demonstration,
we will assume that T Am Vb is not selected in the frstcycle.

58The constituent tc'n 'Classifier for units of time'
is deleted under the noun compound deletion principle.

59The Ambivalent Verb Transformation could apply since
kh.'y is an ambivalent verb and the derivation would be sim-
plified. For illustrative purposes we will assume that itdoes not.
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Chapter 5

Learned Compounds

1.0 Int7coauction. Among noun compounds in Thai there

is a small but interesting subset which differs from the others

in several important ways. In the first place, the elements

which make up these compounds are semi-assimilated elements

of Indic origin, and are recognized as such by Thai speakers.

Such compounds are maskisksa° 'public education' (Skt.

lilyalg 'mankind', giksa 'training') and wisawako"n 'engineer'

(Skt. viva 'all', kara 'doer').1 In the second place, the

serial order of the elements in many of these is the reverse

of what it would be if the compound were formed by the rules

in chapter 4. The learned word piiLtak.han 'large restaurant'

is formed from the Indic elements 2hAIILI 'food' and 222:n

'building' where the modifying element aka precedes cakhano

the head. By contrast, the native word for restaurant, rgons-

9a.shg4in (relna 'store', 9ahan 'food'), occurs in the normal

order, head followed by modifier, Besides these factors, many

of these learned compounds display atypical phonological phew.

nomena. The word for 'animal' is sat, and is so pronounced

in isolation, or in compound with a native Thai noun, as in

sip:. 'wild animal'. But when compounded with another Indio

element in a learned compound it becomes sictwa; atwawittpw,

'zoolo8y' (witthaya 'science, --ologyg). Similarly, toe word
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thun 'funds', whbn alone or compounded with certain other nouns

has the form thun. But when compounded with a4.2 'wealth4i it

becomes thunna (thunnas4 'capital'). Other learned compounds

shcw vestiges of Indic sandhi phenomena. The final vowel of

the bound form pli.Itta 'food' in the above-cited learned com-

pound 2.11ttlaisha*n '(large) restaurant' fuses with the first

vowel in 9akhain (with deletion of the glottal stop) to form

the single long af. There are a number of other examples, all

involving short or long a.

2.0 Possible Solutions. It is clear that these items

are special in a number of ways. What is less clear is how

to account for the differences and still show how they fit in-

to Thai grammar. One possible solution would be to enter them

all in the lexicon as single units. This solution, however,

runs into a number of serious objections. In a number of

cases, the members of these learned compounds also occur inde-

pendently with meanings similar to those they bear in compound.

To enter the compounds as units would be to deny that the in-

dependent and compounded elements with the same meanings are

the same item. Secondly, it would result in a multiplicity

of repetition of the same items. We have already mentioned

the word skawawitthaym "zoology'. But there are a number

of academic disciplines that are named with compounds with

witthaym, and even more with sue, which also means 'science'.

To enter each of these separately seems,clearly to miss an

obvious generality. Besides these objections, this solution
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would build into the lexical entries the phonological alter-

nations in forms like sh and thun» While these alternations

are irregular, there are a number of them that are irregular

in the same way and the separate entry solution would preclude

the possibility of exploiting thete sUbregularities in the

phonological rules. Finally, this type of solution would

leave unexpressed the grammatical relationships between the

members of these compounds, which are similar to those in the

regular compounds»

Another possibility would be to allow the category symbol

N to branch. A rule like N (Prefix) N' (Suffix) could be

introduced into the grammar and the bound Indic elements

could be specified as prefixes or suffixes depending on whether

they follow or precede the head nouns of learned compounds.

This solution allows us to avoid unnecessary repetition in the

lexicon and would allow for expression of phonological subregu-

larities. If the same form is allowed to be specified as a

prefix or suffix and also a free form, there would be no neces-

sity for double entries for items which appear either indepen-

dently or in compound. But this solution would still fail to

account for the grammatical relationships between members of

the compounds, which provided much of the motivation for the

derivation of compounds from sentences in the case of regular

Thai compounds. In addition, this solution would force the

retraction of the suggestion that categories like N and V are

universal lexical category symbols which do not branch in the
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grammar of any language.

Another possibility is to allow the compounds to be gen-

erated by the ordinary Thai rules for compound derivation,

using native Thai forms, and then to allow substitution of the

learned forms with concomitant reordering of these forms. This

solution would seem to lack the defects of the other two, but

has others of its own. In some cases, it is impossible for

a Thai speaker to imagine a sentence which would account for

the meaning and combination of learned forms in compound. For

another thing, there seems to be a certain artificiality about

such a solution in some instances. There are a great many

compounds, especially of the learned type, of the form XY,

for which the definition seems to be of the form X klaw kth

Y (or Y klaw kiR X) where klaw An means 'to deal with'. It

appears that the concept of one thing dealing with, or having

to do with another may be more basic than the subject-verb-

object relationship captured by deriving compounds from under-

lying sentences. Perhaps the ultimate solution will be the

recognition of an abstraction expressing the concept of X

dealing with Y which may be expressed either by a sentence or

by a normal Thai compound, or alternately, by a learned emir.

pound.

3.0 Informant Behaviour. Before we can adopt a tenta-

tive solution, it will be helpful to investigate what sort of

knowledge a Thai speaker has on the basis of which he uses

these compounds. The informant with whom I discussed these
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matters was Kasian Chongsarit, a young man from Bangkok who

has recently arrived in the United States to complete his final

year of high school here before going on to college in an Ameri-

can university. The informant was first shown a few derivations

for ordinary Thai compounds and then asked to supply under-

lying sentences for a few others of the native type.. After

doing this successfully, he was introduced to the learned type

and iitsked to do two things. First, he was asked if he could

distinguish the two parts which made up the word. He was able

to do this without fail in every case. Secondly, he was asked

to provide source sentences for this type of compound, using

the two parts in the -sentences if possible. The results of

this task varied.

In many cases, he was simply unable to give a sentence

at all. The word ?opkain was identified as consisting of

?oj 'body' and kan. 'matter, affair'. But he was not able to

suggest a sentence which reflected the meaning of these two

parts. In others, a sentence was supplied which was difficult

to evaluate. For kammaslt 'ownership', Kasian suggested

sIttnia thIe pen cawkh5n "The situation which is being an

owners''. sItthi? situation' is an alternate form of sit, but

the form kamma strictly speaking means °deeds° and has no

counterpart in the sentence.. in soMe cases, he gave meaning

for the constituent parts which it clearly does not have in

the zompou,nd. In some of these cases, a form has a meaning
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in compound which it does not have when used freely. For

instance, kon in compound has the meaning 'device', as in

konc.61 'engine'. Independently, however, it means 'trick'.

The informant gave the meaning 'trick' for kon and was pre-

dictably unable to suggest an underlying sentence containing

kon from which konclk could be derived. In other cases, the

informant seemed to be thinking of a word having nothing to

do with the compound under discussion. For 221221 in witthaunpr

'university', he gave the meaning "When someone that you like

wants to depart and you don't want him to depart". This has

nothing to do with its meaning in wft.th., which is ap-

parently close to the meaning of Sanskrit alaya 'house, dwell-

ing'.

It was interesting to note that the informant sometimes

gave sentences as definitions for some learned compounds which

would give meanings to the compound which differed substantially

from the one given in the Thai-guslish Student's Dictionary,.

Almost always, these sentences followed the normal Thai pattern

of head plus modifier, supplying a somewhat oblique verifica-

tion of the analysis in chapter 4. One of these is thewaltk

'the world of the gods' which consists of the*wa 'divinity,

god' and 18k 'world'. However, Kasian gave the source as

thewada thi r4ksii lOok "A divinity who protects the world"

which interprets the head as the first member of thewal(5k

instead of the second.

But in a large number of instances, the informant was
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able to volunteer a definition which reflected an embedded

sentence containing forms corresponding to the members of

the compound and revealing the relevant grammatical relations.

The learned word for °artist°, cltrako°n (cltra °picture',

kon °doer') was defined ass

khon t.ht° Aat rf1.7.a
person who draw picture

"A person who draws pictures"

Cases of vowel sandhi were no more of a problem than the

others. lekhgnukan °secretary' (lekhg 'writing, 9anukan

'subordinate') received the definitions

khon thi° 'claw k4R kanikhian
person who deal with activity-write

"A person who deals with writing"

In other cases, the informant was not able to directly supply

a definition, but accepted the one I suggested, sometimes with

great enthusiasm. For 212.nllareiaa °population' (phon(la) °people',

Egan 'city, country'), I suggested;

khon thi rip nai m4an
person who be-located in city, country

"People who are in the city (country)"

Kasian accepted this definition with the comment "That's good)"

4.0 Tentative Solution. Perhaps none of the solutions

discussed in this chapter is ideal, but the most promising

seems to be a combination of two of the above. It seems reason-

able to assume in cases in which the informant was not able to

suggest a sentence definition, and especially when he could

not give a meaning to a compound member which elucidated its
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function in the compound, that the putative compound is really

a single lexical item. The difficulty here is that he always

could correctly identify two items in these words. But it

can be argued chat this information is part of the Thai person's

extralinguistic knowledge, analogous to the educated English

speaker's knowledge that 'adventure' can be divided into 'ad'

and °venture° which can then be traced to Latin words In

neither case does this type of information contribute to ef-

ficiency in the description of the speaker's use of these

words. Learned words for which satisfactory definitions could

be given will then be derived as in chapter 4, using native

forms. Late in the grammar, there will be a mechanism which

allows the replacement of certain native forms with learned

form$, followed by a transformation reversing the serial order

where necessary. Thus, skrakon 'artist° starts out ast

khon wAt rta
person who draw picture

"A person who draws picturee

Regular grammatical processes convert this to khonrips The

substitution mechanism allows khon to be replaced by kon and

skR by Atm, giving *honcltra. The reversal transformation

makes the adjustment to.cItrakoen..

A similar solution takes the definitions given by the

informant or dictionary less seriouslis Instead of assuming

that precisely the sentence given by the Thai speaker under-

lies the learned compound, it can be assumed that the sentence
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is a paraphrase of the real underlying sentence necessitated

by the presence in the real sentence of bound forms which can-

not be used independently of the compound. The real under-

lying sentence, then, for a compound like citrakoqi is not

khon wAet but *kosn wast citra. The items

kon and cltra are specified in such a way that sentences con-

taining them must undergo GNC in order to give a real Thai

utterance. This solution would have the advantage that it

can explain why ko*n 'doer' seems to have more specific semano

tic content than khon 'person's It would also explain why

Thai speakers will give the members of the compound in the

definition-sentence, even if they are learned words, as long

as they are free forms A definition like khon wat el=

is forced on the Thai speaker because he is not free to use

koin and citra in a sentence. Nevertheless, it does reflect

the grammatical relationships involved. If this solution is

adopted, and it seems to be the best one available, the rever-

sal rearrangement transformation would still be necessary,

but the substitution mechanism would not.

However, sometimes the definitions given by the infor-

mant indicated grammatical relationships that are different

from those indicated in the Thai government dictionary. 2
The

word for 'capital city° rgtchathani (rAtcha 'king', Mu:n'

'city') was defined by my informant as;

meat tilts pahiftkaszlot,,y1u
city which king be-located

"A city where the king lives"
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but by the dictionary asc

.f.17.11TAMLI1L:
city of c.ilg

"The city of the king"

and thus ultimately from

m4a 11.211 steha°
city which VLA5 h AN'e

"The city whih the king has"

By the former definitionp Ill=1Lis the object of the prepo-

sition nu 'in'. In the other definition, it would be the

direct object of the verb m14 'have'. Similarly, mancrphglIR

'imagination' (manoe 'mind', 192L*;.o 'picture') was defined by

Kasian as;

phaop tht, nay 1 hwisemn4kkhit
picture which be-located in =777;:rEri72

"A picture which is in the mind"

The dictionary, on the other hand, gives:

thI4 Idet max cltetx
picture which be-thought be-drawn in mind

"A picture which is conceived in the mind"

According to the one definition, lii2k2 is ultimately the sub-

jact of it 'to be located' and according to the other, it

is the ultimate object of nik 'to think' and wa4t 'to draw'.

Dui; thlki state of affairs supports rather than destroys the

analysis we propose. Since there are so many avenues of deri-

vation which ronult in compounds, it is to be expected that

many, if not most of them, will be ambiguous. This ambiguity

can be accounted for by the above type of variations in defi-

nitions by native speakers of the language.
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5.0 Examples. We will list the examples in the same

order as in chapter 4, giving the structure-reflecting defini-

tion for each type, but no Sample derivations since the deri-

vations will be the same as those in: ch4tOr 4 except for the

use of learned items and rearrangements where necessary. each

of the definitions given is attested either by a informant or

in the ThainThai Diction, e.2a The proposed analysis f'or any

item is valid only for such Thai speakers for WhP141 the membe

of the compound and their interrelationships are known? Other,/

wise, the compound is functionally a unit for that ePP4Xerfl

By no means all the compound types.ltstedAn chapter: k are

tol4n4 in the sot or learned compounds. In partidUlar, there
..

w1.11 be no thre.rmember pompoundst

We inOlUde in chapter 5 a number of compounds wilich dO

net undergo rParFarlSement although they iliclude ,earned mew

1Ders! We include them here pl.nce many or 'hemp Ore bound toms

which appear only in learned Q041Pclun441 We Pan Ponsider thpso

grApimattcally Wimilated learned compounds.

5/1, erl
e

gji Headt
s r . J. . A.,

5.1.1 Verb as Second Member.

Examples which are not reversed;

Definition; samAylorevn, 'ancient times'

samXz bosra;n
time which be-ancient

aakan 'cold sweat'

At, 'sweat'

kan 'to be black'

0.,. t ..1'.
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alaml_ma.10:2 'minor or additional wife'

21122aEgMe /wife'

a:2 'to be new'

etsutw sa 'unavoidable circumstances'

,few"t, 'cause, reason'

Akillay 'to be beyond human power'

igginvzalp 'ancient times

samra 'time'

1=9.6= 'to be ancient,

LLhEjaikm, 'the House of Commons'

juhel: 'council, assembly'

pAspaq 'to be common, ordinary'

94030aE 'low consonant'

ks60 'letter of the alphabet'

,tom 'to be low'

Examples which are reversed:

Definitions stomansktli: 'elementary edl4pp.Wm!

kns4Itsg th' sgman
education which be=a ina4

ligipAUEU 'ancestors'
be augl 'to be early, original'.

bur4 'man'

1=1,..Lowsittat 'relics'

92:31 'to be ancient,

AVM& 'object'

lahkoth81 'light punishment'

1a49, 0to be light'

ILIA:/ 'punishment'

pahintaphay 'great danger'

mah;nta 'to be great'

ilex 'danger'

. '
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Amilona sthe public, the majority of the people'

mahgu 'to be great'

chon 'people'

xatchimmtiway 'old age'

2:4Iphimni 'to be final'

my. 'period of life°

eilumanAksgu 'elementary education'

4.uman 'to be common, ordinary'

Ilwnlyilsgi 'education'

SaltAnrayy 'minor wife'
'to be lesser, minor'

apnrayae 'wife'

.....119A1101404 'particle'

941.1.6 'to be lesser, minor'

201.4 'part'

9tisithA7kam 'industry'

9tIgh7a9 'to be diligent!

kam 'deeds'

501.2 6. b, as Second tIew rj

Examples which are not reversed;

Definitions IllAialdiVAIWafgc*M100 Orr444!
khon r4R !tchak
person who 'workf9r

,DurtitpxAvsani

alt 'paw r,

szalsanis 'mail'

githeleaulkt 'laws of nature'

kOt 'rule, law'

thammachtvt 'nature'

I, 4

yov
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Imlang24, 0proce,dure, administration'

;-%Axabman, 'procedul4RI tTticeoslion'

keon 'matter!. . l awposo*,.
7-t7

khanit9kammakacn:ecommittee'

-khaiid/ 17group'

kamegalp 'committee member'

khang9ratthamontris 'council of ministers'

IhE141:611112
ratthamontrie 'minister In government'

lcaltall 'royal servant'

khgo 'servant'

aau 'government'

khargtchakan 'government official'

khg 'servant'

rtletchaka°4 'government'

212MAIXI "history!

itzeit

kaen 'matter'

hra? tgpardian sp1411t of one's land'

hr 9 !god.'

1,1110i leaXth! .

til*Qt!
qithlksn 'head, leader'

wit 'temple'

Examples which are reversed:

Definitions latcakaon 'activity'

keon thi 134ar AAR =Irk
matter which deal with business

cakrayn 'cycle' (the machine)

c&kra 'wheel'

aa 'conveyance'
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eittrallpm 'artist°

eittr4 'painting'

ko'n 'doer°

kitcalwn °work, activity°

wor'XI activity°

kaYn. 'act lvity

kh t rts 'Christianity'

khrit(ta) °Chri9i'd' (from European)

*'.A.S.:_sal_g."' 'religion°

khunnal15 'adjective'

khuntha) 'virtue'

64 °word'

Pheas2itchako'n 'pharmacist'

pheus;a(oha) 'drug'

Is061 'doere

ritthamantrts 'government minister'

Elliltilp2 'state, nation'

montri* 'minister'

atttliTE...4p12.51.2 'parliament'

Ilitla.41 'state, nation'

laAtigNr: °council'

AllainiAge °medicine, therapeutics'

rt5'k °disease'

? 'art, craft'

*battle°

xfit (t ha) 'war °

iia44 'activity'

An important subclass of Subject-Object learned compounds

of wNch the members have been reversed are those which name

ar.lademlic disciplines with either 1.24.4t or witthq=1, both of
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which mean 'science' or as head. Examples of this

type are listed next.

Definitions .p4NAgwitthaya 'zoology'

wichw law% 1A2 git;
soice wilioh deal with animal

SIII221111h1M-2. 'psychiatry'

cit(ta) 'mind'

wftthaw 'science'

kas;ttacasl:t 'agrictuItue as a science'

litalikIcultivated field'

'science'

khan1ttasA4t 'mathematics'

liyagjLtimathematics'

sa,t 'science'

lamkskt 'history as a discipline'

brat 'history'
sA,st oscience'

11141spApA*t 'botany'

AtEksa 'plant'

sZot 'science'

sinhh9mw1tthay 'social science'

siathal 'society'

witthayso 'science'

seltawAwitthuv 'zoology'

'animal'

witthayw 'science'

wetchasA.'t 'medical science'

watcha 'medicine'

sik'j 'science'

wftthwysoecot 'science'

IIIIIhlyaL 'science'

sit !science
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AkiLIELI °liberal arts'

9:4,ks311 'letter of the alphabet'

slt °science°

5.1.3 Adverbial as Second Member.

Examples which are not reversed:

Definition:: peoples of the world'

khon tht* vTx° 292. 15*k
person who be-located in world

mano*Rga 'imagination°

mano* °heart, mind°

21.412,'picture'

maniitsays156kH,'world of men'

manillgoay/41 'man'

15k 'world°

DhaYthammachA6t 'natural disaster'

mhax 'danger°

thammachAt °nature'

shonlaa2 'the peoples of the world'

_21201a 'people'

1.L4 IworLd'

phonlam4arl 'population'

sizja'people'

meim.'city, country'

phonlar4an iciviliant

heron], 'person'

roan 'house'

'throne halls

tholln 'area'

plzia2La 'hall'
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9amniisttl:lanllanpAim 'political power'

9ampAt 'power, .tnfluences

the 'associated with' (preposition)

kanm4a2 'politics'

Examples which are reversed;

Definitions ratchathasnis 'capital city'

m4ap, .phio m011ickastast zis
city which king

bannaphiph621 'world of literature'

Manna °writings'

IninhoR 'world'

himaslax 'Himalayas'

hima 'snow'

=22z 'place'

nakho4nslilphelal: 'prostitute'

nakhon 'city'

AL0.22,11 'prostitute'

rgotchathasnis 'capital city'

rAtcha 'king'

thani 'city'

5.1.4 Predicate Nominal as Second Member.

Examples which are not reversed;

Definitions rAtthatalataaln 'central governmentg

rgtthaban this pen klaq
government which be center

cipaulkahaz 'Thai nationals'

be-located

+c,

chon
o
'people'

orteirtT
thAY 'Thai race'

snLopet..likw9akx..1t 'British people'
chon 'people'

chaw,aqhmit 'the British'
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krabuanhanhalydrolisis 'hydrolysis'

krabuankwn 'process'

haydrolisls 'hydrolysis' (from English)

multmllaI 'lowest rank of policeman"

2hon 'member of a military or police force'

tamrilat 'policeman'

Ilma4hK*n 'private'

ion 'member of a military or police force'

thahgn 'soldier'

DhrS?borommaraschinil 'supreme queen'

mtg? 'ruler, god'

boromnaraech4ni. 'supreme queen'

shrkpan 'the moon'

=AZ 'ruler, god"

can 'moon'

slinmilalhamayIrl: 'friendly relations'

samphaniLba) 'relationship'

gutrie 'friendship'

9wwiltRiln 'firearms'

?Eowlit 'weapon'

in 'gun'

Examples which are reversed:

Definitions mitraplt 'friendliness'

cit .tes pan mit
mind which be 'Friend

cwrachon 'secret agent'

caora 'spy'

chon.'person"

eltrakam 'painting' (art or act)

eltra 'painting'

kam 'deed'
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mutriscit 'spirit of friendship'

maytri* 'friendship'

cit 'mind'

mirackt 'friendliness'

mtra 'friend'

cit 'mind'

Of the reversed Subject-Predicate Nominal examples, there

is a special set of which the head member is NIA= 'state,

condition' or ka'n 'matter'. These nouns tend to add abstract-

ness to the meaning of the other member. For various reasons,

the usual sources for the underlying sentences for compounds

was not productive for these. The informant, Kasian Chongsarit,

was very reluctant to divide these compounds and give sentence-

'definitions including both members. When he did, it was clear

that the sentence did not contribute to an understanding of

the compound, and there was no consistancy in his definitions*

The Thai-Thai DiVitionary is not likely to give definitions

which include direct predicate-nominal relative clauses. Its

definition for laaraptgal 'freedom' is:

klmaimpen k6° tua
qualtty-of-being be-free to self

"State of being independent"

As we have seen in chapter 3, nominalizations of this type with

khwa*m and kEon are derived from underlying structures which

involve sentences with predicate nominals at the deepest level.

If we recognize khwa6m as the nat:,.ve Thai counterpart of 2.1:29

and pen that tua as in some sense corresponding to 91sara,

then we have the needed definition. Although the evidence is
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sparse b it is difficult to see how the two members of these

compounds could otherwise be related. It seems quite possible

that the examples with ka...-tn, are derived by the regular nominal

ization rule, except that 1) the underlying predicate nominal

is a noun, not a sentence, and 2) the members are reversed

by the reversal transformation for Indic compounds. it is

also quite likely that at least some of these compounds are

actually units for many Thai speakers. The examples ares

btkkhalikka"ohkm 'personality!

bibikkhallkka 'personality'

phil13 'state, condition'

khumehke 'quality'
=Dina). 'virtue'

plikm 'state, condition'

mcranaphAIR 'death'

morana 'death'

PhA) 'state, condition'

Drawatkaen 'history'

mmit 'account, history!

kgon 0mttee

Alitlikwa 'force, power'

44,14 iphysioal strength'

Isapm 'matter'

pasnkala 'plan, scheme'

phZ64 'plan'

ka 'matter'

Aimalsathuga 'relationship, state of alliance'

tfaaritha 'relationship'

2.12 'state, condition'
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sAmIlph112 'peacefulness'

Anti °peace'

phi 'state, condition'

mmlatm 'circle, field, realm'

won 'circle'

kn °matter°

?isaranAIR 'freedom'

91s9,ra 'to be free, freedom'

lhAeR 'state, condition'

5.1.5 Exooentric Compunds.

Some learned compounds are exocentric in the sense that

the head member of the compound does not actually appear in

the compound. A few compounds of this type were mentioned

in chapter 4, but proportionately more of them are found among

learned compounds.

Definitions kanpavts vlibrarianc

rA:IS nangnAMMAI
person protect library-book

Examples of (Subject) - Object- Verb,

bannall4k 'librarian'

be:nna 'writings'

rdk 'to protect'

chonulthalu 'irrigation'

!H4Prl:
bestow'

nitibanvAt 'legislation'

nits 'law'

ban at 'to prescribe'

mcbcpaen 'local government'

yvanhe 'populace'

ban 'to tend'
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rAtthabn °government'

rglithEI 'nation, state'

ban 'to tend°

almhylar4 'body guard°

??..gliP§% PbodY9

sik to protect'

Example of (Subject)-Adverbial-Verbs

yasureikaekvn 'guard, sentry°

za2m 'watches of the night' (Clf.)

44950.T 'to be on guard duty'

Learnea compounds in which underlying constituents other

than the subject are the head are much rarer than subject-

head compounds. Not only is the number of such compounds

smaller, but there are fewer combinations of constituents and

fewer compounds whose members are not reversed.

5.2 Underlvinp Oblect as Head.

5.2.1 Verb es Second Member.

Example which is reversed:

Definition: mivaltom 'product'

slp thi° mhallt .1014
thing whiph be-produced rise 000p

, 44,,,i444

a 't 'to produce'

Phan 'material'

5.2.2 at act as Second Member.

Examples which are not reversed (all possessive):

Definitions maITahgochon 'public opinion'

khwegign kh3la khonmtimak
opinion of large-group-people
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migagkehm 'public opinion'

mAtI °opinion'

mahachon 'populace'

makiavitt ° colony'iYM

yzatifiltAA0. 'country'

rgtet 'state, nation'

lhOn1142m 'retribution'

phgn(7.!U °fruit, results'

kam 'deeds'

mbialmipralt 'topography'
111apillk 'earth'

Platttli 'evantrY9

thamntamlly6k 'prime minister's residence'

thamn 'residence of a high government official'
nami4 'prime official'

atLygl=akhon 'middle age'
22:gy.la°1 'middle age'

khon 'person'

22zgylwalm 'period of time after which prosecution of a crtme
may no longer be initiated'

aallyg 'age'
kby19 'case'

Examples 'which are reversed,

Definitions =gni:I 'Foot of a king or queen'

Di hra?
sole-of.;foot of

linq ic in
r er

saagam 'espionage'
cara 'spy'

kam 'deeds'

sanNoggE 'robbery'

contra) 'thief'

ks4 'deeds'
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mantitsuath2m 'humanity, humaneness'

maniltilaya) 'man'

tham 'dharma°

stakkkt *foot of a king or queen'

apt? 'god, ruler'

b&at 'foot'

arganprommarkR 'statue or picture of the king'

=6,9 'god ruler'

12r2Emarl= csplendid likeness'

miukug:nArl gthrone°
Ork 'god, ruler'
thjszlig 'seat'

rgotchqphan 'official punishment'

rgotcha 'king'

than 'punishment'

rAtchathilet 'royal envoy'

rg*tcha 'king'

thrlet 'ambassador'

ammaLstilmilLR, 'membership'

samachik 'member'

xhAlaglummak: 'parcel post'

Example which is not reversed:

Definitions 211gtsaftlaRmaymat 'parcel post'

5.2.3 Adverbial as §econd amber.

praysani* 'mail'

phgtsaa9 'articles'

nix 'limit'

s, k} tht*
things which be-sent by mail

agqaa.,
9

sod 2,2:12 Engsani°,

phgop 'state, condition'

,9annik4i2 'life %U.paill
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Examples which are reversed;

Definitions LiVai.22 'military equipment'

9a.ollut thi* .,410'2PALT12.11:212
weapon =h be-used for fighting

gtsg.Lrenhan 'friendly relations'

'friondi

orphan 'relationship'

Al......Lkham 'spoken word'

2:4k 'mouth, beak'

kham

weitchmhan 'medical supplies'

wgtcha 'medicine'

.M . 'material'

rditthaglan 'military equipment'

Atelltal 'war'

=In °material°

2141luaysani 'airmail'
241%kt 'air'

mmnalt 'mail'

5.204 Ex2celltrke guales.WAMN

Examples of (Object)-Subject-Verbs

Definitions kalillniam 'poetry'

khammiplarl thl pawl t
poetry which poet compose

Ipmlininho2 'poetry'

1.01 'poet'

111210 'to write'

Ori9rAtchadam4t 'royal speech'

sh2.42Allsha 'king'
damrat 'to speak'
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50 Alsrlylns Adverbial as dead,

5.361 Subiect as Second. Member.

Examples which are reversed:

befinitionigatmemILthuman society'

matrUt nay sailltom
mn which be-located in society

Itkvaelsa:n 'the time of Buddha'

mbiliaal 'Buddha'

ka*n 'age'

Aahomarla 'human society'

21a'..mietY2

mana mangy

thewali5c 'heaven'

Ihrmr,divinity'

la k cworido

50302 Inaa as `".fie' Member.

Examples which are not reversed:

Definition: sataenrdhPr4g2 'theater'

du4lan5
place for watch-for-amusement

sarigmiclaa:'stedium, sports field'

Sanamm 'field'

lilac: *sport*

sathg*nrah5tras;')2 'theater'

4204.1a

1Pra t .

sathlonni'wrttth4ak 'radio station'

saakm11.2stetion'
witthaN.60 'radio'

Examples which are reversed:
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Definition: witttax2 12y 'college'
6sattit .11 ka riel/SPit chin sa.0Q

place give education level high

hOznaekhain 'large restaurant'

)111A....ta. 'foods

9achastn cbuilding'

wittljavylssir.

At.....t.lazz: "science, knowledge'

?al ,place'

5.3.3 Exocentricscom2:01,

Example of (Adverbial)-Subject-Objects

2.....11212aryrathae. 'democracy'

rtracha.'' 'populace'

24/111.0a lsoln:eignty.

5004 Co-ordinate gmawJ41,

Examples of co-ordinate compounds:

Definitions thi3ke;ak, 'happiness and sorrow'

thilk si*
sorrow and happiness

atm 'heart and soul'

Al 'mind'
4EL 'heart'

Algarmalgall: 'married couple'

phanrayw wife'

sgami* 'husband°

phayphibgtt 'danger, disaster'

alie 'danger'

2h, -t' 'disaster'

pluxgarta2...ta 'revenue'

2122.14A: 'tax'

9kn 'tax, revenue'



arglegow 'God, ruler'

phrs19 'god, ruler'

caw 'ruler, holy being'

r4dutkasn 'season'

r.44.ue 'season'

kwn ''age'

sIntiOk 'peace and happine

anti 'peace'

stk 'happiness'

4,40.22.112 'resources

sali4mg 'wealth

9aako.y1 n 'revenu

t a pshasl*w 'a go

Iti:P(PIV) '

ettv'm 'holy

d'

divine being'

being, ruler'

a

e'

ss"

thilkstik 'happiness and sorrow'

thilk 'sorrow'

Oak 'happiness'

As

3
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Compounds Not Derived 444 *:to -es'
4,

we found among the-native Ths4.00m150414, there are
?

several learned compounds wh ich are4320406.....tiOWYWAT.phraies-.

ich no _sentence 1 haidbdentembedcied4'Agith'practi4ally allin wh

involve numbers. Like most other learned compounds. these

esamples occur with the number and noun in revz.ose order,fpom.

the corresponding native compounds. The examples area

bandeokhru 'all teachers'

bandeo 'all of'

lchru 'teacher'
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icu Adca 'four requisites for a Buddhist monk'

eAtu 'four'

dca r 'requisite'

ARVILTAI 'all kinds of animals'

s4p1Rha) 'all'

sAt 'animal'

Apavigamn 'properties , qualities'

sAP(rhta 'all'

khun 'virtue'

?eskkachon 'private individual'

9e0kka 'one'

chon 'person'

It will be noticed that skohasAt 'all kinds of animals'

differs from the others in the list in that it has the meaning

'all kinds of animals' and not 'all animals'« This means that

while the other examples have undergone the deletion of their

regular classifiers, Auhalit has undergone deletion of a

classifier meaning 'kind'. A similar example is phanmiy, °kinds
. .

of plants' (phan 'kind' (olf.)-(t8n)mainr 'plarit°). As 0 p04441F

for this word, Kasian gave me:

timmA0y laa chanit e

plant several E=

'substituting the native classifier chahit for the learpeci ami

Cletirly, Along= and sivaphasAt are similar in derivatton, ex-
ti

cept that Annimat preserves the number word and deletes the

classifier and shannikz represents the opposite procespt.

A number of these examples are exocentric ((Subject).

Object):



cAtubAnt 'quadruped'

atu'four.
'ant 'foot'

kaj:urkt 'square'

(1,1t1a. 'four'

'Lt vsitte'

OmPha.114711, 'pronoun'

JA2121121 'all'

ni!m, 'noun'

5.3.6 Units. Finally,
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there are a number of words which l,

although they involve recurring parts,are judged to be units

on the basis of informant behaviour and the lack of coherence

between the meaning of the compound and the individual members.

Etamples with ecro- 'wheel's

lkaTtxtAL'emperor'

.111iszt732112 'empire'

atkrah.wan 'universe'

Examplee-witch rata.4

ko 'affair,`

2iavzna "organization'

Examples with ktmimal 'deeds' s» kammap- preoedingz

ompkann 'committee member'

kamma-kanr6k 'accusative case'

klpmatphan 'heredity'

kamma-slt 'ownership*

porna-wanch 'passive voice'

Examples with isvaimal 'deeds' kam followings

0,mamIcam 'gymnasties'

Anikaftasas 'art object's'
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Footnotes

lIn discussing Thai vocabulary, Lanyon-Orgill notes:
...in the earlier period many Sanskrit and Pali learned words

were introduced into Thai as a result of the Hindu influence
in South-East Asia." Lanyon-Orgill, 22. cit., p, 156

2
That-Thai Dictionary (Bangkok: Ministry of Education,

1950), ass. m.

3These differ from native compounds in that the verb is
always an adjectival verb.

'Obviously, this involves the deeper embedding: khon
tbtsu* dAai 9aewut "People fight with the weapons".

.

5The deeper embedding is mpn dulgn psy thi* "People
watch for amusement in the place.

6
The deeper embedding is khon f ksnsaksA chin alg

s_ hg azely at*n "People give high-level education at the place".
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